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TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF JANUARY, 1889.

II^TRODUOTIOlir.

By Edwakd S. Holden.

In the summer of 1888, the Regents of the University of Cali-

fornia authorized the publication of a pamphlet of ‘^Suggestions

for observing the Total Eclipse of the Sun on January 1, 1889.^’

This was accordingly prepared at the Lick Observatory by myself,

with the assistance of Messrs. Burnham and Schaeberle, and
was widely distributed throughout California, especially in the

region of total eclipse. It was expected that some eclipse expe-

ditions might be sent to California from Europe, and to provide

for the waiits of European and other observers I prepared a short

paper on the meteorological conditions to be expected at the time

of the eclipse, on the facilities for transportation of eclipse instru-

ments, etc., which was printed in the Monthly Notices of the Royal

Astronomical Society, volume 48. Copies of this pamphlet were

sent to astronomers who were contemplating a journey to Califor-

nia with the intention of making observations of the eclipse.

Many letters of inquiry from intending observers were received

at the Lick Observatory, and these were promptly answered. They
usually related to choice of an observing station, to methods and
means of observation, to facilities for transportation, etc. A
number of members of the Amateur Photographic Association of

the Pacific Coast made a visit to the Observatory for the purpose

of consulting with the astronomers here regarding photographic

observations. Their visit resulted in the formation of an eclipse

expedition by members of the Association, under the energetic

direction of Mr. Charles Burckhalter (of the Chabot Observ-

atory) . The very successful work of this expedition is detailed

in Part III. of this Report. The excellent plan of operations ^

adopted, and the skill and devotion of the members Of this large

patty, are well exhibited in their several reports. One of the

incidental benefits of the close and cordial cooperation of profes-

sional and amateur observers has been the formation of the



2 Solar Eclipse of January, 2889.

Astronomical Society of the Pacific, which is intended to per-

petuate this close association both as a scientific and as a social

force.

The Lick Observatory time-signals were sent to all railway sta-

tions in and near the line of totality at noon of December 30 and
31, and of January 1 and 2. We are indebted to P. L. Vanden-
BURGH, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs of the Southern Pacific

Company, for his interest and aid in this regard.

I copy from the Astronomical Journal, vol. VIII, page 168, a
note by Mr. Schaebbrle on the corrections of the transmitting
clock for, these days: December 30, = + 0'.98; December 31
= -f 0'.36; January 1, = — O'.IS; January 2, = + 0*.01. The
latitude and longitude of the observing station at Norman, occu-
pied by the eclipse expedition of the Washington University
Observatory party (St. Louis), was determined, at the request of
Professor H. S. Pritchett, Chief of Party, by Mr. J. E. Keeler,
of the Lick Observatory, in February, 1889, and the results are
given in Part II.

The pamphlet of Suggestions to Observers before referred to, con-
tained sections relating to Observations of Contacts; Observations
near the Limits of the Shadow; Spectroscopic Observations;
Meteorological Observations; Drawings of the Corona; Special
Phenomena; and to Photography. The latter section recited the
necessary precautions to be taken, and gave instructions relating
to the vital question of the proper times for exposure, which were
writtenby Mr. Burnham of the Observatory, as the result of experi-
ments by himself on photographs of light clouds near the sun, etc.

,

taken in conditions somewhat similar to those of the Coronal
Streamers at an eclipse. The general success of the photographs
secured by those observers followed the Suggestions is, in great
measure, due to the principles here clearly laid down (so far as I
know, for the first time)

.

The recommendation of extremely short times was founded on
sound theoretical ideas, checked by experiments, and has resulted
in undoubted success. The photographs of the present eclipse
surpass all others, so far as I know, in dehcacy of detail, and in
extent of the outer coronal wings.
Many expeditions from Observatories outside of the State were

sent to California. The most thoroughly equipped of these expe-
ditions were from Harvard College Observatory; from the Wash-
ington University Observatory-j of Si Louis; from the Carlton
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8InLPOduction by Mr. Holden.

Collogo Observatory, Northfiold, etc. A large number of observa-

tioiw by atimtourH have Imixi tranainittocl to Professor I). P. Tot>i>,

of Amherst Otdlege, in answer to instructions and retiuests sent

out by him. The prewmt rojiort, together with the reports of the

parties aiwive mentioned, will probably contain most of the work

of ImfKtrtanco ui>ou this oclipso.

DtAOUAMB or THK HoI.AH CoKONA, KlUm PtlOTOCHlAPHS BY E. E.

BaBNAKD, OK THK IjU'K OiiSKHVATOKY, AND FUOM PlIOToaEAPIIS

BY MKSStta lUKUAND AND liOWDKN, OK SaN PllANOISOO.

From the beautiful photographs of Mr. Baknaud, I have pre-

parcMl the diagram, or index map of the (lorona, which is given

in Plato II. One of Mr. Bahnabd’s negatives was first copied in

positive on glass, and a projection from this positive was thrown

on a screen by a lantern. F'rom this projection a careful drawing

(Moon’s diameter equal to 2| inches) was made. The positive

wa« then examined by the tiransraitted light of a kerosene lamp

tlttoaihm #a.l ahade under a magnifying glass, and the

oatitBw ehWned by projection were filled in. The parallel of

declination, ecliptic, and vertex were then inserted from compu-

tations by Mr. Kkki.br. The sun’s axis is inclined 1’ 24' to the

N. ami 8, lino as drawn.

It is necessary to say that in making tliis diagram no pictorial

effect has been sought for. It was intended to show only the

more important features and details exhibited in the negatives

obtained by the Idck Observatory party. The fainter details

rtiown in the diagram are, neoessarily, relatively too plain. A

number of the minor features arc omitted to avoid confusing the

drawing, and because they were not well seen on account of the

small size of the original negatives (Moon’s diameter equal to

inches) . The principal features are numbered for convenienoe

of reference, from I to 118. Near the lines extending from the

centKi of tlie Bun towards the East and West, I have placed a

scale of minutes of are, corrosiwnding to the faiitt circles described

about the Moon’s centre. The diagram is least satisfactory in the

region 85 to 88. I liave to thank the Oonnoil of the Royal Astro-

nomloai Society for the gift of the capital cut (Plate II), as well

as for the illustrations of the photographs of Messrs Irkland and

townjBN (figure 1). „ r, , n
' ttiAy ifty ^ that tha phonomenoE of tli© Sim b Corona

li of at Itait ttiroo sup©.i|>os«d appearanots. fhare
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must be, firU, some coronnl effect <lue to diffmetloi), etc., at tho

Moon’s limb (this probably is of small amount); mmulhj, we imve

polar rays at tho North and Houth {xvles of tho Bun; and, ihinlh/,

we have the eciuatorial wings or oxhnisions, and ray* or striations

connected with them. Those are what nro (tailed “grouim of syn-

clinal structure” by Mr. Ranyaki* in Memoirs R. A, B., vol. 41,

p. 486. If we divide tho phenomenon itito parts by roferonee to

brightness alone, and not simply as to structure, we have the inner

Corona (which is bright) and the outer Corona (which is faint).

Taking tho Corona as a whole, the first great result of the iHsliiaie

of 1889 is that (he charaetemtie coronal form* vary pcfktlkaUy

the Sun spot$ {and the Aurorae) vary infrequency.

Even a casual comparison of the drawings and photographs of

1889 with those of previous eolipsos occurring at a pt»riml of min-

imum Sun spots (the oollpses of 1867 and of 1878) simws that the

characteristic forms of 1889 are typical of an epoch of minimum
spots. The type for maximum 8j)otte<l area is (K]ually character-

istic and very different. While there are minor feaUm^a that vary

from eclipse to eclipse and do not follow this law closely, it appeara

that, broadly speaking, the eolij»o of 1889 has established tho

oori^ness of the law above given, m far as our present data are

stuffieiehi I believe that this law was first pointed out as prol»-

able by Mr. Ranyabd. (Jfemoir* Royal Astrommietd Soehly, ml,

41, 1873)

We can best describe the parts of the Corona, as to extent and
structure, by a reference to the index map. The map shows the

outer oortmal wing at the S.E. extending as farm (78) or 55' fitom

the Moon’s centre. At the N.W. It extends, fairly bright, to (17)
or fiff

,
and it can be traced to the 75' circle by looking obliquely

at tho negatives, or by ftowly moving them iKsfore a bright lamp
with a porcelain shade. iPhe S.W. wing extends to the W elrolo

as fairly bright, and can be traced to aff. The N.E. wiy or wing
can be traced to 66'. AH the important polar myi extend as much
as 26' to Siy from the Moon’s centre, and the longest ray (2) attains

'"A 'iehgth of 86' in Mr. Baknawo’s best negative. There is no gnat
amount of detail (except the four hydrogen flames) to be seen
between the Moon’s limb and the W circle. It will be noticed
that the S.W

.
protuberance is in two distinct pfts. A few of the

narrow dark pOlat rifts (1, 8, 6, 7, 9, 48, 46, 47, 4», 51, 68, 57, 67,
69, 99, 101, 102^108, etc.) end within the 20' circle. The bright ring
immediately around the Moon’s limb may be, in a small degree,
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due to the chromosphere, but it seems likely that a certain portion

of it, at least, is due to diffraction, and most of it is a purely pho-
tographic defect. The inner Corona ceases to be bright 'at about
25' in general, and in the wings, 17, 30, 77, 92, the brightness falls

off rapidly beyond the 30' circle.

Extension of the Outer Corona.

A very curious feature of the best photographs is that the

coronal wings on the W. side (20, 30) seem to have their north

and south edges (16, 34,) roughly parallel as far out as 45' or

50'; while at this distance the edges (16-17, 34) begin to diverge

towards N. and S., respectively, into a trumpet-like form. If the

photographs are attentively considered, they appear to show that

the coronal beams inside the 50' circle are gradually concentrat-

ing themselves. This seems to be their law as far as this point.

It is therefore surprising to find at the 55' circle the strongly

marked tendency to divergent forms and to a trumpet-like exten-

sion. If the negatives did not show any portions of the wings
beyohS I6' or 50', it would be at once concluded from them that

their extensions were convergent, as has, indeed, been concluded

from photographs of previous eclipses. But from the 50' circle

outward to 65' and 75' (on the west side of the Sun) the lines

(16-17), (34) become strongly divergent, so that at the 65' circle

their distance apart (N. and S.) is already something like 45'.

When I first discovered this in Mr. Barnard^s negatives, I was
inclined to doubt the positions of the faint edges (16-17), (34),

which I had laid down from his photographs, and I therefore

sought for some further evidence from the many drawings which
had been sent to the Observatory for discussion.

The drawings of Miss Robertson at Cloverdale, Mr. Staples

at Bartlett Springs, Miss Silvia Rey at Cloverdale, Miss Nellie
Treat at Cloverdale, Mr. C. Mason Kinne at Cloverdale, clearly

indicate something of the trumpet-like extension referred to on
the west side of the Corona. The sketch of Miss Treat shows an

extension of the south edge of the 8.W. wing extending to 89'

from the Moon^s centre. These drawings were all made without

hiding the inner Corona from the eye.

The drawing of Miss Treat in particular agreed beautifully in

direction with the line (34) of the photographs. The divergent

character of the coronal wings on the West side of the Sun is com-

pleteljr proved by the photographs and by the drawing referred to,
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Slgutei; F»oM N^tOASwas bt Mksses. Ibelabd and Lowden.

and the line (35-84) can. be drawn as far as 65' witb no doubt

whatever, and witb considerable confidence as far as 89', from

these two authorities alone, fortunately for the question, the

Observatory also possesses a large number ofphotographsmade by

the members of the Amateur Photographic Association (see the
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Keports in Part III.)
,
and by other gentlemen in California, Quite

a number of these yield important evidence on the question of the

extension of the outer Corona, especially those of Messrs. Lowdek,

Ikeeand, Dornin, Johnson, Treat, Passavant, Grimwood, Lange,

Burckhalter, and Taber. Two of them, however, made by Mr.

Lotoen and by Mr. Ireland, respectively, are so remarkable and

so conclusive, that we need only consider these two in order to

obtain an entirely satisfactory portrayal of the outer coronal

beams. It must be remembered that no previous photograph of

the Corona has given definite outlines beyond 50'"*' from the Sun’s

centre so far as I know, and we are now concerned only with the

description of the Corona beyond the circle of 65'.

As I have said, the photographs of Mr. Barnard, together with

the drawing of Miss Treat, carry the outlines of the outer Corona

out beyond the 80' circle.

The photographs of Messrs. Ireland and Lowden are naturally

wanting in detail near the Sun, but beyond the 60' circle they

serve to carry the outlines of the four coronal wingsf as far as

13S »d 165', respectively.

The shortest way to present the evidence of these pictures is to

copy their main outlines, which I have done in figure 1.

The scale is different for the two figures, but the circles con-

centric with the Moon’s centre will serve as means of comparison.

The copies of the pictures of Messrs. Ireland and Lowden have

been made from positives (and are reversed N. and S. from the

Index map of Mr. Barnard’s pictures, as all measurements with

the compasses had to be made on the glass and not the film side).

A very summary examination of the pictures will show that the

wings certainly extend as follows:

Zeeland. Lowden.

The north edge of the N. W. wing - - ---- 96' 88'

The south edge of the S. W. wing.--------- 94 79
The axis of the S. E. wing 69 69
The axis of the N. B. ray or wing--------------------- 79 76

*Mr. Wesley in the Observatory for May, 1889, p. 206, says that the photo-

graphs of 1883 show an extension of 60' from the limb. I have never seen these

photographs.

1 1 prefer the word “ wing,” or something equivalent, to the expression grou|>

Of synclinal structure” in a general description, for the reason that it is merely

dqsoriptive and does not commit one to any supposition with regard to the

eleflaents of which a “ wing ” is made up. By wings, I mean the masses 27 to

35; 26 to 16; 84 to 95; 68 to 76.
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Mr. Lowden^s second plate (21 sec.) gives these distances to

which the wings are obmous as 89', 69', 66', 85'.

If the pictures are held obliquely in a strong, soft light, or moved
gently in front of such a light, these limits are very much extended,

and I am satisfied that the drawings will be verified by any one

who will give the requisite attention.

The appearance of the planet Mercury on Mr. Lowden’s plates,

shows that the camera (which was kept pointed by hand by means
of a finding telescope), did not follow the sun exactly. In spite of

this fact, the extension of the outer Corona is extremely great, as

we have seen. If this camera had been driven accurately by clock-

work, we should have had even more detail and extent than they

how show, remarkable as this is.

It should be said that Mr. Irexanb^s D shows the detail of

the polar rays and of the inner Corona much better than Mr.

Lowden’s (where these were lost by imperfect driving of the

camera during the long exposures), and it accordingly seems that

Mr. Ireland’s experiments as to light, exposure, plates, etc., should

be repeated at some future eclipse, as well as those of Mr. Lowdbn.

It thus appears that the new feature of the Corona, which just

begins to ;show plainly in the photographs of Mr. Barnard, and
in feCf ^rawtog of Miss Treja^ is very satisfactorily portrayed in

the negatives taken by Messrs. Lowden and Ireland at different

places and with differing instruments. The new feature referred

to is the widening of the outer Corona as it is seen farther and
farther from the Sun.

, Many other negatives by members of the Pacific Coast Amateur
Photographic Association lend independent corroboration to the

conclusion already drawn. I may also cite a beautiful negative

by Rev. Father Charroppin, which extends nearly as far, is full

of detail, and entirely confirms the existence of the trumpet-shhped

extension of the outer Corona. It is printed in ProfessOt Pfercm
ett’s Eclipse Report.

It is worthy of note that the drawings of the outer Corona by
Professors Newcomb and Lanoley, at the solar eolipse of 1878,

which show the outer Oorona extending several degrees on each
side of the sun, present no evidence of the branching forms in the

negatives just described;

These branching forms seem, at first sight, to suggest that the

outer Corona is due largely to the presence of streams of meteor-

ites drawn in toward the Sun. As the extensions are chiefly ip
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the direction of the ecliptic
,
we might draw the further conclusion

that such meteoric streams must have formed a part of the solar

system for long periods of time, and that they are thus a perma-

neoii feature of the system.

, It is, however, impossible to understand why the phenomena of

the outer Corona present different typical and characteristic forms

at epochs of maximum and minimum sun spot frequency, if these

phenomena are due to the mere presence of swarms of meteorites

about the Sun. The internal collisions of such swarms (giving

the line spectrum) would he entirely independent of changes

within the Sun. The disposition of the constituent reflecting par-

ticles in space (giving the continuous spectrum) would also be

quite independent of changes in solar activity. The action of the

Sun’s heat or light alone, no matter how variable, upon swarms of

meteorites in his neighborhood, cannot be conceived to produce

the profound periodic changes of typical and characteristic forms

which are facts of observation in the Corona.

We seem, therefore, to be forced to the theory that periodic

ohanges in the outer Corona, sympathetic with periodic changes

in solar activity, must be due to some solar radiation other than
light—possibly thermal or electrical.

There is no connection proved by this drawing between the

particular prominences visible and the streamers, and a direct

connection of this kind is possibly a priori unlikely. It must,

however, be said that the four chief prominences visible are at, or

very near, the bases of characteristic coronal forms as they appear

in the drawing.

An examination of the drawing shows that there are a few

constantly recurring types of coronal structure. The polar rays

exhibit the most pronounced type, perhaps. At the North pole

the bright rays (98, 100, 102, 103, the lower part of 105, 108, 110,

111, 113, 2, 4, 6, the lower part of 8, etc.) are essentially of one

type. They extend nearly radially near the poles, with a slight

tendency to be convex towards the Sun’s axis prolonged to the

N.; 105 is curved and convex to the axis, while 8 is strongly con-

cave in all of Mr. Barnard’s negatives.

Many of the bright polar rays are doubled, as 109, 111, 113, 2y

etc. The doubling, in many cases, does not appear to be due to a

perspective projection of one ray upon another, but, so far as mere
looks are concerned, the duplicity appears to be structural. We;
nsist, of course, imagine the whole area of the Bun’s surface, near
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the poles, to be bristling with a network of these radial beams,

whose analogy to the Auroral beams on the earth is rnost marked.

At the south pole of the Sun 'the same type occurs in 68, 67, b4,

62, 58, 56, 54, 52, 50, 48, 46, 44, 42, 41, 40, 39, 38, 37 (which has

contrary curvature) 36, 35, etc. These rays are polar in situa iot,

and constitute one type as to structure, which we may call the

polar type. ,

The centre of radiation of each set does not appear to be at the

Sun's centre. The dark rifts between the bright rays are usually

fairly straight in general direction. Their sides are not rectilinear,

however, when attentively examined and their roots are singularly

terminated (notably in the case of 1).

The bright polar rays projected near the south pole are in gen-

eral straighter than those at the north (which was turned away

from the earth on January 1).
. 11.1

I have said, in what precedes, that we must conceive the whole

surface of the Sun, near the two poles, to be bristling with these

auroral (?) streamers; and this is the usual view of the matter.

I see no reason, however, for supposing that such rays are con-

fined to regions near the two poles. On the other hand, the rays

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 on the west side of

the sun, and 80, 82, 94, 96, 97, 98 on the east side, appear to me

to be of the same general nature as the bright polar rays. They

are nearly always curved (though 80 and 82 are marked excep-

tions) and in general they are concave toward the sun’s equator.

If we examine the lines of force at the poles of a bar-magnet, there

is no discontinuity between the families of rays at the ends of the

magnet and those at the sides; and in the case of the Sun also,

the rays of so called “ polar ” type appear to extend all around the

disc.

There is no latitude at which we can say that here the polar

ra^ end and a new species—equatorial rays ^begins. For exam-

ple, 58 is a polar ray; so is 64; so, it seems to me, is 80 in all but

situation. Again, what is to distinguish 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 (which

are all of the polar type) from 23, 25, 26 except their curvature

and their situation? The equatorial rays are all projected, it

must be remembered, on a bright background which does not

exist at the poles. If this background were removed we should,

I think, at once see that the typical polar rays do in fact extend

all round the disc, being least plentiful at the Solar Equator. I

would, therefore, consider that the first characteristic type of
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struetilre consists of rays ordinarily called “polar/’ which do not

seera to be connected with any bright background, and of such

others (as 80 and 82, for example) as have no connection with the

wing4ike extensions.

It is clear that there is a second type of rays which are con-

nected with the wing-like forms. The best examples of these are

71, 73, 76; 84, 86, 88, 90; and, probably, 18, 19, 20, 21. These give

the peculiar striations to the wings, and form “groups of synclinal

structure.” A very interesting recurrence of a type is shown in

the cases of (23, 24, 25), (36, 37, 38), (86, 88, 90), and, perhaps, at

(60, 61, 62). The symmetric arrangement of these groups is

noteworthy. It is interesting also to observe that the two darkest

narrow polar rifts are nearly opposite to each other. I have found

no cases of curved rays which bend completely over as in Mr.

Wesley’s diagram of the eclipse of 1871. {Monthly Notices, R.

A. 8., vol. 47, p. 601.)

As is well known, the solar spots occur chiefly in two zones>

extending from 5 to 40 degrees of solar latitude, north and

south. A few spots occur near the solar equator, none beyond 45

degrees of latitude. Carrington’s observations (1853-61) show

the' greatest number of spots to be in latitudes 20° N. and 8.

Spoerer’s observations (1861-67) show the greatest numbers in

latitudes 10° N. and 8. The wings of the Corona of 1889 have

their axes about as follows, if we suppose them to be in the plane

perpendicular to the line of sight:

N.W. wing, axis in latitude 48 N.

B.W. wing, axis in latitude 14 S.

S.E. wing, axis in latitude 28 S.

N.E. wing, axis in latitude 20 N.

Actinic Brilliancy op the Corona and Surrounding 8ey at

Totality as Deduced from Mr. Barnard’s Negatives.

Following the example of Mr. W. H. Pickering in his eclipse

observations of 1886, all the plates taken by the Lick Observatory

party were prepared so that they could be utilized for the deter-

mination of the intensity of the coronal light. I have chosen the

best negative for complete reduction, namely, Mr. Barnard’s

negative C.

This was taken with a telescope of 1.75 inches (44.45 mm.)

aperture and of 49 inches (1.24 metres) focus, the exposure being

4.5 seconds. The unit of actinic intensity is the intensity of

actinic effect produced by a standard lamp (exactly similar to
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that of the Harvard College Observatory, and procured for us
through the kindness of Professor Pickering—see Annals H. C. O.,

Vol. XVIII, No. V, pages 98, 100), shining through an aperture

1 mm. in radius for 1 second of time on a sensitive plate 1 metre
distant. To reduce measures of brightness on the negative to

the unit of actinic intensity which is in use both at the Harvard
College Observatory and at the Lick Observatory, we must divide

these measures by 4.5 (to correct for exposure time), and by

1017 correct for aperture and focus). This lens transmits

85% of the light incident.

The unit of area is one minute square for the Lick Observatory,

and -innrhrTir fhe sphere for the Harvard College Observatory.

Mr, Barnard plotted for me on a scale of 2 inches==16'.54

from his measures of the eclipse negatives those relating to the
actinic intensity of this negative C. (See his report, following,

for a description of the accurate method followed in determining
the points.) Through the various points laid down by Mr. Bar-
nard I traced the limiting curved lines of equal brightness.

These were transferred to a sheet of pasteboard, and weighed by
Mr. Keeler. His results are

One s(iuare inch, weighs 0.661 grammes.
The sun weighs 6.698 grammes.
Area sun-—k weighs 3.398 grammes.
Area a—k weighs 1.898 grammes.
Area b—a weighs 3.140 grammes.
Area c~d weighs 3.059 grammes.
Area d—c weighs 3.860 grammes.

K was the line along which the actinic intensity was equal to

that standard square (on the same plate C) which had been ex-
posed for 96 seconds; a was the same for 64 seconds; 6, for 82
seconds; c, for 16 seconds; d, for 8 seconds; e, for 4 seconds.

The sky was uniform all over the plate, and equal to or

6 seconds. I have assumed that the Corona between lines h and
a had the brigiitness and so in other cases. Plates A and B,

taken with theVoightlander lens, show the illumination of the sky
to have been entirely uniform out to 37“ from the teSun’s centre at
totality. I shall assume it to have been uniform over on© half
of the visible hemisphere (10,313 square degrees) .

Since the surface of the ground is not invisible at a total eclipse,

it follows that a certain quantity of light must be reflected from
the Barth back into the atmosphere, where it is dispersed by the

floafltng dust particles. I have not taken the illumination of the
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groiaiid into account in tbese reductions. It was probably more
tbau balanced by the fact that high mountains surrounded the

ohserYing station and cut ofif a considerable portion of the sky.

1 P is also assumed, on the authority of Captain Abney, F.E.S.

Not, R,A.S. March, 1889), that the time of exposure of each

standard square is a measure of the actinic energy of the light

which produced it.

From the weighings of the different areas of the Corona (taking

no account of the absorption of the lens as yet) I find:

Area between 7c and the sun =414.2, has 27.69 units of light.

Area between a and k .-=231.4, has 10.31 units of light.

Area between 6 and a =304.1, has 6.77 units of light.

Area between c and h — =373.0, has 4.16 units of light.

Area between d and c - =470.6, has 2.62 units of light.

Total actinic light of the corona =51.55 units of light,

in which the unit of area is one square minute. For a check I

have assumed the mean diameters of the curves a, 6, c, d, etc.,

for this negative from Mr. Barnard’s report {q. ^.), and have
calculated the total light of the Corona from his measures, assum-
ing the areas to be circles. The result agrees practically with

that just given.

The exposure of the standard square which matches the area 1

was 96 seconds. Hence the intrinsic actinic brilliancy of the

brightest part of the Corona is (neglecting the absorption of the

lens) 0.067 units. In the same way the apparent intrinsic bril-

liancy of the polar rays is about 0.045 units. The exposure of

the square matching the sky was 6 seconds, thence the apparent

intrinsic brilliancy of the sky was 0.0042 units. The area of one

half Qf the hemisphere in square minutes is 37,125,000. The
lens transmits 85 'per cent of the light from the standard lamp.
The numbers above given must then be multiplied by 1.18 to

obtain the true intrinsic brilliancies, etc. This has been done in

the following table.

In the first column of the table I have given the results obtained

by Mr. Pickering’s expedition of 1886.

In Mr. Pickering’s Report, page 103 (lines 8-1 1 from the bot-

tom of the page), 37 square minutes or one four-millionth of the

sphere is taken as the unit of area in computing the total bright-

ness of the Moon. In line 15 from the top of the same page

(“within 90“ of the Sun”), it is tacitly assumed that 74 square

minutes is the unit area. On page 104 (line 9 from top), 37 square

minutes is taken as the unit area. I have therefore used 37 as a
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multiplier to Mr. Pickering^s figures in all cases except that of

the total actinic light of the sky, when the multiplier 74 is used.

The results for total actinic and total visual light of the sky in

the report of 1886 are avowedly but approximations. In our
future work, both Mr. Pickering and myself will use the square
minute as the unit area.

PlOKEttlNa—
188fJ.

HotDEN—
1889.

Intrinsic actinic brilliancy of the brightest parts
of the Corona 0.031

0.0007
37.

62000.

62037.

1 to 1400

44tol

40.

1.66

1461.6

0.000064

0,079
0,068

0.0060
60.8

186626.
186686.
1 to 3048

IGtol

Intrinsic actinic brilliancy of the polar rays (about)
Intrinsic actinic brilliancy of the sky near uorona.
Total actinic light of the Corona
Total actinic light of the sky
Total actinic light of the sky and Corona..-
Ratio of total coronal to total sky light (actinic).

.

Ratio of intrinsic brilliancy of the brightest parts

/rrv^
Corona to that of the sky (actinic)

(Ihe above results in the second column are from
Mr. Barnard’s Negative 0 only.)

Intrinsic actinic brilliancy of the sky at 1® from
the sun in daylight (average) .:

Intrinsic actinic brilliancy of the full Moon
Total actinic light of the full Moon (SI)=16'.75) ...

actinic brilliancy of sky within 6® of the
fuU Moon

Magnitude of the faintest star shown on the
eclipse photographs 2.8

^

From this table it appears that the polar rays are about 11
times as bright as the sky; and that the brightest parts of the
Corona are 1| times as bright as the polar rays. Hence these are
usually masked when they are projected upon the bright wings.
The intrinsic brilliancy of sunlight plus Corona (40.08) is^

part more than the brilliancy of the ordinary daylight l^from the
Sun (40.0). Hence it would seem that the Corona (which has a
continuous spectrum) can never be photographed in full daylight
on our present plates.

Mr. Burnham has been kind enough to make Bome e;xp^ri-*

ments for -me in photographing the Moon in full dayEght With
his small camera (aperture=i inches, focus«0 bc has
exposed five Seed 26 plates as follows:

May 9, 8 F. stop = eSposlire ^ second,

May 9, 3 f. m., stop = i exposure second,

May 9, 3 F. m, stop = ^, exposure second, "

"9,; 3 3P, stpp^= exposure Seobnd, ' ;

'

June 7, ?, stop = exposure J second-
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The Moon shows fairly well on the first four plates and is just

visible on the last. Without making an accurate reduction of

these plates, it is clear that the Moon was many times brighter

than the Corona and that the sky near the Moon was many times

fainter than that within a degree of the Sun; and these experi-

ments seem to me to have an important bearing on the question

of photographing the Corona in full sunshine.

From Mr. Pickering’s eclipse report of 1886 I cite the following

data relating to the visual brilliancy for comparison; the first of

these is, however, extremely uncertain:

Total visual brilliancy of Corona and sky within 90“ of the Sun 60. units.

Tight of a candle at 12 inches ,.201.6 units.

Total light of a bright moonlight night at full Moon 4. units.

Mr. Leuschner’s results (see his report in Part II) are:

Candle. Lamp TTnits.

Maximum possible total light of Corona and sky = 0.0342 s= 4.28

]\fost probable total light of Corona and sky = 0.0111 =* 1.39

Most probable total light of Corona = 0.0086 = 1*08

Most probable total light of sky - = 0.0025 = 0.31

Most probable intrinsic brilliancy of sky = 0.00078 = 0.098

The values in the first column are in terms of a candle shining

through glass. The units in the second column are comparable

with those of Mr. Pickering’s report. It seems that this photo-

metric work should be repeated at a future eclipse.

An interesting measure of the brightness of the sky at totality

can be derived from Mr. Barnard’s negatives taken with the

Clark lens (A exposed P; B, 3®; C, 4-J®), and with the Voight-
TANDER lens (A, P; B, 3®). Mr. Barnard finds from examining

these plates that the starS'^^ma Sagittarii (visual magnitude, 2.8,

according to the Uranometria Nova, and 2.30, according to the

Harvard Photometry; photographic magnitude, about 2.3,‘accord-

ing to a letter from Professor Pickering), is just visible on some
of these. The planet Vulcan (if it exists) is probably fainter than

6 mag., and there is thus little hope of discovering any such

object by photography. Mr. Barnard’s negatives give

—

Clark Camera] aperture 1.1 in.=27.9 mm; focus 23in.=0.58m.
transmits 67 per cent of light from the standard lamp.

A, exposed Is; star invisible; sky at star=standard square exposed 4 seconds,

B, exposed 3; star invisible; sky at star=standard square exposed 3 seconds,

0, exposed 4^; star visible; sky at star=standard square exposed 3 seconds.
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VoigUlander Camera] aperture 1 in.=25.4 mm.; focus 8.85 in.

=0.23 m. transmits 60 per cent of light from the standard lamp.
Note.—

T

he definition of this lens, which wasnsed with the full aperture, was
poor except in the centre of the field.

A, exposed Is* star invisible
;
sky at star=standard square exposed 3 seconds.

The outlines of the mountains about 25" below the Sun are just
barely visible in this picture. The sky is uniformly illuminated
out to 37“ from the Sun.

B, exposed 3s; star invisible; sky at star= standard square exposed 6 seconds.

The outlines of the mountains are quite clear and strong; about
equal to standard square exposed for 2 seconds. The sky is uni-
formly illuminated. The plates were Seed No. 26 in each case.
The Clark Camera plates give, then

A, exposed Is from 4th to 6th sec. of totality; star invisible; intrinsic bright-
ness of sky near star 0.0103 units,

B, exposed 3^ from 30th to 33d sec. of totality; star barely visible; intrinsic
brightness of sky near star 0,0026 units,

0, exposed 4^3 from 411 to 115.5 sec. of totality; star visible; intrinsic bright-
ness of sky near star 0.0017 units.

The Voightlander Camera plates give

A, exposed from 7th to 8th seconds of totality
; star invisible ; intrinsic bright-

ness of sky near star 0.0157 units,
®

B, exposed 3s from 37th to 40th seconds of totality; star invisible; intrinsic
brightness of sky near star 0.0038 units.

Probably the bad definition of the unstopped lens at a distance
from the centre of the field makes these results somewhat doubtful.
The plates A, B, and 0, of the 49-inch telescope give

^ second of totality; intrinsic brightness of thesky 100' from the Moon 0.0055 tlnits,

^ totality; intrinsic brightness of thesky 100' from the Moon 0.0049 units,

^ intrinsic brightness ofthe sky 100' froin the Mooli 0.0049 units.

Tb© foregoing results indicate that useful and accurate meas-
ures of the bnghtness of the sky can be made at future eclipsesbj amatepr photographers who will take the pains to photograph

e sky m the neighhorhood of bright stars and planets, and to
standardize their plates before developing thena.
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Actinic Brilliancy of the Sky Aftee Totality.

One of Mr. Baenard^s negatives (Voightlandee C) gives very

interesting evidence in this regard. It was just barely caught by
the reappearing Sun (see his report following). The narrow line

of sunlight is beautifully broken up into beads. The poiar rays

are effaced, but the whole external boundary of the Corona on both

sides of the sun is as clearly shown in this plate as in the two

taken during totality, and it appears to be of nearly the same
extent. On the side where the Sun has reappeared the outlines

of the coronal shapes are perfectly well kept, but the density has

fallen off considerably (though much less than one would have

expected). On the other side there is little change in the Corona.

This plate was exposed 10" or more during totality, and 3" or less

after Contact III. To show how great the illumination of the hori-

zon is in this Plate C we have only to compare it with Plates A and
B taken by the same lens during totality. In the Plate A the out-

line of a mountain about miles distant is just barely percep-

tible with great attention. In B the outline is clear and a few tall

trees can be seen in outline along the ridge. In C all the trees

on the ridge can be counted and many details of the forest on the

mountain side can be easily made out.

The distribution of light in the sky has completely changed in

plate C from the uniform illumination during totality which is

shown by plates A and B.

By measures with a very accurate wedge of dark glass, I find

that the sky light falls off uniformly from the Sun out to 6*^“ all

around. The range of the wedge was not sufficient to bring the

rest of the plate under measurement, and it was accordingly

measured by Mr. Keeler with the disc-photometer according to

the following plan. A series of squares about of an inch on

a side was marked out in ink on the film side of the plate at

different distances from the Sun^s centre.

The centre of square a was 8® from the Sun and below,

The centre of square & was 4® from the Sun and below,

The centre of square c was 4® from the Sun and above,

The centre of square d was 8® from the Sun and above,

The centre of square e was 12® from the Sun and above,

The centre of square/ was 15J® from the Sun and above,

The centre of square g was 19
J® from the Sun and above,

The centre of square h was 23® from the Sun and above,

The centre of square i was 27® from the Sun and above,

The centre of square k was 21® from the Sun and above

2
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The Sun was IT from the nearest point of the crest of the inonn-

tain. A square c was chosen and. each of the squares a, r., etc.,

compared with o when possible, o was 26*' from the Sun and had

less altitude by about 10°.

The light transmitted by a=0.240 c=0.077 s.

The light transmitted by 6=0.239 c=0.07f) s.

The light transmitted by c=0.339 o=0.108 s.

The light transmitted by d=0.4G9 o=0.150 s.

The light transmitted by e=0.595 c=0.190 s.

The light transmitted by A:=1.000 o=0.319 s.

The light transmitted by ^=1.32 o=0.421 s.

s is the light transmitted by the standard square marked on the plat©

and exposed to the standard lamp for eleven seconds, s corresponds to 11

units of light.

On these measures we may remark that the falling off in the

light from & to a is quite marked to the eye, though it could not
be detected if the measures of the relative brightness of a and h

just given were exact. As it will be best to employ only the meas-
ures of those squares above the sun, the determinations of a and b

have not been repeated. If we plat these measures, and remem-
ber that the determinations with the wedge show the light to fall

off ymiformly out to G-J®, we can form the following table:

The light transmitted at 1° from the Sun«0.078 s»0.858 units.
The light transmitted at 6® from the Sun =0.120 s» 1.320 units.
The light transmitted at 10" from the Sun=0.170 s»1.870 units.
The light transmitted at 15" from the Sun«0.236 s-2.586 units.
The light transmitted at 20" from the Sun =0.804 s =8.344 units.
The light transmitted at 25" from the Sun=0.S87 s-4.267 units.

'BaiaHTNEss ,of, tbou Corona at Different Distances from the
Moon’s Limb.

The careful measures ttiade by Mb. Baknaed upon his negatives
(see Plate HI, etc.) give the average distances from the Moon’s
limb at which the Corona in each negative has a brightness equal
to each of the standard squares, k, a, h, c, d. These were formed
on the several platesby exposures to a standard lamp for 96, 64,
32, 16, 8 seconds of time, and their brightness may, for our pres-
ent purpose, be assutoed to be proportional to their times of ex-
posure.

The mean results of Me. Baknaed’s measures are:

expostwe. ,9^ Telescope. The Ooiroiia has the brfshtoeag-
o. 3 .89; 6, i .90; c, 6 .74; d, 8'.91; e, about 10; g, lOO from limb of Moott,
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Negative B. 3se° exposure. 49^^ Telescope. The Corona has the brightness—
a, 3'.94; J, 5'.24; c, 7' .06; d!, 9'.79; e, about 10'; e is brighter than sky at 100' from
limb of Koon.
Negative 0. 4.5seo exposure. 49^^ Telescope. The Corona has the brightness—

*, 3'.69; a, 4'.89; b, 7' .81; o, Ky-eO; d, ll'.Sl; ^ about 100' from limb of Moon.

Negative B. 3^ exposure. Clark camera. The Corona has the brightness

—

a,

6'.75; 6, 7'.93 from limb of Moon. '

Negative 0. 44^ exposure. Clark camera. The Corona has the brightness

—

OE, 7'.59; h, 9'.65 from limb of Moon.
On all of Mr. Baenaed’s negatives the light of the sky is sensibly uniform

from lOO' from the limb out to the edge of the plate. In the VoiGHrLXNUKR
camera the plate includes more than 37® from the Sun’s centre.

If we plat these results on squared paper, with, the exposure

times of the standard squares as abscissas, and distances from the

Moon’s limb as ordinates, we shall find, within the limits of the

data, that increasing the exposure times of the negative plates

increases the distance from the Moon’s limb, at which a given

brightness is found. And also that an increase of exposure of the

negative plate helps the fainter portions of the Corona relatively

ixiore than it does the brighter portions. No law connecting the

brightness of the Corona at any point with the distance of that

point from the limb is obvious.

It has been suggested by Professor Harkness (Report on Eclipse

of 1878, page 392, § 2) that the brightness of the coronal light

varies inversely as the square of the distance from the Moon’s
limb. If we form the products of the exposure times of the various

standard squares a, b, c, d, and the squares of the distances in arc

from the Moon’s limb where the brightnesses a, &, c, d occur, we
shall find that this law does not hold good for the negatives in

question.

Conclusions.

A careful examination of the pictures of the Corona, and of the

index-diagrams (Plate II and Fig. 1), derived from them, appears

to show, when taken in connection with the evidence from other

eclipses:

I. That the characteristic coronal forms seem to vary periodi-

cally as the Sun spots (and Auroras) vary in frequency, and that

the Coronas of 1867, 1878 and 1889 are of tho same strongly

marked type; which corresponds, therefore, to an epoch of mini-

mum solar activity.

II. That so-called ‘"polar” rays exist at all latitudes on the

Sqn’S surface, and are better seen at the poles of the Sun, simply
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because they are there projected against the dark background of

the sky, and not against the equatorial extensions of the outer

Corona. There appears to be also a second kind of rays or beams
that are connected with the wing-like extensions.

These latter are parts of the “ groups of synclinal structure

of Mr. Ranyard.

III. The outer Corona of 1889 terminated in branching forms.

These branching forms of the outer Corona suggest the presence of

streams of meteorites near the Sun, which by their reflected light,

and by their native brilliancy, due to the collisions of their indi-

vidual members, may account for the phenomena of the outer

Corona.

IV. The disposition of the extensions of the outer Corona along
and very near the plane of the ecliptic might seem to show that
if the streams of meteorites above referred to really exist, they
have long been integral parts of the solar system.

Note.—The conclusions III. and IV. appear to be contradictory to that
expressed in I. The electrical theory announced by Dr. Huggins in the Baker-
ian lecture for 1885, seems to reconcile the conclusions I., III., IV.

V. The photographs of the Corona which were taken just before
Contact II. and just after Contact III., prove the Corona to be a
Splaf appendage, and are fatal to the theory that any large part
of the coronal forms are produced by diffraction. (See the photo-
graphs of Mr. Woods and a discussion of them in the reports of
Mr. Ke^blee.)

VI. The spectroscopic observations of Mr. Keblee show con-
clusively that the length of a coronal line is not always an indi-
cation of the depth of the gaseous coronal atmosphere of the Sun
at that point, and hence to indicate the important conclusion that
the true atmosphere of the Sun may be comparatively shallow.

VII. Mr. Keeler draws the farther conclusion in his report
i;.) that the ‘‘ polar rays are due to beams of light from

brighter areas of the Sun illuminating the suspended Jiarticles
of the Sun’s gaseous envelopes.

In order that this oonclusion may stand, it is necessary to show
that all these polar beams are composed of rectilinear rays.

It appears to me that the beams Nos. 62 and 64 of the Index-
Diagram (among others) present serious dilgchltier of infer^^^^
tation in this regard,

Vni. The conclusions respecting the photegraphic' and photo-
metric values of the Corona and surrounding sky at totality are
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exhibited in the tables accompanying the reports of myself, Mr.

Barnaed, Mr. Lbuschner, and Dr. Passavant {q. v.) An import-

ant conclusion from these measures seems to be that it is imprac-

ticable to photograph the Corona in full sunshine with our present

plates, and that a photographic search for Vulcan is hopeless.

The report of Professor Schaeberle (Part I) details the obser-

vations made by Mr. Burnham, Mr. Schaeberle, and myself at

the Lick Observatory, and presents the results of Professor Schae-

berle’s careful measures of the eclipse photographs.

s The reports of the Lick Observatory field party under the charge

of Mr. Keeler, are given in Part II. The results of spectroscopic

and other observations by Mr. Keeler, photographic observations

by Mr. Barnard, contact observations by Mr. Hill, and photo-

metric observations by Mr. Leuschner, are there given in full.

Particular attention is directed to the manner in which the silver-

print of the Corona, which forms the frontispiece of the present

volume, has been made. It represents the absolutely autographic

record of the eclipse, and the whole work of producing it has been

done by Mr, Barnard himself.

The reports of Mr. Burckhalter, Chief, and of the members

of the eclipse expedition of the Amateur Photographic Associa-

tion, are given in Part III. They call for no further remarks here,

except to point out that the well considered plan of the expedition

insured the capital results which have been attained. An attempt

was made to reproduce one of Mr. Burckhalter’s best negatives

by photo-lithography, but the result was not satisfactory, and the

plate is therefore omitted.

Part IV contains a summary of the many reports and observa-

tions which have been obligingly communicated to the Observa-

tory by amateur (and professional) astronomers. It is a source

of regret that the limited funds available will not permit us to

reproduce a number of the excellent drawings and photographs of

this class. The general agreement of the drawings of the Corona

of 1889 is remarkable when we recollect the singular discrepan-

cies in the sketches of the very similar Corona of 1878. M.
Trouvelot’s drawing of 1878 should be specially referred to as a

faithful reproduction of the main features of both these eclipses,

afe to many of the details and also as to general effect. Its excel-

lepce is not fully appreciated at first sight, because the artist has

cnosep. to give details which the eye can see only by using the

tetescope, superposed on the streamers which the telescope does
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not show to good advantage. Photographs, however, show all the

details, and prove the drawing to have been faithful.

Various circumstances have interfered with the carrying out of

several researches which had been planned in connection with the

reduction of our eclipse observations. The more important of

these can be subsequently undertaken. It appears, however, that

the results of our observations and experience will be of more use

to Science if they are promptly published than if the present report

is any longer delayed. It has, therefore, been decided to print

these results in their present state, and to return to some of the

researches referred to at a future time. So far as our work is here

presented, it is entirely complete. The breaking of the chimney

of our standard lamp and the necessity of waiting several months

before it could be replaced by another, which had to be imported

from Europe, has been the chief cause of the annoying delays.

In conclusion, I wish to add that every pains has been taken to

insure that a copy of the present Eeport should reach each ob-

server whose work has been communicated to the Lick Observa-

tory. If there are, unfortunately, any omissions, I request that

notice of them be sent to the Observatory.

Edward S. Holden.

Lick Observatory, Mount Hamilton, 1889, June 1.

Addendum:—It gives me pleasure to add to the preceding brief

review of the work of the Lick Observatory at the Eclipse of Jan-

uary 1, 1889, the infornaation that the kindness of certain friends

of the Observatory (headed by Hon. C. P. Crocicee) has made it

possible to send an expedition to observe the Total Solar Eclipse

of December 21, 1889, at Cayenne, South Anaerica. This expedi-

tion will be chiefly a photqgr'apMc one, and an attempt will be

made to learn more of tbe cnrious extension of the Outer Corona

first shown in the hegatiyes^^
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PART I. REPORT ON OBSERVATIONS AT THE LICK

OBSERVATORY.

By Professor J. M. Schaeberle.

Professor Edwaed S. Holden, Director of the LicJc Observatory:

Dear Sir: It having been decided to make a series of expo-

sures, with the photo-heliograph of this Observatory, during the

eclipse, at your request I took charge of this instrument, which

was first put in position by Professor Todd, in 1882.

To test the position of the focal plane Mr. Burnham, who had

cliarge of the photographic work, made a series of exposures both

inside and outside of the assumed position of the focus. The

quality of the images was, however, far from satisfactory. A dis-

tortion of some kind being suspected by yourself, both the object-

ive and the plane glass reflectors were taken from their respective

cells, and then again carefully replaced. A second series of ex-

posures gave the data for fixing the plate-holder in its final posi-

tion. After the objective and reticle plate had been carefully

collimated, the distance between the inner glass surfaces of the

objective and plate was determined by measuring (with a jaw-

micrometer, specially made for this purpose) the distance from a

plumb-line, hung from each end of the 40-foot standard rod to

the nearest glass surface. These measures are; _____

Date.

Jaw-Miorometer Readings.

Sum of Readings,

North. End. South End.
|

1888, December 27—
1 .Taniiarv 2

6.137

6.945

6.610

5.785

37“

47

12.747

12.730

Thickness of plumbline -0.009 inch.

A surveyor’s level, placed between the 4-inch transit and the

photo-heliograph objective, was used to determine the position of

a horizontal point on the glass plate. On December 27th it was

found that the upper ledge of the letter J5, in the word OBS. en-

graved on the glass plate, was in a horizontal line passing through

the optical center of the photo-objective. A second series of
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measures made on January 2, 1889, gave 0".93 as the inclination

of this same line, the south end being depressed.

To determine the azimuth of an optical axis passing through
the plumb-line in the focus of the photo-objective, two series of

observations were made with the 4-inch transit, which is mounted
in the meridian of the photo-heliograph. The image of the
plumbline, as seen in the 4-inch transit, was on the west side of
the middle wire.

Date. Azimuth Conutant
of 4-inch Transit.

Distance of Plumb-
line from Oollima-

tiou Axis.

Azimuth of Plumb-
line.

1888, December 27
1889, January 2

~0s.l40
—0 .184

+ D.802
+ 1.902

+ KC62
+ 1.718

On the day of the eclipse, soon after the first contact had been
observed, the clouds became so dense that the Sun was wholly
obscured. Later on, however, the weather became more favor-
able, so that photographs could be taken. Professor Holden was
stationed at the objective-end of the telescope, regulating the
motion of the heliostat mirror, so that the Sun’s image remained
properly centered. Mr. Buhnham manipulated the dry plates,

and made the exposures by moving the slide (having a vertical

slit one quarter of an inch in width) across the field as rapidly
as possible, the exact time of exposure being automatically
rcorded on the chronograph. I also recorded the times taken
directly from a chronometer (No. 1617) placed in the dark room.
These times are given in the following table:

I/lst of Photo-heliograph Negatives, January X, 1889,

ro

? 1

f'

6?

|l

i

Weather.
I.

Ohron. 1607.
J. M. 8.

ir.

Ohronogmpli,.

L. 0. Mean Time.

By r. By n.

h m s h m s h m s h ni 8

1 214 Clear 1 24 67.10 21 14 0.70 1 23 69.74 1 23 59.82
2 203 Clear 33 6.2 22 11.10 32 8.84 32 8.78
3 115 Clear-, 46 13.1 35 20.80 45 16.76 46 16.31
4 198 Cloudy 52 28.6 41 36.88 51 31.27 61 31.36
6 197 Cloudy 54 20.7 43 29.25 53 23.37 63 23.41
6 19f) Cloudy 56 66.6± 46 5.60 55 59.28 65 59.26
7 200 Clear 2 6 46,3 64 65.75 4 47.99 2 4 48,02
8 199 Clear 10 38.3 69 49.45 9 41.00 9 40.92
9 213 Clear 20 46.3 9 68.15 19 48.01 19 47.94

10 Clear 29 12.6 18 27.02 28 15.32 2B' 16.41
11 210 Clear 36 285 24 43.76 34 31.22 34 31.10
12 211

1

Clear

-

41 11.7 30 27.80 40 14.43 40 14.21

T©mperature*46“ Fah. Barometer =26^^.906.
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The dry plates were specially prepared for this work by Dr. S.

C. Passavant of San P'ranoisco.

Constants ok the PnoTo-HErjoGRAPii.

A memorandum of certain constants of the photo-heliograph

has been kindly communicahHl by Professor WhHjIAM Hakkness,

U. S. N., from the records of the U. H. Transit of Venus Commis-
sion, and from his own investigations. I have added the values

of (2,) (4), and (0), which hold good for January 1, 1889.

“Let

(1)

=«Ijength of the measuring rod at t°P,

(2)

=sBuin of jaw-inicrojneter readings,

( 8) aaa Correction to ditto,

(4) aaa Diameter of plumblino wire,

(6)«Interval between second principal point and back surface of

objective,

(6)

«Correction to ditto on account of curvature of heliostat-

mirror,

(7)

awOptical thickness of reticle plate,

(8)

«s*Intarval between back surface of reticle plate and sensitive

film;

Than, Eipiivalent focal distance of the photohGliograph»(l) +
(2) + (8) + (4) + (5) + (0)+ (7) + (8)

.

For the Lick photo-heliograph:

(1)

-466.127 inch6B+0X)0:«8 (t---62);

(2)

»-r2,782 inches.

(8)*—0.0114 inches-O.OOlO (R+R'~10.0());

(Where R & R' are the two readings)

(4)»»0.009 inches;

(5}w»'0.401 inches;

(Where 4>i-.fc>oal distance of objective, R>™radius of curvature of

heliostat-mirror, which, when exposed to the rays of the Sun,

was found to bo 20.67 miles. Interval between objective and

mirror, Anglo subtended at the mirror, between the sun and

the reticle plate.)

For the observations of January 1 we may take

45-479.86 inches,

R-26.67 miles,

T-27 inches,

t-46‘
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Whence
(6)

=3^^^.x27xsec. 26° 15'=0.016 inches,

(7) =0.179 inches for blue light of wave length 0.425 /i,

(8) =0.190 inches.

The equivalent focal length of the telescope was, therefore, 479.399

inches.

The value of (6) is dependent upon the time of exposure, since

<9 is a function of the Sun’s hour angle; it can, however, be re-

garded as constant during the time the photographs were being

taken. The values of (6) corresponding to hour angles of the sun

equal to 1^ and 3^ are respectively 0^“.0159 and 0^“.0166.

Measurements op the Photographs.

With the exception of the plates numbered 4, 6, and 6, all pho-

to-heliograph negatives taken on the day of the eclipse were

measured on the excellent measuring engine belonging to this

Observatory. Nos. 4, 5, and 6 were spoiled by clouds.

The surface to be measured is placed upon a table which can be

adjusted in all three coordinates. This table is fastened to a ver-

tical shaft which can be revolved in its bearings and the angle

turned through read off, with the aid of two verniers reading to 6",

on a graduated circle near the lower end of the shaft.

On the same framework that supports the shaft, and above

the table, is a double slide (giving rectilinear motions in two direc-

tions at right angles to each other), which carries the wire micro-

meter-microscope for examining the plate.

Two other microscopes, one for each slide, containing fixed lines

in the focus, which can only be brought into exact coincidence

with a line on the measuring scale by moving the whole slide, are

used in measurements of distances exceeding one or two revolu-

tions of the micrometer screw. The slides are always moved an
exact whole number of divisions, the fractional parts of the dis-

tance measured being obtained with the micrometer screw.

In the eclipse photographs the image of the Sun was first cen-

tered by rotating the plate under the microscope* A small piece

of paper having two very fine intersecting lines marked on the
surface with a sharp knife, was shifted about under the micro-
scope until the intersection of the lines coincided with the a:tis of
rotation. In this position it was cemented directly to the film, so

that the coordinates of the sun’s center referred to the intersection
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of the middle horizontal and vertical lines of the plate could be

measured directly.

In measuring the distances between the cusps one of the two

readings of the upper scale microscope, Scale A,’’ was always

280, in order that any division errors of the particular lines used

in these measures can hereafter be allowed for. (For the same

reason, in one of the two circle readings the verniers always stood

at the 0® and 180“ lines.) As the effect of such errors in the

measured coordinates x, y, of the Sun’s center will be insensible,

so far as the resulting place of the moon is concerned, no attempt

was made to use any particular lines of the scale in measuring x

and y. To avoid any correction for “runs” the micrometer-mi-

croscope was so set that one turn of the screw was apparently just

equal to one division of the measuring scale. The magnifying

power of the micrometer-microscope was about 15. To determine

the position-angle of the line joining the cusps the plate was first

rotated until the image of the plumbline remained bisected by a

point in the field of view of the micrometer-microscope, while the

latter was being moved across the image of the Sun’s disc. [The

probable error of a single setting is about 10", depending of course

on the length of the line visible on the plate. This probable error

could be considerably diminished were it not for the curious fact

that the image of the plumbline is in places slightly curved. It

is, however, certain that the plumbline itself was in fact straight.

That this apparent curvature is not due to a curvature of the

track for the slide, was demonstrated by mounting a telescope on

the slide and observing the images of the wires of a collimating

telescope. The phenomenon may possibly be due to a curvature

of the gl^ss surface covered by the film.] The verniers were then

set to read, approximately, 0“ and 180“, and the exact circle read-

ing recorded. The plate was then rotated until both cusps passed

through a given point in the field of view of the sliding microscope.

Under the microscopes the cusps are all rather ill-defined, some

more so than others, so that I have thought it well to give the

probable error of each tabulated angle and distance. These

probable errors could, of course, have been made smaller by fixing

bn some particular points in the ill-defined boundaries,, but I

(|ebmed it to be more trustworthy to make each observation wholly

independent of all previous ones.

' F the measurements it appeared that the plumbline was

disturbed several times during the eclipse. To make sure that no
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accidental errors of appreciable magnitude resulted from this

cause, the following observations, giving the position of the plumb-
line referred to the middle vertical line of the plate, were made:

No. OF rr.,ATE. I)]8tat»(!o, Tucllimtlnn.

1
d

1.71

LOO
L58
1.53

1.58

1.48

1.45

1.47

1.45

V 50'^

1 27
2 7

2
3
7

8 tT 1r%fl 1

)

9
QUiln IPiy

10
Cjwiioiujy ii

•

1 7
11

1 12
1 fiSt12
X €h>

^

The practical constancy of the inclination shows that the plumb-
line was apparently in its “normal” state at the times of the sev-
eral exposures.

On plates 3, 7, 8 and 9 only one horn of the crescent image of
the Sun was crossed by these two lines, and on plates 3, 8 and 9
these lines could only be traced a short distance beyond the bound-
aries of the crescent. On December 27 and January 2, the angular
distances between the plumbline and the middle (vertical) line
of the plate, as measured with the transit instrument, were—0'.832

0’.900, respectively. The resulting azimuths of the middle
line for the two dates are therefore -fC.SSO and -|-0*.818. In
the reductions I have used the mean value -f0‘.824— 12".86.
The middle horizontal line of the plate is S'*.60 of the scale of the
measuring engine helow the adopted zero or horizontal point. The
value of one division (d) of the scale is 0‘^02. Using the com-
puted focal length already found the angular value of d comes out
cZ= 8 .602 hence 5'*.60= 48".17. As a matter of some curiosity, I
measured, roughly, the diameters of the images on plates 7, 8, 9,
10, 11 and 12; the above value d gives for the semi-diameter in
each case 976".3, 976".2, 976".6, 976".3, 976".8 and 978".2; mean
976".6, refraction being unallowed for. The American Bphemeris
gives 976 .2. In the following table, the angles are measured firom
the nadir-point toward the west. The measured coordinates x, y
of the Sun’s centre are considered as positive in the upper eastern
quadrant, and are referred to a system of rectangular axes, having
the origin at the intersection of the central Mneg of the plate, the
axis of Y being parallel to the piumbline. The spherical coordi-
nates a and 6 give the azirhuth and altitude of the line passing
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through the optical centre of the photo-helio-objective and the

centre of the sun’s image at the instant of exposure.

Resulting Measures.

a
o Distance

Datween
Ousps.

Probable
Krror PoHitlon Angle

Probable
Error

OooED’s OF Sun’s
Center.

Sph. Oooitn’s OF
Sun’s Centre.

s

r

(Five
Measuras).

of Cusps. (F’our

Wfeasuros). X. y.
Azimutb.

a.

Altitude.
b.

1

d.

221.600 ±0.005 352° 17' 21" ±39"

d.

+ 35.16

d.

+ 22.52 + 315" + 146"

2 22(1408 5 350 20 33 26 + 63.57 + 7.65 + 559 + 17

3 217.(}3({ 7 83 33 30 60 +25.97 -33.20 + 236 -334
7 222.300 4 147 7 15 42 + 15.28 +21.02 + 144 + 133
8 218.230 4 147 53 42 13 - 8.23 - 2.66 + 59 — 71

9 20(1842 3 147 57 30 16 + 10.91 - 6.44 + 106 - 96
10 193.200 8 147 24 59 18 - 6.60 +12.49 + 44 + 59
11 181 077 10 146 47 15 11 + 13.48 + 19.66 + 128 + 121
12 10G.17(} 13 146 7 28 23 + 10.09 + 26.86 + 107 + 183

With the exception of the undetermined corrections due to

error of graduation, shrinkage of the .film, and the phenomena

of irradiation, all the data necessary to be obtained from the

photographs are given above.

Observation op the Contacts.

For observing the contacts Professor Hoedbn used the 6-in.

finder of the 36-in. equatorial; at the last contact, owing to the

great zenith-distance of the sun, this particular finder was beyond

the reach of the observer, so that no attempt was made to obtain

the time of the fourth contact with it.

Mr. Burnham observed both contacts with the 12-in. equatorial,

using the chronograph for recording the time; but owing to a cross

in the wires, through no fault of the observer, the time of the last

contact was lost on the sheet. For my own observations the 4-in.

finder of the 86-in. telescope was used.

Professor Strinoham, of the University of California (for the

time being a guest of Professor Holden), gave the chronometer

times to both observers in the great dome by counting whole sec-

ond beats of this time-piece.
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Mt. Hamilton Mean Times of the 1st and 4th Contacts.

Observer, 1st Contact.

1

4th Contact. Kemarks.

E. 8. H
S. W. B
J. M. S

0^^ 18™ 22s.

0

0 18 30.3
0 18 25.3

Indentation plain.
1st contact, indentation plain; 4th
contact, may be as much as two
seconds late.

3h 3m 48S.2

All possible chances of seeing that portion of the Moon’s outline

which was projected against the Corona, were, of course, destroyed
by the haziness of the sky during the whole time of transit.

For the benefit of the various observing parties throughout the
State the following corrections to the Pacific Standard Time Sig-

nals, sent out from this Observatory, are also included in this
report

:

Date. OorroctioiiB to roduo^ to
I’acifio standard TIra«>,

1888, Dec. 30.00
’

+ 0*.98

+ 0 .35
1888, Dec. 31.00
1889, Jan. 1.00 "“0 .18
1889, Jan. 2.00 4.0 01TV ,UJL

Kespectfully submitted.

J. M. ScHABBEEiLK,

Astronomer of the Lick Observatory,

Mt. Hamilton, Jan. 18, 1889.
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PART II. OBSERVA'FIONS A'F THE EIELD S'fATION OF

THE LICK OBSERVA'l'ORY. AT BARTLETT SPRINGS.

By Jamkr K. RkkiiRH.

Dear Sir: 1 have th(! honor to submit herewith the reports of

the memiicrs of the lAck Observatory field party who wore sta-

tioned at Bartlett Springs, Lake County, California, for observa-

tion of the total solar eclipse of January 1, 1889.

This station was selected by yourself after a study of the

meteorological records kept at various points in the line of totality.

One of the desirable conditions was a considerable altitude, and

for the accessible places of this kind, the chances of clear weather

were slightly in favor of Bartlett Springs. Fortunately clear skies

prevailed at the time of the eclipse throughout nearly the entire

State.

PKEniMINAKY VtSIT TO THE EcMPHE STATION.

In October of the preceding year, while spending a vacation in

Lake County, I paid a visit to Bartlett Springs and selected an

open piece of ground near the hotel as a suitable point for the

observations. A bettor place was, however, found before the

eclipse. From a map of the State the approximate position of

Bartlett Springs is latitude 39° 17'; longitude 8’’ 11"'.

The altitude of the station was roughly determined by the fol-

lowing readings of a small pocket aneroid barometer belonging to

Captain R. S. Floyd, who furnished the corrections for reducing

the reading of the aneroid to that of a mercury barometer at 82°

Fahr.

inwt. Time. Aneroid, Tomp, Bitrom. at

in.
a in.

XjakeporL Oot.25, 7a.m.-. 28.02 50 28.61

Oct. 25, 8 p. M, *. 27.11 02 27.7S

Btrtktfc B|jriiiga . . • « - Oct. 20, 10 A. M. .. 27.12 71 27.82

Bfeitmer on Olmir Liik©-— Oct. 20, 5km... 27.74 79 28',fiS

These observations give a difference of elevation of 730 feet.

The height of Clear Lake above the sea level is 1,810 feet. Hence

the height of Bartlett Springs is 2,040 feet.
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Pkojectbd Wokk of the Party.

The authorized members of the Observatory party were
James E. Keeler, Astronomer.

E. E. Barnard, Astronomer.

Chas, B. Hill, Assistant Astronomer.

Armin 0. Leuschner, Graduate Student in Astronomy.
My own work was to be a repetition of the spectroscopic obser-

vations made by Professor C. S. Hastings, at Caroline Island, in
1888, and the observation of such additional phenomena of in-
terest as should present themselves. For this purpose the rather
short duration of totality was of less consequence than for the
photographic and photometric work

Mr. Barnard had entire charge of the photographic work of
the party. His object was to secure the best picture of the
Corona that was possible with the apparatus at his command,
and to make other exposures for special purposes, which will be
set forth in his report.

Mr. Hill was to look for certain possible changes in the Corona
during totality, to assist me in my work with the spectroscope,
and to observe the times of contact. This last class of observa-
tions had not been considered in arranging the work of the expe-
dition, but as it was found that the contacts could be observed
without interfering with the original programme, the times of 1st,
2d, 8d, and 4th contacts were noted by Mr. Hill, those of the 1st
and 4th also by Mr. Barnard, and the observations will become
available if at any future time the position of the station shall be
determined.

To Mr. Leuschner was assigned the photometric comparison of
the Corona with a standard candle by means of a wheel photo-
meter just received from Mr. J. A. Brashear. With the aid of
observations to be made after the eclipse at the Lick Observatory
it was intended to eliminate the candle used in the Comparisons^
and express the coronal light in terms of that of the full Moon!
Mr. Leuschner also took charge of the chronometer.

Preparations for the ExpEmTioN.

.ill

For several weeks pnrar to the eclipse I was o^eupied: iu super-
constnictic^,of

,
different parte of the apparatus by

the Observatory mechardo, in packing the instruittente whenready for use, and in fitting npthe spectroscope and adapting it
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to the 6^-inch equatorial. The clock-work of the 12-inch tele-

scope was arranged to drive a polar axis carrying the photo-

graphic cameras, and the performance of this piece of apparatus

was entirely satisfactory, although as fewer cameras were actually

used than originally intended, the construction of the polar axis

might have been lighter and simpler.

Tkip to Bartlett Springs and Operations Prior to the Eclipse.

The packing was completed on December 16, and on the next

day Mr. Barnard, Mr. Leuschner, and I left the Observatory

with the boxes, which we sent by freight to Bartlett Springs.

After spending two days in San Francisco making necessary

preparations, wo left for Sites, in Colusa County, on the morning
of December li), and arrived there late in the evening. Sites is

the western terminus of a small narrow-gauge road which crosses

the northern branch of the Southern Pacific at Colusa Junction,

and from this point communication is had with Bartlett Springs,

about thirty-five miles to the westward among the mountains, by
means of stages. From a hill near the town Mount Shasta could

be seen as a dim white spot upon the northern horizon.

The next stage left Sites on Friday morning, but as our boxes
had not yet come I stayed behind in order to look after them,
while Mr. Barnard and Mr. Leuschner went on to the station to

prepare for the erection of the instruments. The weather was
extremely unpromising. Rain fell nearly all the time, and the

little town of Sites was surrounded by a vast sea of mud.
On the evening of the same day I learned that the boxes had

reached Williams, the next station below Colusa Junction, and
would be sent at once from that place to Bartlett’s in wagons.

As no stage would leave Sites until the next Monday, I went
over to Colusa on Saturday to see if I could get the telegraph line

to Bartlett’s Springs, a branch of the Pacific Postal Telegraph

Company’s system, put into such shape that we could transmit

messages and receive the time signals from the Lick Observatory.

This the manager in Colusa kindly consented to do, and sent a

line man out at once to repair the wire.

At seven o’clock on the morning of December 24th I left on the

stage for Bartlett Springs with Mr. Geo. W. Yount, the manager of

the hotel at that place, and a number of other passengers. The
long rains which had been falling on the adohe soil, and the stage

travel, made the roads muddy beyond anything that I remember
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having seen before. We had to walk np the steep hills, and at

short intervals it was necessary to stop and dig the mud off the

wheels, in order that the four horses could drag the empty stage. At
that time it did not seem possible that our boxes could reach the
summit, but as the whole country was well within the limits of

totality we were fairly sure of obtaining observations of some kind,
even if it should be necessary to set up the instruments on the
scene of a possible accident. It was ten o’clock at night when we
reached Bartlett Springs, having been fifteen hours on the road.
The next morning I found that Mr. Barnard had discovered a

much better site for the erection of the instruments than the one
I had selected in October, and in a clear interval had established
a meridian line by observation of Polaris^ and put up piers from
drawings which had been made before leaving the Observatory.
The boxes had just arrived, and we proceeded at once to unpack
them and place our apparatus in position.

Bartlett Springs is situated on the northeast side of a narrow
valley, which runs in a general southeasterly and northwesterly
direction between ranges of hills rising occasionally to a height
ot some two thousand feet above the valley. Numerous mineral
springs are found among the hills, all heavily charged with car-
bonic acid gas, and near one of the largest of these Messrs. Mc-
Mahan have built a hotel and many cottages, which are occupied
by those who resort to the springs in order to benefit by the medi-
cinal properties of the water. The place selected for our observa-
tions was an abandoned croquet ground of the hotel, elliptical in
shape and about sixty feet long, situated on the top of a low hill
overlooking the valley. As nearly as we could estimate before
setting up our instruments, the Sun at the time of fourth contact
would be just clear of the summit of the range on the other side.A small cottage close to the ground was placed at our disposal
by Mr. Yount for the storage of instruments and other purposes.
The hotel was not more than two hundred yards distant toward
the west, and the telegraph office was still nearer.
The 6-inch telescope was erected in the middle of the inolos-

ure (for the croquet ground was surrounded by a low guard of
boards), the polar axis and clock work for the cameras were
placed on the left, and the right, or west end, was asBigned to the
pnotometrio apparatus ixi cfiarge of Mk. LsuscaaS'BE. opera-
tions were much hindered by the rain, which cdntiht^ to fall at
frequent intervals, and the prospect of seeing anything of the
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eclipse was most unpromising. On account of the smallness of

the appropriation it had been decided not to provide a field observ-

atory or hut, and instead of this suitable waterproof covers for the

instruments had been ordered of a San Francisco firm. These,

however, were not delivered, but with the aid of a number of

small tarpaulins that we had brought with us, and some canvas

furnished by Mr, Yount, we were able to do very well without

them.

Mr. Hiur. arrivcnl on the evening of December 28th. The next

two days were fair, althougli with occasional showers, and we were

enabled to get everything into good working order. Mr, Barnard
adjusted his cameras and practiced methods of exposure; Mr.

Leusuiineu experimented witlx the photometer and made com-

parisons of artificial lights; and Mr. Hill and I studied the per-

formance of the telescope and Bpectroscopo. Mr. Hinr; and Mr.

Leusoiiner compared the chronometer daily at noon with the

beats of the Lick Observatory clock, whenever the telegraph lino

was in sufficiently good working order to enable signals to reach

us.

Our strength was increased at about this time by several volun-

teer observers. Mrs, C. B. Hrur. practic(Rl noting time by the

chronometer at a given .signal. Mr. F. B. Staples, of Oregon, a

guest at the hotel, turned the photometer wheel and otherwise

assisted Mr. Lkuscuner. Mr. IL A. McCranky, editor of the
“ Lakoport Avalanche,” volunteered to time the dursition of totality

with one of two stop-watches which had been lent to the expedi-

tion by Mr. F. H. McConnell, of San Francisco. A number of

others prepared to make sketches of the Corona.

The morning of December Slst was clear, and we spent most

of the time in rehearsing the programme for the eclipse. In

the afternoon clouds came up again, and by night the sky was
heavily overcast, promising nothing but rain for the next day.

Much to our delight, notwithstanding our gloomy expectations, the

Bun rose in a beautifully clear sky, and the weather was the finest

we had seen since leaving the Observatory,

General Account of the Observations.

The morning was spent by the party in rehearsing the pro-

gramme again, and in making final preparations. A bank of

clouds came slowly up from the west, but so slowly that we were

in hopes the eclipse would occur before they reached the Sun. At
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eleven o^clock the Sun was covered with thin, fleecy clouds, but in

the west the sky was lighter, and we were confident that wo should
obtain at least a fair view of the eclipse.

Mr. Hill and Mr. Leuschner got time signals from Mt. Ham-
ilton at noon, and immediately afterward we took our stations in

the inclosure. The computed chronometer time of first contact
was 0^ 30”" 52% and at 0^ 28”^ I began to beat the seconds of the
chronometer on a brass telescope cap, calling aloud every tenth
second, and at the sixtieth the corresponding minute. Mr. Bah-
2SARD noted the time of first contact with his 2i-inch telescope,
and Mr, Hill with the finder of the 6-inch equatorial, by means
of these beats. I continued the count until about 0^ 3P 30*, when
Mr. Barnard and Mr. Hill coming up with their results an-
nounced that the first contact had occurred. The sky was at this
time quite clear, except in the west, where fleecy clouds still

reached well up toward the Sun. They appeared, however, to ba
gradually dissipating.

When the sun was about half obscured Mr. Hill called my
attention to the fact that he could trace the limb of the Moon for
a short distance off the Sun’s disc, with the finder of the telescope.
I was also able to see this, holding a wedge of neutral tint glass
in front of the eyepiece, and found the appearance more noticabla
on the northern than on the southern limb. The distance through
which the Moon’s edge could be traced was perhaps 2'.

As the time of second contact drew near, the usual darkening
of the landscape and other phenomena attending a total solar
eclipse were noticed. Fifteen minutes before totality lanterns
were lit and placed in position, and I removed the cardboard stro
with small aperture, which up to that time had covered the object
glass of the telescope. The stations of the different members of
the party were as follows:

. J. E. Keeler, at the spectroscope of the 6fin. equatorial
E. E. Barnard, at the photographic apparatus.
0. B. Hill, at the finder of the 6|-in. equatorial
A. 0. Letjschner, at the photometer.
Mrs. C. B. Hill, at the chronometer.
H. A. MoCbaney, with stop Watch near chronometer.
F. B. Staples, turning photometer wheel.

W. Youto, at easel, colors for painting,.
''

"

.
My. Fred. Klays, Mr. and others were prepared with

paper and pencil for sketchings
,
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Mr. Hill called ten minuteB and five minutes before totality,

and then as it rapidly grew dark, gave warning of the approach

of second contact. I glanced up at the sky and saw it quite clear

in general, although slightly hazy in the direction of the Sun,

around which a few small feathery clouds were floating at a dis-

tance of several degrees. Looking around at the landscape, I saw

none of the so-called diffraction bands which were so striking a

feature of the total eclipse of July 29, 1878, in Colorado, and on

making inquiries afterward, I found that no appearance of the

kind had been observed by any of the bystanders. I then turned

to the spectroscope, and perhaps ten or fifteen seconds later, Mr.

Hill called “time.”

The observations which I made with the spectroscope will be

described further on. The principal phenomena which were to be

noted occurred at the beginning and end of totality, and when
the eclipse was about half over I looked up at the sky for nearly

a quarter of a minute.

The Corona was beautifully bright and distinct; according to

my recollection, brighter than that of 1878, which I observed at

Central City, Colorado. It was apparently of the same type, but

much more marked, with a broad “ fish-tail ” mass of light extend-

ing some two diamotors of the Moon on each side, nearly in the

direction of the ecliptic. Its general outline was so definite that

I remember thinking that in the drawings of this eclipse such

discrepancies as occur among those made in 1878 could hardly

be possible. Memwy shone brilliantly a short distance to the

southeast. Looking around me I could see the other members of

the party at work, and could easily see the few notes which I had

written upon a card. I then once more turned my attention to

the spectroscope.

At 1“ 40* after second contact Mr, McCeanby, according to his

instructions, gave warning of the approaching end of totality.

When the sunlight flashed out again I was still engaged at the

spectroscope and did not note any of the phenomena of reappear-

ance, but I learned that no diflfraction bands had been seen by

those who were unoccupied.

The observations during totality had been made closely in

accordance with the plan we had practiced, except that, as was

to be expected, not quite so many exposures of the cameras were

made, not quite so many photometric comparisons obtained, and

not quite the same amount of work accomplished. All the
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results were apparently satisfactory. The chilliness of the air

during the total phase was very marked, but no meteorological
observations were made.
An oil sketch of the Corona was made during totality by Mr.

Yount, and another, with corrections, immediately afterward.
Sketches were made during totality by Mrs. 0. I'h Huj;, Mr.
Fred. Kuays, and Mr. P. McGee. Mr. Staples, who had a gocxl

opportunity to see the Corona while turning the photometer wheel,
made a sketch after totality. All of these are in excellent agree-
ment.

Half an hour after the total phase was over, clouds began to
cover the western sky. I removed the spectroscope and gave up
the telescope to Mr. Hill, who observed the time of fourth contoct
with it through the fast-thickening clouds. Mr. Ba rnard observed
with the 2-i-inch telescope, while I beat the seconds of the chro-
nometer as at the beginning of the eclipse. Immediately after-
ward we began the work of dismounting the instruments, and by
the evening of the next day had them packed ready for reship-
ment to the Observatory. On account of the bad condition of the
roads they were stored at the hotel, and did not reach the Observa-
tory until two months later.

Our good fortune in regard to weather is apparent when I state
that the first of January was the only day during the time wo
spent at the station on which the eclipse could have been suocesa-
fully observed.

Our party received much assistance from the inhabitants of
Bartlett Springs and from visitors. Some of the services have
already been mentioned. To Mr. George W. Yount, in partioular,
we were indebted for every act of courtesy which could add to our
personal comfort or contribute to the success of our observationi.
J.0 all we desire to tender our grateful acknowledgments.
Leaving a further Recount of all except the spectroscopic obser*

va ions 0 the individual reports of the other members of ourparty I wi 1 now describe in more detail the apparatus used by
myselr, and the results which were obtained with it.

Description OE. TBB SriOTBOsewpic

equatorial, briefly

Pbs^aiory, from,

'"'Tbo ob|ect glass,

was

telescope which I uasil is the fi-fin

^

ia Vol. I,

( which the aiccompanyiiijgipjMiigri^^^

)* Jh, clear; feche*
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made by Alvan Clark and Sons, and is a very fine one. The

mounting is by Warner and Swasey, and I wish to testify here

to its excellence of design and thoroughness of workmanship. A
more convenient portable instrument could hardly be made. Its

only defect is one which can easily be remedied—the lack of any

means of adjustment in azimuth when temporarily mounted.

For use in the field the upper section of the pier, containing the

clock-work, is detached from the iron column on which it is

mounted at the Observatory, and is bolted instead to an iron plate

which projects beyond the clock section in a north-and-south

direction. The projecting ends are secured by heavy lag-screws

to the tops of two posts about a foot apart, the weight for the driv-

ing clock traveling in the space between the posts. All the screws

and bolts fit so snugly that not the slightest adjustment in azi-

muth is then possible. To remedy this it would only be necessary

to bolt the clock section to another plate, made adjustable with

respect to the lower fixed one. When set up at Bartlett Springs

the polar axis was found to be 12' east of north, and this error

allowed to remain, as having no sensible effect on the posi-

tion of the image for the time during which the instrument was

required.

The clamps and slow motion screws in both right^ ascension

and declination are brought down to convenient positions at the

eye end.
" The finder has an aperture of 2^ inches and a focal length of

20 inches. The centre of the field was originally marked by a

small circle, half a degree in diameter, etched on a glass plate,

but as this would have been a bad arrangement for viewing the

Corona, I replaced it by two rather stout wires. The power of the

finder is about fifteem
_ _

The spectrosooj® USed with thei 6^-inch equatorial was kindly

lent to the expedition by the Chabot Observatory (the Hon. Fred.

M: Campbell, Director; Mr. Charles Burokhalteb, Assistant in

charge) ,
all of those belbnging to the Lick Observatory being either

too large or too small for the purpose. It has a collimator of 1.10

inches aperture and 10 inches focal length, and an observing tel-

escope of the same aperture and 9.25 inches focal length.^ The

prism is of moderately dense flint glass, and measures 1.76 inches

on each side.

The arrangement of the apparatus throughout was almost

exactly the same as that devised by Professor C. S. Hastinos,
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and used by him in his observations of the total eclipse of May
6, 1883. For a complete discussion of the theory of the instru-
ment, review of previous spectroscopic observations, and state-
ment of the facts on which Professor Hastings bases his forcible
arguments in favor of the diffraction theory of the Corona, the
reader is referred to his report published in a memoir* of the
National Academy of Sciences, Vol. II. For the sake of com-
pleteness, and for convenience, a sufficient account will be given
here to make the use of the instrument intelligible.
The following description of the essential part of the apparatus

is given by Professor Hastings, on page 106 of the report above
mentioned.

, The essential feature of the spectroscope, however, and that
which adapted it to its particular purpose, was an arrangement of
two total reflecting prisms just in front of the collimator slit. The
office of these prisms was to form two virtual images, each being
that of one half the slit, separated at their nearest ends by an
interval equivalent to the diameter of the solar image in the equa-
torial used. The construction will be rendered evident by the

Kgure 3; Reflecting Peisms foe the Speoteosoopb.

diagram. Which represents a section of the apparatus by a planepassing through the slit and the line of collimation. The dimen-

sllar

b' fnT®®
were transmitted, after two reflections by the prism

of tb.V^'
Pornt of the slit S, then light from the lefr edgeof the solar image would be transmitted to S by the prism a 6t is evident that light fro»;i a,ny other portion of the Sun would

.
,

irf.thQ n;oiipse to Caroline Island, May.'lsE
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not fall upon the lens of the collimator, and, consequently, not

appear in the spectroscope, but that light from the regions to the

right and left of the Sun, up to a distance determined by the

length (in this case 15') of the slit, or the dimensions of the prism,

would so appear; moreover, it is obvious that the spectra formed

by the two halves of the slit would bo adjacent. In fact, these

two spectra, one of the region to the right of the Sun and the other

that of the region to the left, were separated by a narrow black

line about as distinct as the C line of the spectrum. Although

all angles of reflection in the prisms wore greater than the critical

angle, the sides a, h, a' and h' were silvered, to avoid trouble in

keeping them clean.”

In my own instrument the diameter of the lunar image at the

time of the eclipse was 0.718 inches. The faces of the ])ri8mB

were 0.36 inches on the side, and consequently the distance

between the obtuse angles was 0.70 inches. The image of the

Moon, therefore, lapped over the outer face of each prism 0.009

inches, so that the two spectra wore separated during the eclipse

by a black band of considerable width (60"). The greatest dis-

tance from the limb of the Sun of points sending light through

the slit was 17', and this was also a little loss than half the width

of the field of the eyepiece.

The prisms were made and suitably mounted by Mr. Beabhear

from the dimensions which I furnished. They were covered with

a cardboard screen (pierced by two apertures over the prisms), on

which was drawn a square, just large enough to circumscribe the

circular image of the Sun, to indicate the proper pointing of the

telescope. The image of the Sun on this screen was of course a

little out of focus.

The axes of the collimating and observing telescopes of the

Chabot Observatory spectroscope are inclined to each other at a

fixed angle of about 66°, which is greater than the minimum
deviation of any part of the visible spectrum. The spectrum is

brought into the field by rotating the prism, for which purpose a

knob projects through one side of the prism box; and there are

evidently two positions of the prism in which the spectrum can

be seen; (1) with the refracting angle turned toward the colli-

mator; (2) with the refracting angle turned toward the observing

telescope. The dispersion is greater in the first position; the sec-

ond position was chosen for the observations because the purity of

the spectrum is greater and the whole spectrum is then within the
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limits of the field. A small part of the beam transmitted by the
collimator was, however, lost.

The positive eyepiece used has a magnifying power of 8.5 diam-
eters. In its focrus I placed across the centre of the field a narrow
strip of mica, on which I had ruled and then painted coarse
black divisions about one sixteenth of an inch apart. Ten of
these divisions were included in the field of view, and the central
one, which was ruled long and extended completely to the other
edge of the scale, was adjusted to coincidence with the line sepa-
rating the two spectra when the scale was placed transversely;
that is, parallel to the Praunhofejr lines. The distance to which
a line extended from the centre in either spectrum could thus be
rneasured by the scale, one division of which was found to be
3' 02", or with suflficient exactness, 3'.

Prom the dimensions already given it is evident that the effect-
ive aperture of the collimating and observing telescopes was 0.84
inches, and the diameter of the emergent pencil 0.10 inches^

It will be seen, I think, from this description, that the apparatus
used was, on the principles pointed out by Professor Hastings

in his report, of very high efficiency for the purpose intended. In
this respect it differs little from that employed at Caroline Island.
The use of this apparatus during a total eclipse may be briefly

described as follows: The slit being placed parallel to the dirao-
tion of the MoorPs motion and the image of the Sun properly
a justed on the slit-plate, the observer compares the lengths of
the coronal lines on diametrically opposite sides of the Sim. For
this purpose the 1474 line is most suitable on account of its superior
brightness. If, then, the length of this line is a measure of the
depth of a coronal atmosphere at the place occupied by the slil
1 will only be slightly altered at the base as the Moon passe®
across the disc of the Sun; but if changes outof all proportton to
the amount of the Moon’s motion are observed, the ooooWou is
inevitabj that the length of the line cannot be held to Jrepr®s®nt
the depth of a real atmosphere, hut is due (at least largely) to
diffraction, since a change of such enormous magnitude in a mate-

and conse-quently tbe length of the bright Une, would be greater the nearerthe disc of the Sun to the superposed edge of the Moon. The lat-
ter appearance is th®| ow> okmmi Hasws, ih 1880. Imme-^tely after Second, hpe.was lodf oa the east
side, at the point ’whe»56,&ft,Ai4., ji,--.,.......*.!... j .
side,, at the pomt

i, and very
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short on the opposite side, and at tliird contact the appearance

was reversed. At the lukhllo of the eclipse the lines were of

approximately the same length.

Spkcthoscoi’IC OnsKuvATioNH Duiuno ToTAiaTY.

On the morning of the day of the eclipse I had put the instru-

ment in perfect working order, and little remained to he done

until just before the time of second contact. I then placed the

slit in a parallel of decliiiation, which was nearly in the direction

of the Moon’s motion, and centred the solar image (larcifully on the

slit-plate. Mr. Ilini- was to keep the telescope poitded during

totality, if any correction should ho recpiired, but the clock-work

was driving so well that I was sure no attention would bo neces-

sary, and this proved to bo the case. The prism had boon set so

that the 1474 lino was just above the upper edge of the mica scale

(which was parallel to the line) ,
and the lino of separation between

the spectra was made to fall upon the central division of the scale.

The slit had been carefully adjusted for parallelism, so that no

difference could be detected in the two specitra, and, as in Habt-

iNOs’ observations, it was opened to such a width that the D line

was just rocognizahlo as double.

Up to fifteen minutes before totality the telescope objective had

boon covered with a pasteboard cap with small aperture, for fear

of softening the cement with which the reflecting prisms were

mounted (the slit-plate had, however, been placed in focus with

the full aperture), and this was removed at that time.

Shortly after Mr. Him. gave warning of the approach of total-

ity, I placed my eye at the spectroscope, but saw no change until

a few seconds before second contact, when I thought the spectrum

had a streaky aspect, as if bright lines were beginning to appear.

Both sides were apparently alike. Then the narrow bright strip

in the left hand spectrum disappeared, as the last ray of sunlight

was cut off, and there remained a continuous spectrum, fading off

on both sides of the dividing lino, toward the edge of the field.

At the same time the bright 1474 line appeared and above it a

greenish blue line (probably F), the latter I think a little before

the other, although it was not nearly so, bright. The I), line was

covered by the scale (or very close to its lower edge), and its be-

havior could not well be noted.

I was surprised at the brightness of the continuous spectrum,

which evidently represented by far the greater part of the light
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of the Corona. The mica scale was easily visible, and the colors

of the spectrum were perfectly evident. Dark lines could be seen,

but with difficulty. One just below the scale was undoubtedly
D, another was probably h. There was also a somewhat streaky
aspect, especially between the scale and the upper part of the
field, which promised the appearance of other lines with a smaller
slit-width, but as the shortness of totality made any experiment-
ing with the adjustments rather hazardous, I did not try the effect

of narrowing the slit. After returning to the Observatory I set up
the instrument as nearly as possible in the same condition as
when used during the eclipse, pointed it to the sky and cut off* the
light until the brightness of the sky spectrum was, according to
my best judgment, the same as that of the continuous spectrum
of the Corona, using as a guide the visibility of the divisions on
the scale. Of course this experiment should have been tried
immediately after the eclipse, when my recollection of the bright-
ness was fresh; still, there was no doubt in my mind that the
dark lines in the sky spectrum were much more easily recogniz-
able than they were in the coronal spectrum during totality.

The 1474 line, on the other hand, although distinct, was not so
bright as I had anticipated. At the moment when I first perceived
it, the extension from the centre in both spectra was about the
same, and was recorded as equal to four divisions of the scale. The
left hand line, corresponding to the eastern limb of the Moon,
where the Sun had just disappeared, almost immediately dimin-
ished in length, and a few seconds after the beginning of totality
I made the record— left l-J div., right 3 div.'' The next record
was, ‘‘ left li div., right 4 div.'' The lines faded away gradually
from the centre, so that the exact points of disappearance could
not be definitely fixed. They were of the same width in both
spectra, showing that the parallelism of the slit had been satisfac-
torily adjusted.

After this there was no very marked change. The lines slowly
grew more nearly equal--rthat on the right shortening, and that
on the left lengthening, although they did not reach equality; and
near the middle of the eclipse I suspended observations for a few
seconds to look up at the Oorona, as I have already mentioned in
the general account of our operations.

On returning to the spectroscopic observations I found the ap-
pearance unchanged, and

, TO was noted until perhaps two
thirds of the total pfease was over. The line in the right hand
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spectrum, corresponding to the western limh of the Moon, where

the Sun would presently appear, then began slowly to lengthen.

While watching this process I heard Mr. McCkaney call “ Looh

out! ” Then suddenly, a few seconds later, bright lines darted out

in the right hand spectrum, from the centre clear across the field

of view, as brilliant and as vivid in hue as the colored fires of

pyrotechny. The apparition was so sudden and so unexpected

that no estimate of their number or position could be made, but

from the general impression they left on my mind in regard to

spacing and color, they must have been mainly the lines of the

chromosphere. The width of half the field being 17', the length

of the lines must have been greater than this. On the left hand,

however, there was little or no change; the bright lines on the other

side shone brightly for two or three seconds, then, as a dazzling

band from the returning sunlight shot along the base of the spec-

trum, they vanished.

I have said the apparition of these lines was unexpected. This

was because the slit was radial with respect to the Sun’s image,

and its intersection with the chromosphere would give rise to a

very short line indeed. The spectrum of the “ reversing layer”

has always been observed, so far as I am aware, with a tangential

slit, and the possibility of seeing it with the arrangement of ap-

paratus that I used had not occurred to mo.

An important part of the observations was to note, if possible,

whether changes in the length of the 1474 line were accompa-

nied by corresponding changes in the breadth of the continuous

spectrum. As far as I could judge they were not—the continuous

spectrum apparently suffered no change as long as I could see it;

but I cannot attach much weight to this observation on account

of its difficulty. The continuous spectrum extended the full width

of the field on both sides, and any changes in its width would,

therefore, manifest themselves as changes in brightness only, much

more difficult to decide upon than the position of a point on a

scale. It is quite likely that considerable changes might have

escaped my notice.

Discussion of the Observations.

Just how far these observations are in accordance with those

made by Hastings in 1883 it is not easy to decide. The phenom-

ena recorded in the Caroline Island report are characterized by a

regularity and symmetry which is lacking in those which I
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observed and of which I have given a detailed account. They
resemble each other most strongly in the behavior of the 1474
line at the beginning of totality, the lino in both cases shortening
rapidly at the eastern limb of the Moon after second contact had
occurred; but at Caroline Island this line had an abnormal length
in the beginning and shortened to meet the gradually increasing
line in the spectrum of the opposite limb, whereas at Bartlett
Springs the lines began with approximate equality and were
decidedly unequal at the middle of the eclipse.

Toward the end of totality, with the exception of the gradual
lengthening of the 1474 line in the spectrum of the west limb,
there is little resemblance between the phenomena observed. At
Caroline Island they were the same as at first contact, but in reverse
order, as one might naturally expect. At Bartlett Springs the
changes attending the end of totality seemed to have almost no
connection with those near its beginning. If the standard of
comparison were sure, we might say that the phenomena observed
by Hastings were a perfect type resulting from the normal action
of some law, and those I have described an imperfect example
distorted by the action of some unknown disturbing cause. The
most probable explanation of the apparition of the bright chromo-
sphere lines at the end of totality and their absence at the begin-
ning, is that in the interval a slight haze had collected over the
un, and this, illuminated by the projecting chromosphere just
efore the instant of third contact, caused the appearance described,
here is, however, no other evidence of the existence of haze at
his time. The skyaround the Sun looked clear immediately after-
wards, and the negatives obtained by Mr. Baenard near the end
ot tota,lity are apparently as sharp as those made at the beginning.
Nevertheless, in view of the fact that light, hazy clouds were fioal
mg^around in the neighborhood of the Sun, such an ooeurrenbe is
quite possible.

At first contact, the absence of haze was attested by the Mack-
ness of the band dividing the spectra and the fact that the bright1474 line did not encroach on it. I have no recollection of theap^arance of this band at the end of totality. The long and

then, at that contact forwhich the absence of haze is proven, although it is hardly neoes-
^ Writion could not have beenOverlooked, and we may regard their appearance as an abnormal
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phenomenon, which would not have presented itself under perfect

conditions of observation.

Students of solar physics have not been able to accept the con-

clusion drawn by Professor IIastinos from his observations (and

many other considerations), that the (lorona is wholly duo to the

diffraction of sunlight by tlie intervening Moon. It will hardly

he disputed, however, that diffraction must play some part in its

production, an<l that we hnv(i evidence of such action in the obser-

vations we have considered. The narrow and brilliant ring of

light surrounding the Moon in the negatives of the Corona, a ring

which is, as Mr. Baunaud has pointed out, always symmetrical

with respect to the Moon, no mattew at what stage of totality the

picture was taken, is furtlier evidence of the existence of diffrac-

tion. One conclusion that can bo drawn from the ol)servations of

Professor IIastinos atul myself, is of an importance that can

hardly be overestimated in its liearing on theories of the Corona;

that since the length of the bright 1474 line changes during a total

eclipse by an amount which is utterly disproportionate to the

motion of the Moon, and which would involve on the ordinary

explanation of its existence physical changes of such magnitude

as to be entirely inadmissible, the length of the lino with radial

slit cannot ho regarded as an index of the depth of a material

atmosphere, hut must be attributed to the effect of diffraction,

whicih is probably increased under ordinary circumstances by the

diffusive action of haze in the atmosphere of the earth. We are

thus freed from the necessity (f supposing that there exists around

the Sun a gaseous envelope ofconsiderable depth. It is hardly neces-

sary to point out how difficult it is to reconcile the existence of such

an atmosphere, the only testimony in favor of which is the appear-

ance of these bright lines in the spectrum of the Corona, with other

theories of. greater probability and with well ascertained facts.

Among the latter may be instanced the well known unobstructed

passage of comets at perihelion distances far within the limits of

the suppositious solar atmosphere.* In framing a theory of the

*The 1474 line hui been traced by a number of ob^ervere to a heiglit of 20^ or

W,000 mileii above the Sun
;
by Stonis, in 1874* It was traced to a height of 46' or

1.200.000 miles. In my own observations, the greatest recorded ludght was 12' or

526.000 miles, Tim distances from the surface of the Sun at which a number of

well known comats have passed perihelion, are given below:

Comet of 1080 -— 145,000 mllea.

Comet of 1848-«». - - 81,000 miles.

Comet of 1880. miles.

Comet I, 1887 - - 280,000 miles.

The orbital velocity of the comet of 1848 at perihelion, was 850 miles per second.
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Corona, such facts as these, which are simple and do not admit of

doubt, naust be given priority over appearances which may well

be delusive and can be explained only on hypotheses at variance

with one another in many important respects, and therefore more
or less imperfect.

Spectroscopic observation furnishes us with many facts which
cannot be reconciled with the theory of an extensive solar atmos-
phere. Two of the most important objections drawn from this

source are given below. The first has long been recognissed as
especially perplexing.^

(1)

. The pressure at the surface of the chromosphere is shown
by the spectroscope not to exceed that of a few millimetres of
mercury, and this we must accept as the pressure due to an atmos-
phere from half a million to a million of miles deep, notwith-
standing the fact that the force of gravity is twenty-seven times
as great at the surface of the Sun as at the surface of the earth.

(2)

. “According to theory, as well as observation, the upper
limits of the gaseous envelopes of the Sun ought to be ordered
according to their densities. The material which produces the
1474 K line, and which may always be seen in the chromosphere
spectrum, is, according to this criterion, as unmistakably denser
than hydrogen as is magnesium vapor, or iron vapor

j
but if we

accept the coronal spectrum as evidence of the existence of an
atmosphere, we are, by exactly the same principle, driven to the
conclusion that the 1474 K material is far less dense than hydro-
gen. The contradiction could not be more abrupt and inexpli-
cable.” f

^

It is hard to determine the magnitude of the part played by
diffraction in the production of the Corona, assuming that it is not
the sole cause. Professor Hastings has shown that one necessary
consequence of diffraction would be an excess of brightness at
any point where the limbs of the Sun and Moon were most nearly
in contact; that is, at the eastern limb of the Moon immediately
after the beginning of totality, and at the western limb

j ust before
its termination. An appearance of this kind, which occurs when
more striking phenomena are impending, is very apt to escape
notice. Mr. Hill was instructed to look for it, but failed to detect
any change, and only negative evidence is afforded by the photo-
graphs. I must note here, however, that just such changes of

* Young’s The Sun, p, 237.
— ,

f Hastus-gs, Caroline Island Keport, p. 118 .
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brightness are described in the report of Mr. P. McGee, a sur-

veyor’s assistant at Bartlett Springs, who had no knowledge what-

ever of coronal theories; with the difference that the changes

observed by him extended over one third of the duration of

totality reckoned from either contact, and were consequently

slower than the diffraction theory would require.* The rapid

shortening of the 1474 line after second contact, in my observa-

tions shows that there actually was a sudden diminution of bright-

ness at the western limb of the Moon, but the change must have

been very small.

Professor PIastings attributes the formation of coronal stream-

ers and rifts to the existence of spots of greater or smaller bril-

liancy on the photosphere near the limb of the Sun, and the effect

of the unequal illumination on the diffracted ring of light; the

more minute detail of the inner Corona, he thinks, might be due

to small irregularities in the edge of the diffracting screen, or limb

of the Moon.

Any coronal form
,
depending upon the relative positions of points

on the Sun and Moon, say a facula and a notch on the Moon’s

limb, would be altered by the motion of the Moon during totality;

a streamer produced by the above supposed combination would,

for instance, if near either pole, exhibit a motion of rotation. No

changes of this kind were, however, noticed by Mr. Hill, who

looked carefully for them, the Moon seeming to pass over the face

of the Sun without affecting, in the least, any of the surrounding

coronal details. The photographic evidence on this point is very

complete. No eclipse has ever before been photographed with

such a number and variety of instruments, distributed so widely

in the path of totality. So far as the structure of the Corona is

concerned, these pictures are identical, whether taken near the

beginning or near the end of totality; at stations near the coast

or far inland. The coronal forms even persist after the reappear-

ance of the Sun.

We must conclude, therefore, that the coronal outlines and

details are altogether independent of the Moon’s position on the

Sun, and their objective existence is rendered extremely probable.

If would evidently be reduced to a certainty by the undoubted

obseirvation of the limb of the Moon nearest to the Sun when

changes of brightness have been recorded before, even as far back

as 1733. See Grant’s History of Physical Astronomy, p. 380.

4
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entirely clear of his disk, since the Moon could only be visible

under these circumstances by contrast with a bright background

on which it was projected, and in which diffraction could have

no part. I am not aware of any observation of the kind having

been made up to the time of this eclipse, on which occasion we
have two records of the visibility of the advancing limb of the

Moon before first contact. Mr. Hill, observing with the finder

of the 6-J-inch equatorial stopped down to 1 inch and a neutral

tint Steinheil sun-wedge held in the hand, saw the Moon’s limb
minutes or about 1^' before contact, and watched the approach

of the limbs. A similar observation was made by Gen. Ibish at

Liegan, California. Mr. Barnard of the Lick Observatory party,

however, observed with a 2|-inch telescope stopped down to 1|
inches, having a dark sun-glass attached to the eye-piece, and failed

to see the Moon before first contact. In the reports of these gentle-

men the observations above mentioned are described in full.

Assuming that the Corona is mainly a solar appendage having
an objective existence, the explanation of its origin is simplified

by the conclusion which we may regard as the chief result of the
spectroscopic observations described in this report—^that the
extension of the bright coronal lines to a great height above the
Moon’s limb during a total eclipse does not necessarily imply the
existence of a correspondingly extensive gaseous atmosphere
around the Sun. All other facts point to the absence of such an
atmosphere.

Under these conditions the white light of the Corona finds its

most probable explanation in the presence of minute particles in
space around the Sun, which may well Be largely composed of the
precipitated material forming the envelope which produces the
general absorption of the light of the photosphere, ejected by out-
bursts of more than ordinary violence. All particles would reflect
sunlight, but those in proximity to the solar surface would also be
strongly self luminous, in a degree depending on their distanOey
and thus the light from particles near the Sun would give a neart^
continuous spectrum, while that from particles more remote would
give a spectrum more nearly resembling that of diminished suu-
light. The appearance would in this harmonize with observed
facts. That the amount of matter around the Sun is quite ip-OOu-
siderable in relation to the space occupied by it is evident ;B^om
the feeble brilliancy of the Corona, which, notwithstanding the
intensity of the illumination of its particles, sends to us a smaller
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.total amount of light than the full Moon,^ although its apparent

area is considerably greater.

The explanation of the streamers and rifts of the inner Corona,

on the supposition that they are mere rays and shadows in an

enveloping mist, has been hitherto passed over without serious

consideration, chiefly on account- of the apparent curvature of the

rays. To any one who has seen these rays and also the divergent

beams of light from a surface of molten metal penetrating the

smoky atmosphere of’a foundry, the analogy is, nevertheless, very

insistent. It is worth while to inquire whether this explanation

is really untenable.

In the photographs and engravings of photographs that I have

seen, the details of coronal structure may be roughly divided into

two classes: (1) Rays or brushes of light proceeding from the

limb of the Moon, in directions which may be radial or greatly

inclined, the brushes often apparently made up of slightly diver-

gent filaments. This structure was characteristic of the inner

Corona in the eclipses of 1878 and 1889. (2) Curved, rounded

or irregular masses of light, in general less sharply marked than

the rays, and frequently of very indefinite outline. In this class

may also be included the wings and outlying streamers of the

outer Corona. The Corona in the eclipses of 1870 and 1871

appears to have been largely composed of these forms.

In the first place, let us consider whether sufficiently great differ-

ences of illumination can exist at the Sun’s surface in order to

give rise to the appearances presented by the inner Corona. If

the surface of the Sun were of perfectly uniform brightness, no

rifts or streamers in the surrounding mist would be possible. It

is well known, however, that great differences in brightness do

exist there, although they are not noticeable under ordinary cir-

cumstances on account of the dazzling brilliancy of the whole.

They are best seen in photographs. In order to produce a defi-

nite ray a bright illuminating surface below some obstruction is

neoessary
;
a projecting point of greater brilliancy than the average,

pke a facula, would have no effect. This condition is met at the

surface of the Sun. According to Langley, Pickering and other

investigators, the Sun would radiate several timesf its present

amount of light if it were deprived of the envelope which produces

*See tlie photometric observations of Mr. Leuschnke, and observations of

previous eclipses by others.

t iFrom two to t-welve times. Young’s The Sun, p. 250.
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the general absorption of the light of the photosphere. A mere

rift in this envelope would probably therefore produce a difference

of illumination in the external cloud-masses sufficient to account

for the phenomena observed. If we admit that a preponderance

of illumination in one direction can be produced in this way, at

points near the beginning of these rays, we have an explanation

of the fact that the polarization of the light in the Corona increases

toward the Moon’s limb.

Secondly, if an interior streamer could be shown to have an
unmistakable curvature in the detail of its structure, or in any
way contradictory to the supposition that it was produced by
radiating beams of light, the explanation would of course fail.

The streamers are frequently, perhaps usually, drawn curved, but
we have only to look over the drawings (one of my own among the

number) contained in the report on the total eclipse of 1878, pub-
lished by the United States Naval Observatory, to see how fallible

is the evidence of the draftsman. In one of these drawings, that

of Mr. L. E. Trouvelot, the polar rays are straight; in this, and
according to the accompanying description, bearing a close resem-
blance to those of the Corona of January 1, 1889.* In the oil

sketch of the Corona made at Bartlett Springs by Mr. Yount,
which represents very satisfactorily to me the general appearance
of the Corona as I saw it for a few seconds in an interval between
spectroscopic observations, the polar streamers are shown as
separate, each distinctly curving away toward the equator, but
the true shape of the streamers, as shown in the photographs,!
entirely different. A number of other drawings, made by experi-
enced observers, have already been published, and in some of these
the polar rays are shown very much as in Mr. Yount’s sketch.

It is on the photographs that we must rely for a decision on
this point, and of these we have a great number taken during the
last eclipse, of a greater degree of excellence than any hitherto
made* The difficulties arising from the difference of brightness of
the outer and inner Corona have been largely overcome by the

Plate I, and p. 88. These rays had a very great resemblance to those some-
times seen before sunset, when the sky is overcast with dense cumulus clouds,
through the openings of which the sun’s light is gently sifted and reflected
from the particles in the atmosphere into soft rays of light diverging from
their starting points. In fact, the rays of light of the Corona did not appearw have any real and material existence, but rather to be simply optical effects
crated by tbe reflexion of the light upon particles of matter dispersed in the
solar atmosphere, after the manner of those of pur atmosphere.”
t See frontispiece.
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rapid advance of photography since even the most recent of for-

mer eclipses, so that in one of Mr. Barnard’s negatives, for in-

stance, we have an extension of the outer Corona nearly equal to

that of tlie greatest obtained with long exposures, and on the same

plate the details of the inner Corona almost down to the very limb

of the Moon, the outlines of the prominences showing distinctly on

the dimmer background of the coronal light. In a careful exam-

ination of tlie best photographs obtained by our own and other

parties, I failed to detect any curved outline which could not be

regarded as due to the intersection of a number of straight rays

having diflerent directions, or as the locus of e(iually bright points

in space filled with mist or haze illuminated by such rays. In

some cases there was an appearance of curvature caused by the

fading away of one side of a beam of light more rapidly than the

other side, as if the beam passed out of a cloud obliquely into

comparatively clear space. If there is any cause operating in the

Corona which tends to produce a. reed curvature of these streamers^

the probabilities are that it would show itself in some conspictious

example among the many streamers that occupy comparatively iso’^

lated positions, and not always appear where the detail is confused

and the outlines of the streamers are ynore or less doubtful.

That the rays are not streams of ejected matter is shown by the

fact that among them are many sensibly straight and greatly

’ inclined to the normal,’*' extending to a height of over 400,000

miles. This would, of course, imply an infinite velocity of the

particles composing them. If we reject the explanation given

above we are driven to the conclusion that the rays are produced

in some way by electrical action, and while this may be true, there

is at present nothing more that can be said of it.

In regard to the other coronal forms, whether straight, curved,

or irregular, which are distinct from the inner streamers, we only

require for their explanation the very natural suppOBition that the

reflecting particles are unequally and irregularly distributed in

space around the Sun, in which case the brightness would vary in

a manner which might easily represent the appearance of the

Oorona as seen from the earth.

“ The flat appearance of the Corona finds no explanation on the

theory proposed, but it must be remembered that it is after all only

that under any circuiuHtances of projection, a ray

which does not appear radial to the Sun’s limb cannot be normal to the Sun’s

surface.
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an appearance, with hardly any reason for supposing that it rep-

resents the real arrangement of the Corona in space. On the con-

trary, a greater accumulation of coronal matter in the plane of the

ecliptic would account for the greater confusion of details at the

Sun^s equator than at the poles.

We should naturally expect that the Corona, if formed in this

way, would show some relation to the periods of maximum solar

disturbance.

It is not too much to insist that for the purpose of testing the

validity of these conclusions the details of the Corona should be

studied in the original negatives, or in copies of them by photo-

graphic processes, and not in drawings, however carefully made.

So many photographs were made during the last eclipse that they

are sure to be widely distributed and to come into the hands of

those most interested in such matters. The silver print by Mr.

Barnard, which forms the frontispiece of this volume, shows
admirably all except the finer details of the Corona; many of these

are unavoidably lost in printing.

Summary of Results.

I give finally, a summary of the conclusions which are more
fully stated above, and which must be regarded not so much as
an attempt to form a complete theory of the Corona, in accordance
with all the observed facts, as suggestions which may lead to the
truth on which such a theory will some day be founded.

(1)

. The Corona is mainly due to light reflected from particles

existing in space around the Sun. Near the Sun, however, the
particles are largely self luminous. They are perhaps portions of
the absorptive envelope of the Sun which have been ejected by
eruptions of more than ordinary violence.

(2)

. The rifts, streamers, and other coronal forms are due to
unequal and irregular distribution of this matter and to unequal
illumination by the Sun.

(3)

. Superposed upon the Corona which is formed in this way,
and blended in with it, is a more or less uniform ring of light
caused by diffraction. This diffracted ring is necessarily rich in
edge light of the Sun, particularly light derived from the chromo-
sphere,'*' and to it is due the appearance of bright lines in the
Corona at a considerable height above the sun.

^Caroline Island Report, pp. 123
,
124.
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(4) . The sun is not surrounded by a gaseous atmosphere of

great depth, that is, a depth which bears a considerable ratio to

the solar diameter.

It is necessary to say that I have referred constantly to the

material collected by Professor Hastings in his report, although

in the light of information gained during the recent eclipse I

have ventured to greatly modify some of his conclusions.

Very respectfully yours,

J. E. Keeler.

Professor Edward S. Holden, Director of the Lick Observatory.
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REPORT OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC OPIiRATTONS.

By E. E. Barnard.

The photographic apparatus for our expedition consistcnl of a
VoTGHTLANDER lens oue inch in diameter and nine inchcH foeus,

and an 8x10 Scovill camera box. The back lens of the Olauk
enlarging combination of the 3(>-inch equatorial was also avail-

able—the diameter of this was indies and focal length

23 inches. The images produced by these lenses were mani-
festly too small to be of any special value for giving details of

the Corona. They serve to show the outer Corona, to recjord

the positions of stars and planets, and especially to give photo-
metric data of importance. Experiments with the 3|“incli ob-
jective of a telescope which is used to read the water scales on the
distant reservoirs, showed that by cutting it down considerably a
fairly sharp photographic image was obtained. The focal length
of this lens was 49 inches. It was decided, therefore, to adopt
this glass, stopped down to 1.76 inches, for photographing tho
inner coronal details, and to utilize the other two for the outer
Corona.

A long wooden box, carefully lined with dull black cloth, and
having a series of diaphragms inside, with a sliding adjustment
in front, and fitted to carry a 6x7 plate-holder, was constructed
for the telescopic lens. The back lens of the Clark combination,
with a focus of 23 inches, was fitted with an extension tuba to
the Scoviim camera, and a wooden box was made for the VoiciMf**
LANDEE lens—these two last were fitted to carry 8x10 shieMs*

Mr. Keeler had devised a polar axis, upon which these tlirta
cameras were to be mounted

j
this axis was driven, by th© olook

of the 12-inoh equatorial.

It consisted of two parallel strips of board with end pieces:
inserted firmly in the upper end was a round piece of wood 4 in.
in diameter. To this was clamped the sector belonging to the clock,
while the clock itself wasmounted under this upon a strong ftame-*
work supported by four posts. A brass cylinder on the projecting
end piece, turning in metallic boxes, formed the upper support of
the polar axis, and the thrust of the lower end was received by
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a socket in a heavy post set in the ground, the axis turning on a

conical steel pivot. All woodwork was thoroughly saturated with

linseed oil, to prevent it from warping. The long hoxdike body

of this axis was partitioned off by step-like pieces at intervals of

from 12 to 18 inches, so arranged that when the axis was in posi-

tion their planes would pass 23° below the equator. The cam-

eras firmly wedged in these spaces could be kept pointing at the

Sun during totality. To this excellent arrangement is due the

sharpness of the images of the Corona upon our negatives.

Having quite a number of plate-holders, it was deemed safest

to fill them at the Observatory before leaving. As it was intended

to standardize these plates for photometric comparisons of the

Corona when we returned, a transverse portion at the end of each

plate was carefully protected from the light of the Corona and

the sky by a strip of ruby paper. It was decided to use the quick-

est plates: we therefore selected for our photographs the Seed

No. 26, which from experience we had found to give the very finest

results. Though these plates remained in the shields for an entire

month before being developed, it was found that they had suffered

no deterioration.

Leaving the mountain on December 16th, in fog and rain, we

arrived at Sites, the termination of the railroad part of our jour-

ney, on the night of December 19th. We were delayed here two

nights and a day, awaiting the stage.

At Sites, Mr. Keeler decided to remain over to hurry up the

freight which was due through that point, while Mr. Leuschner

and I proceeded to Bartletts, forty-two miles, by stage. After

riding the entire day through wind and rain in an open wagon

the ‘‘stage’’—with no protection but our overcoats, we arrived

after dark on December 21st, at Bartletts, wet through with rain

and chilled with cold. The next day our freight arrived. We

then selected for our station the croquet ground about one hundred

yards southeast of the hotel. Prom this point the last contact

could be observed while the lower limb of the Sun would be

behind the crest of one of the mountains which walled us in on

all sides.
x.

No sky could be seen until the night of the 23d, when, through

breaks in the clouds, we secured an observation of Polaris at upper

culmination, laying off our meridian by the aid of a plumbline

and a lantern. That night we again secured an observation of

Polaris at western elongation, and our two meridians so laid off
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agreed quite closely. The next day we proceeded to work, and

dug the holes and erected seven posts—^two for the equatorial and

five for the polar axis. We received but little outside aid in this

. work. It was wet and raining most of the time.

Mr. Keeler arrived on the evening of the 24th, but continuous

rain did not permit us to get our instruments in place xintil the

28th. Stormy weather had prevented any observations to deter-

mine the chemical focus of the 49-inch telescope lens before leav-

ing the Observatory, Therefore, on the evening of the 29th of

December, by wedging up the end of the box so that it would
point to Rigel, a series of trails of that star were made on two
sensitive plates, varying the distance of the objective before each
exposure by one tenth of an inch. These trails were equally dis-

tributed on each side of the visual focus. Upon being developed
they indicated a good chemical focus at one tenth of an inch out-

side the visual focus. This was therefore adopted, and the adjust-

able part firmly fixed at that point. By a careful measurement it

was found that the distance from the inner surface of the object

glass to the sensitive plate was 48.60 inches. The thickness of
the objective is 0.61 inches.

The night before the eclipse was dark and threatening, and
from the bad weather we had experienced all along, it seemed
quite apparent that the eclipse would be lost in clouds.

Observations on the Day of the Eclipse,

^

The morning of January 1, however, dawned clear and bril-

liant. But as the day advanced hazy clouds began to appear,
and at IP 30“" a. m. the sky was very dense in the south.
The first contact was observed through haze. Fortunately just

before totality it cleared about the Sun, but shortly afterwards
closed in again, and the fourth contact was observed through
dense haze with the greatest difiiculty. So close was our escape
from total failure from clouds, that it seemed as if Providence
had interfered in our behalf. Though the sky was not perfectly
free from haze about the sun, it was very slight, and does not
seem to have affected the observations of the photographs.
The morning of January 1st and up to near the time of totality

was spent in completing the final adjustments of the cameras in
position on the axis, and in examining everything to see that
there should occur no hitch during totality.
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Having to deal with the three cameras single handed—not

having an assistant—they were arranged in as compact and con-

venient a form as possible, being so placed that both ends of the

boxes could be reached with as little loss of time as possible in

uncapping the lenses and changing the plate-holders.

The shields for the three cameras were placed in compartments

of a box supported on its edge, and inclined with the polar axis so

that each shield was conveniently close to the end of its particular

camera. A lower partition in this box was similarly divided into

three apartments to contain the shields as soon as removed from

the cameras. By very slightly stooping, the plate-holders could

be inserted in position, the slides drawn, and rising, the lenses

uncapped for exposure. The arrangement was very satisfactory

indeed, and allowed the best possible use of the time. The Claek

and the telescope lenses were exposed simultaneously by the right

and left hands—the small Voightlandek lens was then given

its exposure—the shields reversed or changed, and the process

repeated.
.

Every precaution was taken to prevent the plates getting light

struck. A black cloth tacked along the polar axis and reaching

to the ground behind the box containing the plate-holders, thor-

oughly screened that side from extraneous light. A curtain of

black cloth was also tacked to the box holding the shields. As

soon as totality was over, this curtain was lowered and the box

taken up bodily and carried into a darkened room where each

shield was carefully wrapped in black cloth and subsequently

transferred to an empty valise and carried by hand to the Lick

Observatory.
_ . i

•

When the Sun had narrowed to a thin crescent, in making a

final examination of the cameras to see that the images were cen-

tral and the clock driving properly, I noticed on the ground glass

of the Claek camera that the clouds some 10° to the west (left on

ground glass) were tinged with prismatic colors.

The shields had been inserted in place and at the naoment when

Me. Hill, who was watching for the second contact with the tinder

of the 6^ in. called “ time,” the slides were drawn and the expos-

XllCOS

Three exposures were made with each camera. At the last

exposure with the Voightlanpee, the Sun came out before the cap

could be replaced. Upon this plate where the Sun made its

appearance is a row of bright, bead-like forms-the intense light
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having caused a reversal of the image and produced a positive

effect—these are taken to be ^'Baily’s beads.’’

Immediately after totality I placed a fresh shield in each camera

and stopped the driving clock, and at intervals of about two min-

utes made exposures on the solar crescent as (piickly as uncap-

ping and capping the lenses would permit. These were kept uj)

for about fifteen minutes, it being intended to use the plates for

orientation of the Corona negatives. However, as Mercury showed

plainly on every plate exposed during totality, those were not

needed. These orientation plates all gave a reversal of the image,

i. e., came out positives instead of negatives.

Return to the Lick Observatory.

The instruments were now hastily packed. Being extremely

anxious to return, all the shields that had been used were packed
in my valise, and I was ready to leave on the morning of the Brd.

Two passengers and a trunk having previously engaged every

available space in the ^^stage,” there was no seat for me. The
men could not be bought off, nor would they leave their trunk.

After a great deal of persuasion—the roads being one masB of

mud and the wagon frail—I secured the high privilege of riding

on the trunk and holding my valise in my hands, with the clear

understanding that I was to walk up all the muddy hills. It was
uphill all the way to Sites 1

We started in a heavy rain. It rained hard and persistently

all that day. The stage had no cover and was open to the weather,
and I had no covering but my overcoat. The trunk dashed wildly
forward in going down each hill, and tried to escape backwards
in ascending every elevation. The road was through adolm soil

which, from the long continued rains, had become of the consist-

ency and stickiness of molasses. For a good part of the way out
wagon was up to the hubs in mud and water, and every few hun-
dred feet we had to get out and free the wheels from the accumu-
lated mire. As the horses drew their feet from out the sticky soil

they caused reports like pistol shots. At last, tired out, drenched
with rain, and bedaubed with mud, just as the night closed in,

we reached Sites, and from thence the rest of the journey as far
as San Jos6 was by rail.
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Operations at the Observatory.

Upon the return to the Tick Observatory, some time was de-

voted to preparation for standardizing the plates. This delay,

was utilized in endeavoring to find out how other photographs of

the eclipse had fared, so that an idea could be formed of what

we might expect from ours. It was soon found that the princi-

pal danger to be feared was a total loss of detail from the strong

light near the Moon coming out so dense as to obliterate every-

thing near the limb. It was, therefore, with the intention of

restraining this necessarily over-exposed portion that the nega-

tives were developed.

The developer was diluted very much, so that the image woul4

be brought out very slowly, very little pyro was used, so that there

should be as little density as would be consistent with a good

negative. The images in developing came out soft, rich, and full

of details—carrying the Corona to over 77' from the Moon’s cen-

ter, and showing clearly the details to within less than 1' of the

limb.

The negatives had been numbered A, B, C for each instrument

according to the order of exposure.

For the 49-inch and the Clark lens, the exposures were simul-

taneous and of the same duration—the exposure of the Voight-

lander lens came immediately after that of the others.

Negative A 49-in. and Olark exposed 1 sec. from 4th sec. to 6th sec. of totality.

Negative B 40-in. and Clark exposed 3 sec. from 30 sec. to 33 sec. of totality.

Negative 0 49-in. and Clark exposed 4.6 sec. from 111 sec. to 115,6 sec. of

A VotghtlXnler exposed 1 sec. from 7 sec. to 8 sec. of totality.

Negative B Voightlander exposed 3 sec. from 37 sec. to 40 sec. of totality.

Negative 0 VoigktlXnder exposed 13 sec. from 107 sec. to 3 sec. after totality.

It was intended to give C of the Voightlander a long exposure,

while C of the other two were receiving theirs, and while chang-

ing the shields for another round, but this was lost by the Sun

coming out on it.
. t Ti.r

Upon examining these plates I have found, besides Mercury,

which is clearly shown on all, only one star, that being Sigma Sag-

ittariL This star is shown on the negatives of the Clark lens.

I have looked for Jupiter on the plates of the smaller camera, but

as there was no sharpness except near the centre of the field, it was

doubtless too much out of focus to show.
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Actinic Intensity of the Corona.

The following are the results of an investigation of the photo-

graphic intensity of the light of the Corona upon five of the nega-

tives. Three of these negatives were* made with the 49-inch

telescope, the other two by the Clark lens.

Before developing, the protecting strips were removed, and a

series of standard squares put upon the' plates by exposure to the

light of a standard lamp at a distance of one meter. This lamp,

which burns Colza oil, and is known as the Carcel burner, was

kindly obtained for the Observatory by Professor E. C. Pickering-,

and is a fac simile of the standard lamp used at the Harvard

College Observatory, Our results are therefore strictly compara-

ble with their standard. The light from this lamp was admitted

into the dark room through a diaphragn 0.077-inch in diameter,

placed close to the lamp chimney-—the directions furnished by

Professor Pickering being carefully followed. A second's pendu-

lum, swinging in front of this aperture, gave a succession of one

second exposures. The series of standard exposures impressed

on the plates was 1^—2®—4®—8“—16®—32®—64^ These being upon

the same plate and developed with the Corona, were directly com-

parable with it.

Prom the small size of our images, it was found to be impossi-

ble to compare large areas of the Corona with the standards. It

was therefore decided to isolate small portions, and thus compare

them. The following is the method of comparison: A piece of

card with a good size pinhole—about one fiftieth of an inch in

diameter—^was placed over each standard square successively,

and different portions of the Corona were examined through a

similar hole. It was at first intended to use smaller holes, but

it was found that areas less than these could not be so accurately

ihatched, a considerable difference of density being required to

ifiake any apparent difference in the points. A paper mask, with

a large circular hole, was placed over the negative, the Moon
occupying its exact center. The card for examining the Corona

had a pointer on one end and a scale of minutes of arc at the end

containing the hole, zero being at the centre of the hole. The
line through this scale, the hole, and the pointer, was placed cen-

trally over the Moon's disc and the card slipped radially out over

the Corona until an area was found which matched the density

of the square under comparison; the distance of this area from.
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the Moon’s limb was then read on the scale and a mark made at

the end of the pointer on the mask, in order to record the observa-

tion, as, for example: “a 5,” which showed that on the line from

this particular mark to the Moon’s centre, and at 5 from the

Moon’s limb, the density of the Corona was equal to that of

square a.

In this manner a circuit of the Corona was made for com-

parison with square a, and so on with all the squares that could

be compared. When the comparisons were all finished, the paper

mask was removed from the negative and placed over a card,

the centre being marked and a circle twice as large as the origi-

nal image of the Moon described, as well as other concentric circles

at every 6' from the limb. A straight edge being laid over the

Moon’s centre and the mark on the paper, the position was re-

corded on the card by a dot, and the brightness by the letter of

the corresponding square. After all the records had been trans-

ferred to the card, and after it had been duly orientated—using

the line to the planet Mercury on the negative as a standard each

dot was pricked off on other cards, one card for the comparison of

each square; a series of stencils was thus made, which could be

used for making individual diagrams of a, h, etc., or for cornbin-

ing all in one diagram, to show the curves of different intensities.

Thus the exact distance from the Moon’s limb and the position

angle of every comparison of brightness was known. In this

manner have the five diagrams forming Plate III. been made from

four hundred independent comparisons. The method, though

laborious, is, I think, entirely free from prejudice, and it has the

great advantage that the intensity of the Corona is directly com-

pared with standard squares on the same gelatine film.

The comparisons of the two negatives made with the Clark lens

have been reproduced on the same scale as those with the 49-inch

telescope. From the very small size of the original images, how-

ever, it was found impracticable to use all the squares, therefore

comparisons were limited to squares a and 6, the curves of which

alone are given. At several points on the curve where it was not

possible to locate a guiding comparison, the curve has been carried

forward by a dotted line in general copformity with the outlines

of Prof. Holden’s diagram, Plate II. At the poles of the Sun it is

obvious that a continuous line means only that the bright stream-

ers have the brightness indicated by the curve.
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The following table gives the values of exposure to the standard

lamp, which are merely referred to by letter. It also gives the

values of the other squares that are incidently referred to:

k=96s c==16»

a=G4 d=8

b=32 e=4

Kon negative C of 49-inch telescope was produced by squares

a and h having overlapped, and is assumed to be equal to an

exposure to the standard lamp of 96 seconds.

Plates A, B, and C of the 49-inch and the Clark lenses each

had standard square exposures impressed on them of V—2“—4"

—

8s_16b_32“—64^

Plates A and B of the Voightlander lens had each 1*

—

2*

—

4s—8'—16®—32“—64®—128“ standard exposures; and C received

exposures of 1“, 2“, 3“, 4“, 5“, 6“, 7“, 8®, 9“, 10“, 11“.

From the readings on the paper masks I have constructed the

following table, giving the mean light intensities for each of the

four quadrants, referred to a meridian through the Moon:

Negative A—49^1^ Telescope. Exposukb

Northeast Southwest

a b c d a b c d
3'.3 6'.4 5'.9 9M 3'.4 4'.7 6'.0 7'.2

(5) (7) (7) (9) No. obs. (6) (4) (6) (6) No. obs.

Southeast Northwest

a b c d a b c d
4'.4 3\9 6'.6 9'.4 4\4 5'.6 8'.5 lOtO

(8) (5) (6) (5) No. obs. (8) (7) (6) (7) No. obs.

Negative B—49i» Telescope. Exposure 3»-

Northeast Southwest

a b c d a b c d
3'.9 4'.9 T,B 10'.4 3M 4'.7 6'.8 8'.3

(7) (6) (7) (5) No. obs. (7) (6) (5) (5) No. obs.

Southeast Northwest

a b c d a b e d
6'.0 5'.7 6'.4 9'.b 3'.8 6'.6 8'.3 lO'.S

(9) (7) (4) (5) No. obs. (6) (6) (5) (7) No. obs.

Negative 0—49i» Telescope. Exposure 4^8.

Northe'Ost Southwest

k a bed k a bod
4M 4'.8 8'.6 1V.B 12'.4 2'.3 4'.2 6'.9 lO'.O 8'.7

(7) (11) (5) (6) (9) No. obs. (6) (7) (6) (6) (6) No. obs.

So%itheast Northwest

k a bed k a bed
4'.7 5'.7 9',3 9'.7 12'.5 3'.7 4'.9 7'.4 ll'.S 13'.6

(6) (7) (7) (4) (6) No. obs. (6) (14) (6) (6) (8) No. obs.
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Around the Moon to a distance of about 15^ or 20 from the limb

there is a soft, gradually fading glow, which I take to be atmos-

pheric—this, in nearly all the negatives of the eclipse which I

have seen has come out so strongly as to obliterate all the details

near the Moon."^ In developing our plates it was endeavored to

restrain this as much as possible, the result being that the details

close to the Moon are beautifully shown—the polar fans come

out specially fine against this glow.

In the three 49-inch telescope negatives T have compared this

glow at the distances of 10' from the Moon’s limb at the poles,

with the following results:

Negative A.

South-Pole—10' from limb = e.

North-Pole—10' from limb = or possibly = d.

Negative B.

South-Pole—10' from limb just perceptably less than e.

, d-l-e

North-Pole—10' from limb »

Negative C.

South-Pole—10' from limb slightly less than d.

North-Pole—10^ from limb = d.

To show the intensity of the light of the sky I have selected a

portion on each negative at 100' from the Moon’s limb nearly the
^

entire sky some distance from the Corona appearing uniformly

dense. .

Negative A.

100' from Moon’s limb the density is less than f, and would probably =

Negative B.

100' from limb it is only just perceptably less dense than e.

Negative 0.

100' from limb the density about =

“l^Th^rthis glow is wholly atmospheric was c^lusively shown by some

photographs of the nearly fuU Moon which I made with four inches aperture

of the 6i inch equatorial, June 13, 1889. An exposure of seven seconds was given

to a Seed 26 plate, and this was developed with the express purpose of bringing

out any illumination of the sky that might be present about the Moon. A

strong but softly diffused glow appeared about the disc for some 16 or 20 —

exactly similar to that shown in all the negatives of the eclipse of January 1,

1889. The presence of the slightest haze will, of course, strongly augment the

glow.

6
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As the density seemed uniform in all directions, I have not

designated in which direction the IW density was located. Indeed,

the sky was not dark during totality—a lantern was not needed—

an ordinary newspaper could easily have been read without arti-

ficial light.

Collecting the tabulated information so far derived from the

negatives, we have the following results, each of the numbers being

the mean value for the entire circuit of the Corona:

Intensity of the Corona from Neg. A, 49 in.

3'.89 from Moon’s limb * a.

4 .90 from Moon’s limb = b.

6 .74 from Moon’s limb = c.

8 .91 from Moon’s limb = d.

10 from Moon’s limb S = e.

cl “]«• 0

10 from Moon’s limb N » —2“*-

Intensity of sky 100 from Moon’s limb =
--"I--.

Intensity of the Corona from Neg. B, 49 in.

3'.94 from Moon’s limb * a.

6 .24 from Moon’s limb « b.

7 .06 from Moon’s limb « c.

9 .79 from Moon’s limb « d.

10 from Moon’s limb 8 » e.

10 from Moon’s limb N « —

Intensity of sky 100 from Moon’s limb < e.

Intensity of the Corona from Negative 0 49-in.

3'.69 from Moon’s limb = k.

4 .89 from Moon’s limb = a.

7 .81 from Moon’s limb « b.

10 .60 from Moon’s limb « c.

11 .81 from Moon’s limb « d,

10 .00 from Moon’s limb, B, <] d.

10 .00 from Moon’s limb N « d.

^ W.L 0

Intensity of sky 100 from Moon’s limb » —g—

Intensity of the Corona from Negative B. Claris.

6'.76 from Moon’s limb » a, 16 comparisons.

7 .93 from Moon’s limb b, 15 comparisons.

Intensitjr of the Corona from Negative 0. Clark.

7'.59 from Moon’s limb « a, 17 comparisons.

9 .66 from Moon’s limb = b, 17 comparisons.

The following are the exposures of each plate to the Corona:

49-in. telescope. Negative A* Is. Clark. Negative A« Is.

49-in. telescope. Negative B=3. Clark. Negative B»3.

49-in. telescope. Negative 0«4.5. Clark. Negative 0«4,6.

i
The light ratios of these lenses were: ^

49-inch telescope 28. Clark 21.
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The Oobona as Shown in the Negatives op the 49-in. Tele-

scope. (See Plato IT.)

Negative A.

The extent of the western wings of the Corona is about 45'

from the Moon’s centre; the eastern ones extend 40'. There are

at least twelve prominences on the oast liinh—one being within

34° of the south pole. Two fine prominences are beautifully shown

at the west limb. The northern polar fan is traceable for fully

30' from the centre.

Negative B.

This is full of beautiful details close to the Moon. There are

at least five prominences on the east limb—the two large ones to

the west are very conspicuous and sharp. The north polar fan

can be traced at least from the centre. The streamers or

wings to the northwest extend 60' and those to the southeast 60'

from the centre.

Negative C.

This is an exquisitely beautiful negative—the soft, feathery

details of the inner Corona, the delicate fan struoturos at the poles,

and the great extent of the equatorial wings—over 77' to the westr-

make it an extremely impressive picture.

To the west the edges of the streamers, or wings, soon branch

out into a trumpet form, especially the northwest edge ^between

these two outlines, at some distance from the Moon, the coronal

matter branches out and gives a fish-tail appearance to the Corona.

Some of the rays of the north polar fan are traceable for 42 from

the centre of the Moon. The numbers in the following descrip-

tion refer to Professor Holden’s Diagram, Plate II.

The dark space 1 at the east of ray 2 is strikingly dark—appar-

ently almost free of luminous matter clear to the Moon’s edge.

Two other strikingly dark spaces are seen in the fan at 113 and

108. These three stand out strongly in contrast with the general

illumination. Another very singular object of this class is 66—

an extremely fine black streak. These objects appear in all the

negatives. A long and very slender bright ray (90) extends as a

fine line for a great distance to the northeast. To the southeast a

vast mass of the Corona extends out to between 55' and 60' from

the Moon’s centre, and at its base covers some 30° of the limb.
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The beautiful symmetrical shape of the north polar fan is singu-

larly contrasted with the irregular form of that at the South Pole.

From a lantern projection of a positive of this negative, I have

made a careful tracing of the streamers, etc., and have, with a

S-J-inch protractor, taken off the position angles of the bases of

the prominent rays and the inclinations of these rays to a meri-

dian through the Moon, and also the position angles of some of

the prominences. The following tables exhibit the results:

Negative C.

Position angles of three conspicuous prominences

:

113“.8, a small prominence.

246 .8, large broken prominence.

807 .1, large prominence.

Position angles of the bases of the bright rays and dark spaces

constituting the north polar fan, and inclinations of the rays to a

meridian:

P. A. Bases Bright Rays. P. A. Bases of Dark Spaces. Inclination of the Bright Bays.

o o o

336.0 333.4 62.6 W.
341.1 338.4 37.9

345.7 340.9 23.6

360.0 346.9 10.4 W-
366.T 362.9 5.0 E.

0.0 368.3 16.3

6.5 3.6 26.3
11.6 9.7 34.8
16.8 14.0 45.7
22.6 20.1 - 66.2
29.6 26.0 64.4
44.0 34.0 68.2
61.3 50.0 76.2 B.

Position angles of the bases of the South Polar Eays l-J' from

Moon’s limb, and the inclination of these Rays to a meridian:

Position Angles of Bases. Inclination to the Meridian.

O O

210.7 61.6 W.
203.5 49.0
195.8 34.4
191.3 30.6
184.4 27,4
177,0 9.8 W.
173.0 16.1 E.
166.5 15.6
161.8 42.7
160.7 43.5

45.1 E.
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The following are the inclinations of the sides of the equatorial

streamers to the meridian, etc.:

Northeast angle of streamer to meridian s= 92° from N.

Southeast angle of streamer to meridian = 92°.5 from S.

Northwest angle of edge of streamer to meridian 84°.8 from N,

Southwest angle of edge of streamer to meridian = 90°.0.

The streamers iiear the Moon ma.ke a sharp curve towards the

—the following are the angles that these junctions make with

the meridian:
Southeast, 00° .9.

Southwest, 63°.6.

Northwest, 65°.4.

In the negatives is a fine ring of intense light close around and

lying on the Moon’s limb, and symmetrical with it; this is quite

sharply defined. A print made from the negative and greatly

over-printed, brings this out strongly. As near as I can measure

it—on the 49-inoh negatives—it is (^".015 in thickness = 29".

As this is symmetrical to the Moon in all three negatives, it is not,

therefore, connected with the Corona, and evidently pertains to

the Moon alone. It is probable that this is an effect of diffraction.

The Prominences.

A great number of prominences are shown on the negatives, all

of these but two were on the eastern side of the Sun—these two,

to the west were very large. Prom all the descriptions the prom-

inences were intensely red, and consequently would have but little

actinic power. They came out, however, strongly actinic, and

appear brilliantly white on the most brilliant portion of the

Corona—strikingly in contrast. The hydrogen line, near G, is

known to be very strong in the spectrum of the prominences, and

as this line occurs near that portion of the spectrum strongest in

chemical effect upon the sensitive plate, it therefore indicates

as shown in the photographs-a high actinic power One of these

large prominences at 247° is seen—with a slight magnifying

po^er—to have a large portion detached close

The two western prominences are each about 45 high in JSeg-

ative C—49-in.

General Remarks Upon The Eclipse.

So impressive was the magnificent spectacle upon the crowd

that had gathered just outside our inclosure, that not a n™™ur

was heard. The frightened, half-whinmg bark of a dog, and th
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click-click of the driving clock, alone were audible. When the

Sun suddenly burst forth, an almost instant and highly surprised

cackling of the chickens, that had hastily sought their roosts at the

beginning of totality, would have been amusing, could one have

shaken off the dazed feeling that possessed even himself at the

sudden and unexpectedly rapid termination of the semi-darkness.

My own feelings were those of excessive disappointment and

depression—so intent was I in watching the cameras and making

the exposures, that I did not look up to the Sun daring totality,

and therefore saw nothing of the Corona. I saw no shadow bands.

One glance that I cast towards the clouds in the north, showed

that they appeared of a sickly, greenish hue.

I had especially requested the stage driver who would be among
the mountains on his return to Sites—to notice what effect the

eclipse would have upon his two horses—and if he could, to notice

the effect upon birds, etc.

He reported that he had reached the summit of the highest

mountain along his road aboufj ten minutes before totality. He
waited at this point—as it grew dark, his horses became restless

and began to quiver with intense excitement—one of these, a

specially docile animal, as totality came on, turned its head

towards him and looked appealingly, as if for protection, and so

continued to look throughout totality, remaining quiet as if sat-

isfied by the presence of a human being, while the other horse

continued greatly excited throughout.

The driver looked into a small pool of water—from the recent

rains—and said the Corona was more beautiful reflected there

than in the sky. He saw the small birds flying hurriedly into

the bushes by the roadside—seeking their roosts, and as the Sun
again shone forth these small birds flew from the bushes in a con-

fused manner.

A waiter at the hotel reported that a cow, grazing near him,
showed no signs of fear, and continued to graze as if nothing were
amiss—while the peafowls ran in a frightened mantier for their

roosts as darkness came on. He heard a dog howling during
totality.

The Photographic Illustration. (Frontispiece.)

As we wished to illustrate the present report with a picture of

the Corona as delineated on our negatives, and as it was too great

an undertaking to make one thousand prints from our best neg-
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ative, and as it was not practicable to have a good engraving

made, Professor Holdrn suggested that I make a series of neg-

atives on an 8x10 plate from a glass positive of Negative C, 49-

inch, so that by duplication in printing the labor might be reduced

to a minimum. Acting upon this suggestion, I made two 10x8

negatives, upon each of which were sixteen exposures from a glass

positive, which was selected from nearly a dozen experimental

positives made from the original negative with various exposures

and developments, in an endeavor to get the best possible repro-

duction. A Seed No. 26 plate was used for the final negatives.

Sixteen equal apertures, 1x1.9 inches, were cut in an 8x10 paper

m^Hk as a guide; this guide was fastened to the back of the sen-

sitive plate, as it was found that by putting it in front good contact

was not secured. A thin mask of black paper, with an aperture

as above, was properly adjusted on the film side of the positive.

A piece of black cardboard, nearly as thick as the glass positive,

had an aperture cut in it, in which the positive was fitted. More

black paper completed the blocking out. The positive, masks,

etc., were now placed in a 10x12 printing frame on a piece of

plate-glass. The sensitive plate, with the guide on its rear sur-

face, was then placed over the positive, and the frame held up to

ruby light, and the image of the Corona carefully adjusted by the

guide. The frame was now carried into an adjoining room, and

at a distance of 49 inches from a kerosene lamp with white porce-

lain shade, an exposure of two seconds was made—this process

was repeated for each of the sixteen spaces-great care being

taken to give the same exposure to each, so that the negatives

would be uniform; as each exposure was made, a speck ot sticx-

•
• ing paper was stuck on the back of the plate, in the aperture

that had been exposed, so that no mistake should occur as to

which aperture had been used. When ^

appreciable difference in these negatives. Two of these plates

JSe prepared, and from them sixty-three 8x10 prints were made

. which gave the one thousand silver prints of
^

After considerable experimentmg it was

different plan from the usual one in mounting and burnis g

prints. The following method, as it gave the best results, was

being Mmmea, were eoeked for a

in clear water; each print was then laid face down

smooth surface of a sheet of ferrotype plate, the water being pressed
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from it and a little paste rubbed on; the stiff paper upon which

they are mounted was then pressed down firmly on it—a guide

being used so that the print should be symmetrically mounted.

The prints were then laid aside for a half hour, under slight pres-

sure, until partially dry, and then set upon edge in a warm room,

where in from ten to fifteen minutes each print would drop from

the plate, mounted and beautifully burnished. With a thousand

prints this was a slow process, but the superior finish seems to

warrant the time spent upon it.

In mounting these I have noticed a rather singular effect that

is produced by the way in which the print is looked at. If it is

held so that the western part of the Corona is uppermost, its visi-

ble extension is decidedly increased, and the fish-tail appearance

of this part is seen to better advantage. Also, if the print is held

with the North Pole uppermost, the fan at that pole can be better

seen and traced further than in the reversed position. Indeed,

with me, this rule holds good with respect to any part of the Cor-

ona; holding that portion uppermost it is best seen. The prints

should be examined in moderately subdued daylight.

The negatives and prints I have made without any assistance,

and the mounting, in this case the most tedious part, has also

been done by me.

These photographs, though necessarily failing to show many of

the details of the original negative, are exact productions from it,

and have in no way been retouched—a process which, though an
improvement to the appearance of the prints, would have vitiated

their scientific value.

Observations of the Contacts.

My observations of contacts, I and IV, were made with a 2^-

inch telescope, reduced to 1.75 inch, and a power of about 40
diameters. Both contacts were observed through haze.

Contact I, Oil 22^ 31s,8, Pacific Standard Time; probably 1 or 2s late.

Contact iv, 3 7 16. 8, Pacific Standard time; very faint in haze.

Duration, 44“ 45s.O.

Conclusion.

It would seem from the remarkable success of all the photo-
graphic operations on the day of the eclipse, and the unreliability
of drawings of the Corona, that it will hardly be of any conse-
quence to attempt drawings of the Corona—where photographs
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are to be made—unless, indeed, the sketcher simply wishes to try

his skill to he afterwards compared with the actual thing as shown

on the photographs. With the proper exposure—which, by the

way, is secondary to a proper development—all that the unaided

eye sees—and far more—^both in extent and detail, can be secured

on the photographic plate with even comparatively rude instru-

merrtal equipment. For the finer details some means of keeping

the image stationary throughout exposure is absolutely necessary.

At this eclipse I should say that with 10“ exposure—using a

quick plate, and with a light ratio of anything like 20 or 25, the

full extent of the Corona can be secured. An exposure of two or

three seconds will give all the nearer details.

The utmost care must be exercised in the development of the

plate, for in this lies all the power of a successful representation

of the Corona.

The development should begin with an extremely diluted devel-

oper, and with a very small proportion of pyro. This will bring

the image out very slowly, requiring probabty over an hour for the

full development. The over-exposed portions will be restrained,

and. come out with comparatively little density, so that the most

delicate details will not be lost, at the same time the fainter, outer

portions of the Corona will appear. If, when completely developed,

the negative is lacking in density, a little pyro added to the devel-

oper will then give the required amount.

It is best to use the most sensitive plates—I see no advantage

at all in using a slow plate—for what cannot be shown on the

quick plate certainly will not appear on the slow one.

I would here express my great obligation to Mr. Burnham, of

this Observatory, for valuable advice in reference to both tim-

ing the negatives and in developing them. His remarkable skill

in photographic work has made his advice singularly valuable.

And, in conclusion, I wish personally to express our sincere

thanks for the great courtesy and kindness of Mr. Yount, who

was unceasing in his endeavors to make each of our party perfectly

at home at Bartlett Springs, and who made and presented to the

Observatory three excellent negatives of our Station there.

Kespectfully submitted,

E. E. Babnard.

To Mr. J. E. Keeler, Lick Observatory.
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REPORT OF MR. C. B. HILL

Lick Observatoby, March 19, 1889.

To J. E. Keeler, Esq., Chief of L. 0. Eclipse Party:

Dear Sir: I beg to forward herewith a report of observations

and notes made during the eclipse of January 1, 1889, at Bartlett

Springs, Lake Co., Cal. These are recorded in full in a daily

journal kept by myself after arrival at the station, from which this

report is prepared.

I reported to you late in the evening of December 28, 1888, by

which time you and the other gentlemen of the party (who had

preceded me by a week) had very nearly completed the work of

mounting and adjusting the various instruments.

Time Signals.

During the days preceding the eclipse I occupied myself assisting

in the preparations; and calling time for the special rehearsals with

the photographic and photometric apparatus, and for those of the

whole party in concert. I also, in conj unction with Mr. Leuschner,

attended to the reception of the Lick Observatory Noon Signal,

visiting the telegraph office for this purpose December 29, 80, 31,

January 1, 2, 3, and 4. Mr. Leuschner took the chronometer

with him to the field station and assumed charge of it there; but

we received the signals together each day they came through, he

noting time on the chronometer directly, and I starting the sec-

ond hand of a stop-watch, and making an independent observa-

tion—comparing carefully with the chronometer, before and after.

In my record*! have made frequent comparisons to control the rate

of this timepiece (a ‘‘Centennial Chronograph stop-watch, kindly

loaned for the purpose by F. H. McConnell, Esq., of San Fran-

cisco)
,
whenever it was depended upon for even a very slight inter-

val of time. I also tested the readings of the watch completely

around the seconds-hand dial by comparison with every beat of

the chronometer, etc., etc.—^noting “greatest deviation of stop-

second-hand of watch not more than 0®.2, and probably less than

that.’’ The telegraph line to Bartlett Springs (a branch of the
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Pacific Postal Telegrapli-Cable Co,,) was in wretched condition

between Colusa Junction and Sites, and the signals, when received

at all, were very confused.

So far as we could determine, we only received the Observatory

clock heats direct on the dates January 1 and January 3. On

all other dates they failed to reach our station; hut on January

2 they were repeated by hand at Colusa Junction, and on two

occasions we managed to catch special signals sent from Sacra-

mento at the request of (probably Norman,) further up the

line. My results are exhibited in the following table, and have

been corrected for the error of the L. 0. clocks, as published by

Prof, ScHAEBERLE in No. 189 of the ^^Astronomical Journal?^

Corrections to M* T. Chronometer Negus 1719^ on Pacific Standard Time, from Tel-

egraphic Noon Signals.

1888-1880—Noon of. Correction to Chronometer. Depending upon.

December 31

January 1---

January2.--
January 2-.

-

January3.--

(_8mln 32S.2)

—grain 33®.2
(-.-Smln 31S.7)

(—grain 338.4)

—gmln 338.6

Sacramento U, B. clock.

L. 0. noon signal, direct.

Il.'o. noon signal, repeated at Colusa.

Sacramento R. R, clock.

L. O. noon signal, direct.

From which I deduce chronometer corrections for eclipse obser-

Yations= —8“‘“ 33‘.2,

which may he in error as much as a quarter of a second.

Observations at First Contact.

Shortly before the predicted time of first contact I prepared to

observe the occurrence thereof, using the finder of the 6-i-inch equa-

torial, aperture 2.5 inches (stopped down to ^

16 diameters. I set the watch approximately to Pacific Standard

Time, intending to start the seconds-hand at the observed mstan ,

and then compare with the chronometer. Mr. Keeler

counting aloud by the chronometer, tapping every second, and

calling the tens. At CP 28“.5 by his call I could trace tlu wTwj

outline 0/ the Moon’s f. edge, distinctly and mthmt any douU whaU

ever.” 1 watched this for about two minutes and could in that

interval discern the approach of the two
^ ^ ^

my attention to the Sun’s limb, to observe the contact,

of which was, I am certain, caught with very great sharpness, but
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unfortunately, was not so noted. I started the watch (as I sup-

posed), and took up the beat, still looking in the telescope; only

to find, on again consulting the watch, that the hand pointed to

zero. My interest in the phenomenon above noted probably

accounted for this failure with the watch, which I took care should

not occur again. The contact was noted almost coincidently with

Mr. Keeler’s call of “31,” and I recorded

1= 0^ 31“" 01® by chronometer,

or, 0 22 27.8 Pacific Standard Time.

I am quite certain of the observation previous to I contact, and
between I and II (after completing my record above), could trace

the Moon’s limb 2' or 3' off the Sun’s edge with certainty upon the

apparent lower, i. e., northern edge. I asked Mr. Keeler and
Mr. Barnard to verify this point with the same telescope. Mr.
Barnard was not satisfied in regard to it. Mr. Keeler confirmed
the observation and noted the appearance on both sides, but more
easily on apparent lower. I think the extremely low power used
(together with a wedge instead of a sun-glass) was what made
the observation possible: much as the dark limb of the Moon,
when near First or Last Quarter, is discernible in a very small
glass although lost under higher telescopic power. I believe it

would have been almost possible to estimate the geometric con-
tact.

Totality.

The duty assigned to me by the chief of party, during the
total phase, comprised:

(1.) Calling the instants of II and III contacts as a guide to
Mr. Barnard in his photographic exposures, and also as a warn-
ing to Mr. Keeler and Mr. Leuschner in their work: thereby
tinaing the duration of totality, etc.

(2.) Keeping the image on the spectroscope slit properly
adjusted, should the clockwork of the equatorial not run perfectly
(which it did, however).

(3.) Utilizing any moments, in the meantime unoccupied, for a
study of the coronal rays, and any special appearances which
might attract attention.

II AND III Contacts.

In timing the beginning and end of totality I was assisted by
Mrs. C. B. Hill, who accompanied me on the expedition, and
who had repeatedly practiced (since our arrival at the hotel)
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noting the time by chronometer of two calls about two minutes

apart. I also timed the duration with the stop-watch; Mr. Mc-

Ceaney, of the Lakeport “Avalanche,” timing the same calls with

his stop-watch, and also being instructed to call “Lookout!”

when totality had lasted 1“ 40*.

I called “ Ten minutes,” “Five minutes;” and then, about

thirty seconds before totality, “ Look Out! ” The II and III con-

tacts were announced by the call “ Time! ” and here I may record

my belief that the actual occurrence of the two phases, the calls,

and the record with my watch were practically coincident. The

stop-watch I held read 1“ 56f=; (Mr. McCeaney’s, 1“ 57f.)* Im-

mediately after the total phase, I timed 2 minutes of chronometer

time with the split-second hand of my watch, two trials giving,

respectively, 2“ 00*.2, and 2” 00*.0,from which I conclude that the

watch readings require no correction.

The chronometer times of the two calls noted and recorded by

my wife were;

11=1'^ 55“ 34*.

III=P 67“ 31*.

Giving a result for the duration of 1“ 57s. Applying the correc-

tiQix from the foregoing table to reduce to Pacific Standard Time,

these figures become;

11=1“ 47“ 00‘.8 0—0= +12'.8.

III=1“ 48“ 57“.8 -t-06*.8.

(The computed times being those derived by Professor Schab-

BBRLB from the data in the “British Nautical Almana,c. )f

As the Sun’s crescent narrowed to a mere line the light effects

were very striking, the illumination was as if smoky, and the

sky aptly described as “livid.” Shadows of objects on the

ground looked unnatural, the western border of each was indefi-

nite, the eastern as sharply defined as usual. Some one called

attention to Venus a long time before totality; later on a bright

star showed just over the range to the south of us (afterward

identified as Jupiter) . I was not quick enough to catch any sud-

den diminution of brightness of the Corona immediately after the,

instant of II contact—as I had been warned by Mr. Keelee it

may easily have existed, and still have escaped my notice before

I could withdraw the wedge and concentrate attention on that

'
* Mr. MoCbaney said that he had stopped his watch a little too late. J- E-K.

+ Siiggeations for Observing the Total Eclipse of the Sun on January 1, 1889.
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point. Then I looked out, and saw the bright inner Corona

instantly, and fish-tail streamers on either side, the general direc-

tion of the mass being inclined about 15” to the horizon, as roughly

estimated at the time. (After the eclipse I made an outline sketch

,

from memory, to compare with the others who were devoting their

time to that study. This is attached to my record book, and is

only of use as showing the striking agreement among those at our

station in regard to the general characteristics of the Corona in

this eclipse.)

The Polar Rays,

Looking into the finder again, the polar rays, or filaments, were
the most striking feature. I particularly looked for, but could not
notice, any curvature in them; they seemed generally

like my recollection of Trouvelot’s drawing of 1878, and more
prominent on the south {i. e., apparent upper) limb. They wore
not fan-shaped, however, and were—I should say from memory

—

either radial or else curved toward the Sun’s ecpiator.

Another point Mr. Keeler had requested mo to look for was the
possibility of any apparent motion of the polar rays. On this
point, also, the evidence was negative so far as I studied it:—^if

there had been any displacement of the filaments at all com-
mensurable with the Moon’s motion, T think it would have beent

easily apparent, for almost as I looked I could see the Moon’s
limb uncovering a fine prominence on the south preceding quad-
rant, at a position angle of about 252”. Immediately under the
point of this horn-shaped prominence was a detached portion,
separated from the main body by over a minute of arc, and (with
the low power I was using) looking very much like a stellar
object. I was studying this object—the true nature of which did
not occur to me until after totality—when Mr. McCranky’s call
of “ Look out !

” warned me to commence a watch for the emer-
sion, which observation I have already quoted.

Visibility of Corona after Totality.

Immediately after calling III contact I looked at the Sun
through the thin end of the dark wedge, and could follow the
Corona on the eastern side for about three quarters of a minute,
when the sunlight became too bright. The wedge was used in
observing I, II, and IV

;
for III no shade glass was used with the

telescope. The II and III contacts were very sharply observed,
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and my duration of 1“ 56^8 I feel certain of to within much less

than 0®.5.

Mrs. Hill, after recording the time of II, sketched the outlines

of the Corona as they appeared to her—^not having had any previ-

ous experience in drawing, however. At the completion of total-

ity the sketch was handed to Mr. Keeler without any change or

addition.
Subsequent Notes.

Several parties remarked that the pea-fowl on the hotel grounds

went to roost in the trees during totality, and that the cocks com-

menced crowing immediately on the reappearance of the first solar

rays. I did not hear of any one noting the diffraction bands.

Mr. Yount and others spoke of feeling chilled through during

the total phase; many bystanders noticed a perceptible lowering

of the temperature. I did not feel this at all, myself. Compared

with what I had been led to expect from the accounts of previous

eclipses, the illumination during the total phase was exceedingly

bright. I found I could read my watch face with the greatest

ease at a distance of li or 2 feet from the eye.

Fourth Contact.

For this observation, Mr. Keeler removed the spectroscope of

the 6-inch equatorial, and I noted the time of contact, using

that objective, stopped down to 2 inches, and an eyepiece magni-

fying about 120 diameters. The record follows:

Sky very hazy. Sun’s limb almost invisible at times. Started

my stop-watch at what was, as nearly as I could determine, the

complete disappearance of the notch: Sun’s limb immediately

faded out, and at the first subsequent view, -1“^“ later, there was

certainly no trace. When my stop-watch had completed 1“ 00®.0,

chronometer read 3^' 16”^ 50®.7, hence IV= 3^^ 15“^ 50®.7 by chro-

nometer; rt, say, 5®. Or, reduced to Pacific Standard Time,

IV = 3^07“^17®.5
,

The cloudy state of the sky prevented any view of the Moon’s

limb projected on the Corona, as at I contact.

Summary.

Contact: I *01^22® 27».8 P. S. T. Record uncertain.

II-l 47 00.8 do. Good.

III*1 48 67 .8 do. Good.

IV«B 07 17 .6 do. Faint through clouds.

Duration of eclipse 44i» 49®.7.

Duration of totality (independently timed)*!® 66s.8.
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The Moon was seen projected on the Corona 2^ minutes before

I contact; the Corona was apparent | min. after III.

Conclusion.

The clouds which obscured the last portion of the eclipse

became more threatening that evening, and the next day; and on
the 3d and 4th there was heavy rain. The stage which left Bart-

lett Springs the morning of the 3d would only take one member
of our party, and Mr. Barnard elected to travel in the rain. The
stage which made the trip two days later carried us to Sites, a
tiresome and almost dangerous journey of nearly twelve hours,

and on January 9th, at noon, I reported again at the Lick Obser-
vatory.

In conclusion, may I be allowed to acknowledge the cordial

spirit in which you enlisted our work; and which, with the fortu-

nate clear sky on January 1st, and the great courtesy of Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Yount, at the hotel, served to outweigh the hard
journey and the wretched weather, and to make the L. 0. Eclipse
Expedition to Bartlett Springs a very pleasant memory.

Yours faithfully,

Chas. B. Hill,

Assistant Astronomer, L. 0.
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REPORT OF PHOTOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS.

By Mr. A. 0. Leuschner, Cand. Phil.

I. The Photometer-Apparatus.

The arrangements for the photometric observations were made
according to a plan laid out for me by Mr. Keeler, chief of

party, the object being to compare the diffused light of the Corona

with the diffused light of a standard candle, by means of the

Brashear wheel-photometer of the Lick Observatory. As a dif-

fusing medium common white cardboard was used, such as is

employed in mounting photographs. Two sheets of this card-

board, 4 inches square, were attached to two wooden plates of the

same size. We shall denote the plate from which the light of the

Corona was diffused by A, the other one by B. The plates A and
B threw their light through small holes, 1 inch in diameter, from

opposite sides, into a flat dark box (25x16 inches) on two vertical,

rectangular, silvered mirrors a and 5, which were inclined to

each other at an angle of 90°, and which were of the same height

as the box. The free edges of the mirrors were fixed to the top,

bottom and side of the box respectively, while the vertex of the

angle between the mirrors lies in the interior of the box, toward^

the observer. The circular images on the mirrors a and 6, of the

plates A and B, were examined through an opening, 1 inch in

diameter, in the long front side of the box, opposite to the vertex

of the angle of inclination.

In order to protect the images from any extraneous light, a

wooden frame was placed around the mirrors, with holes corre-

sponding in size and position to those in the box. All of the

interior work was painted dull black. On the left hand side of the

box, between plate B and the box, and close to it, was placed a

Brashear wheel-photometer, to modify the light from the plate

B. The box as well as the photometer rested on a common table

(6 feet long and 4 feet wide), while the plates were connected

with it by means of supports, as will be seen hereafter. It was

necessary to elevate the dark box on a stand in order to bring the

hole in the left hand side opposite to the upper portion of the
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photometer-wheel. The plate B was set perpendicular to a long

(12.5 feet) board painted black; then it was turned until it made

an angle of 45“ with the longest dimension of the board. The

end of the board on the table rested on a wooden block, high

enough to bring the centres of the plate B, the mirror 5, and the

hole on that side in a straight line, the continuation of which of

course passed through the corresponding centres on the other side).

As the board (which ran parallel with the sides of the box) bent

downwards in the middle by its own weight, it was supported by

a post and made level. On .this board rested a candle-lantern,

made of a black box with a glass front. The box with the candle

could slide easily along the whole length of the board. By this

relative position of candle and plate, the angle of incidence of the

rays of the candle on the plate B was made == 45“, and as the

plate made an angle of 45“ with the straight line through the

centres of the mirrors, plates, etc., the angle of emanation of light

of the plate B on the mirror 6, was also 45“. Any other angle, of

course, would have answered the purpose, if the same inclination

had been given to plate A. The brightness of the circular spot

in the mirror 6, due to the light of the plate B, could be changed
in two ways, viz.: (a), by cutting off more or less light with the
photometer, or (6), by varying the distance of the candle from the
plate. The distance of the centre of this plate from the hole in

the box was 14f inches, and from the ground 3 feet 9^ inches;

the corresponding distances of the plate A on the right hand side
being the same.

By the plate A, as stated above, the light of the Corona was to
be diffused. In order to get here the same angles of incidence
and emanation as before (45“), this plate was fixed at angle of
45“ to an axis around which it could be revolved. This axis then
was set perpendicular to a little vertical post, resting on a board
projecting from the surface of the table. Thus, by turning the
table, until the object which was to be examined was in the plane
of the right-hand side of the box, and then revolving the plate
around its axis, until the line joining the object and the centre of
the plate made an angle of 45“ with the plane of the plate, the
angles of incidence and emanation were here made the same as
before (45“). The easiest way to effect this was by laying a piece
of glass on the plate and turning it until the image of the object
itself was seen in the mirror a. The spot in the mirror a (due
to the Corona), was then to be compared with the one in h (due
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to the candle) by diminishing or increasing the brightness of h,

in one of the above stated ways, until both spots were of the same
brightness.

The day before the eclipse, December 31, 1888, the table and
the plate A were adjusted in the stated manner for the time of

the eclipse. To be sure that the spots would show a maximum
amount of light, I replaced at the same time the cardboards by
regular mirrors which at once threw images of the candle and
Sun in the centrefields of a and b. Really this precaution was
not very important, as it has been shown by Bouguer and others

that, if the angles were somewhat out, it would have affected the

observations by a small percentage only. Besides there was no
danger that the Corona would run out of the field during totality,

as it took the Sun about ten minutes to pass across the field of

view. The candle used was a simple wax-candle. It was com-
pared afterwards with the standard lamp of the Lick Observatory.

During observations the centre of the flame was at the same height

from the board as the centre of plate B. After having been lit

the candle increases in brightness for about li to 2 minutes; after

that it burns quite uniformly for 5 minutes. The candle and
object are always kept on different sides of the apparatus, so that

the plates A and B turn their backs to the candle and object

respectively. By this arrangement each plate is protected against

the light shining on the other. To prevent the rays of the Corona

from striking the glass of the lantern and being reflected back on

the plate B, a screen was put up against the Sun. Another screen

was put up between my photometer and the equatorial and polar-

axis of the other observers, as there was a possibility that they

would use lanterns during totality.

From what has been said it appears that the plate B diffused

not only the light of the candle, but the combined light of the

candle and a certain portion of the sky. Also on the plate A
there was not the light of the Corona alone, but the combined

light of the Corona and another certain portion of the sky. The

screens, however, should not have been used, as they made the

computation of the amount of skylight that fell on each plate

more complicated.

Although I arrived at Bartlett Springs in the evening of Decem-

ber 21, 1888, I could not get the apparatus in position before

Friday, December 28, on account of the bad weather. From this

date I made almost daily observations for practice. It remains,
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however, before I give an account of these preliminary observa-

tions, to state something about the construction of the wheel-pho-

tometer. The photometer was manufactured by J. A. Beashear,
of Allegheny, Pa. The principal part of it is a vertical wheel A,

12 inches in diameter, attached to a horizontal axis which rests

on two vertical posts (1 foot high) on a heavy iron plate. At one

end C, the axis widens out into a wheel C, 1 inch in diameter,

which is geared into a larger one B below it, 8-9 inches in diam-
eter, to the axis of which a handle H is attached. Thus only a
few rotations of H, (which can be turned by hand or the foot) are

sufficient to set A in rapid motion. The wheel A consists of four

thin discs, which can slide on each other around their common
axis. Near to the edge of each disc a ring (r) of sectors is cut out,

the inner diameter of which is 6| inches, the outer lOf inches,

thus leaving a small solid ring (| inches wide) at the edge of each
disc. There are ten equal open sectors in the rings (r), which
bear to the remaining closed sectors the ratio 3-1. Thus the sum
of all the closed sectors in each disc = ^ of the ring, or by means
of each rotating disc 25X of light shining through its ring of
sectors can be cut off. By revolving the next disc on it, until the
two sectors form one continuous sector twice as large, b0% can be
cut off, by the rotation of the combined discs, with 3 discs 76X,
and by means of 4 discs we can cut off all the light.

The revolving of these discs on each other, or better, setting of
thephotometer-wheel to a certainpercentage arranged by the maker
in a' very ingenious way. At the other end C' of the axis is a second
handle by means of which a rod can be pulled out of or pushed
into the axis. The axis on this side is widened out into a cylinder,
in which two spiral slots are cut opposite to each other. One of the
discs is fixed to this cylinder. To a collar which can rotate freely
about the rod in the axis two opposite pins are attached, which
travel in the slots of the cylinder. Thus by pulling out the rod
the pins will force the cylinder and hence also the disc attached
to it, to revolve. If we start from the position, in which the
closed sectors of the four discs lie on top of each other, then by
pulling the rod out the closed sectors of the first disc will move
off from the others. As soon as it has come off entirely, it will
take the next one along and so on, until the whole wheel has been
closed. The great advantage of this arrangement is, that the
discs can be adjusted while the wheel is turning. In a similar
way we can open the wheel again as far as desired, by pushing
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the rod in. A scale on this side, graduated to 2%^ gives the read-

ing for any position of the discs on each other. The handle is

provided with a clamp. The reading of the scale for any setting

of the discs must of course correspond to the ratio of the sum of

the open sectors of the wheel to the whole area or, if all the sec-

tors are exactly equal, to the ratio of any open sector to any whole
sector (including open and closed part).

The accuracy of the graduated scale was examined in the fol-

lowing manner: The photometer was placed in front of a window.
Then a paper disc of the same size as the photometer-wheel was
placed flat on the wheel. The instrument was clamped at every

10 per cent as shown by the scale. The open sectors then showed
through the paper. Along the edges of the apertures lines were

drawn on the paper with a sharp pencil. This was done with all

the sectors at every setting. Then the angles of the open and
whole sectors were measured on the paper. The ratio of the mean
of the angles of the ten open sectors to the mean of the angles of

the whole sectors would give the observed percentage. The scale

was examined in this manner four times. The following table

shows the results, as they were obtained from the four paper discs:

Setting.
cents.

Obsorvotl peroontage from

I . II. in . IV .

Moan.
r . K. of nnu
lotornii na-

tion

P. E.of
nioau of 4.

Scale

—

Ol)Stirved.

Per cent

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0

10 10.9 9.4 9.3 9.1 9.7 0.6 0.3 + 0.3

20 20.7 19.9 19.5 19.1 10.8 0.6 0.2 + 0.2

80 29.9 29.9 29,4 29.6 29.7 0.2 0,1 + 0.3

40 89.6 39.7 88.9 39.4 39.4 0.2 0,1 + 0.6

50 60.0 49.6 49.0 49.4 49.5 0.3 0.1 + 0.5

60 69.9 69.7 68.6 58.4 59.1 0.6 0.3 + 0.9

70 08.9 68.3 68.0 68.2 68.4 0,3 0.1 + 1.6

76
Whole

76.5 74.4 74.2 74.6 74.7 0.3 0.2 + 1.8

seefcors-- 36.9 86.86 86.87 36.95 35.9 0.0 0.0 + 0.1

A curve was drawn from which the corrections to be applied to

observations, can be taken, the abscissse corresponding to the

photometer readings and the ordinates to the values given in the

last column. The photometer was constructed at the suggestion

of Mr. Kbelkr, and answers its purpose exceedingly well. It is

an improvement by Mr. Brashbab on a somewhat similar instru-

ment in the possession of the Allegheny Observatory.
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11. OssERVATroNS Madb Hepork jANtiAitY Iht, 1889.

[Extract from original rcc.ord,]

Friday, Dec. 28, 1888. TrialH luado atul dofocts discovcrod.

Everything made more solid. Candle in ho-K had not air (mough.

Saturday, Dec. 29, 1888. First recorded trial of photometer. A
common candle was used and compared with a lantern placed on
the ground at a little distance (about 14-1 (> feet) from tho plate

A. In these observations I was kindly assisted by Mr. F. B,

Staples, who turned the photometer-wheel. Tho candle I used
was very unsteady. My conclusion was, that if tho light of the
Corona should be very faint, enough light could bo cut off. Tho
light of the candle can be reduced to about loioo-of its bright-
ness at a distance of 1 foot.

Sunday, Dec. SO, 1888 (in tho morning). Everything adjusted.
Table put in position by bringing Run in plane with side of box.
Plate A adjusted and marked for the position, in whicli it throws
the light of Sun in centre of field at time of eclipse. The night
from Saturday to Sunday, was tho first clear night. The Moon at
6 A. M. could not be observed.

In the evening the cajidle was again compared with lantern on
ground for practice. Mr. Barnard at tho same time working at his
apparatus. The light of his lanterns affects observations. Boreon
put up against the other instruments. Candle-box covered with
black cloth inside.

Monday, Dec. 31, 1888. The observations of Sunday were l)ettor
than those of Saturday. Light much steadier, but often observa-
tions affected by lanterns, as they were carried past by other
observers. I do not think the observations made up to this date
are good, as too much affected by unforeseen circumstanoos.
Screen put up against Sun to prevent rays of Sun from striking
lantern and being reflected back on plate B. Instrument and
table again adjusted at time of eclipse. Before and after time of
eclipse the party rehearsed the entire programme of operafdons,
being timed by Mrs. Hill. Mr. Staples again turned th© pho-
tometer-wheel. *

Besides these photometric observations I made a number of time
comparisons (mean time chronom. 1719 and time signals) from
December 31, 1888, to January 3, 1889, which are given in the
annexed table. Prof. Schaebeble has published in the “Astr.
Journal, No. 189, 1889, the corrections to be applied to them to
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reduce to Pacific Standard Time. The third column contains the

corrected signals or correct Pacific Standard Time.

Table I.

Date.
Pttcif. Stand.

Time.
(Signals.)

Pacif. Stand. T.
(.Oerrected

Signals.)

Ohron. Time.
(Mean Time
chron. 1719.)

Ohronom.
correction.

The signals come from.

1888.

Dec. 31.

li m s

0 11 0.0

l\ m a

0 11 0.35

h m a

0 19 32.90

m a

-8 32;55 -Sacramento (repeated).

1889.

Jan. 1--

Jan. 2_«

Jan. 2_-
Jan. 3-.

0 0 0.0

23 55 0.0

0 19 0.0

0 0 0.0

23 69 59.82

23 55 00.01

0 19 00.01

0 0 0.00

0 8 33.00

0 3 33.30

0 27 33.20

0 8 33.26

-8 33.18
— 8 33.29

L. 0. (direct beats).

-8 33.19
-8 33.25

-Sacramento (repeated).
L. 0. (direct beats).

Accordingly the chron. corr. at the time of each of the four

contacts was — S’" 33®.2.

III. How THE Observations at Totality were made.

The board, on which the candle rested, was about 12.5 feet

long, but only about 11 feet of it were left free for the candle to

slide on, after it had been fixed to the apparatus. As I expected

the light of the Corona and sky to be very faint, I set the candle

before totality at a distance of about 11 feet from the reflecting

plate. But the light was very much brighter than I expected it

to be. Even by letting all the light of the candle through the

photometer (about I could not get an image bright enough

to compare with the combined light of sky and the Corona. So

I jumped up and set the candle about 1 foot nearer to the plate.

But even then I did not get a satisfactory image. So I had to

change the position of the candle-box again, setting it at the

distance first recorded. I then got the first readings. After

having obtained three readings with this position, I changed it,

first having made a mark with a red pencil on the board at the

edge of the candle-box. In this manner I got seven readings

with three different distances. After the eclipse I took the glass

of the candle-box out, to save it for further experiments.
^

I also

saved the white cardboards, which were used for diffusing the

light of the candle. I did not see the Corona at all, as the screen,

put up against the Sun, hid it from my sight. I was too occupied

with my observations to look around the screen. Mr. Staples

had the kindness to turn the photometer during totality.
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IV. Copy op Oeiginal Record and Memorandum.

Tuesday Morning, Jan. 1, 1889. Indications good, f^ky a littlo

hazy. Board, on which candle slides, painted black. Now
diffusing cardboard put on the plates. Candle lit at M A. m.,

to burn down. 12'‘.00, candle changed, because not steady. Ev-
erything ready for observation. 1'' 30'" lanterns lit. 1" 40'" candle
in box lit. Eyes shaded from 10“ before totality until Mr. Jlii.r,

called “ Look out.”

Observations on Brightness of Qorona made during Totality.

Table 1 1.

Set.

I.

Distance of
Edge of Box

II.

Distance of
Oandle from

Distance of
Light from

Plato.

Photon). Eoadingii.

UmtL
from Plate. edge of Box.

1

1

First.
I

Second. Third,

T..

11-
III..

9«i3|in(8'lg)?

4 4 4

Oft 7Ain

G 8
4 5§

74

(00 )a

28

08
3i

07
38

70
m (44)
28

(a) Rejected at time. See original Momomndum.

Immediately after totality I wrote down the followiii|^ notes.*
“In 2d set (second horizontal lino of the table above) tho

rightness seemed to change suddenly. Comparison, was very
difficult, as the one of the images was perfectly bluish; the other
(candle) reddish. I think the first set (first horizontal lino of
table) IS very good; also, 2 and 5 of 2d set, and the last obsorva-
tion. The first observation of II may also be very good, but I do
not trust It so much as the others. Immediately after tho eclipse
the marks of the distances of the candle were looked for, and
the first mark was not very well defined, but the 9' 3f" distance is,
accor option, correct. The other meaeurement put
down, 8 If ,

IS the distance of a scratch on the board, which mav
be the co^ct di.toce; but I thiuk the first dikauoegi™

buT ™
the centres of the mirrors from the

h
seems to have increased slightly in

p inted black, and the red pencil did not leave much color onIts surface. Afterwards the following notes were added:

were madT clnffi
meaeurementswere made. Candle-box=8xl0 inches and 16f" high. Board
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(on which the candle was moved), 12' 9" long. Centre of diffus-

ing plates, 3' 9". 5 above ground. About the last observation (third

horizontal line of table), I may add that I do not think I was

quite through adjusting when Mr. Hill called “Time.’’ In the

afternoon I examined the board again. After careful examina-

tion I detected traces of red color in the first mark (9' 3f').”

Before reducing the observations it was to be decided which

observations should be used in the reductions, as there might

have been some doubt on three points:

1. Which of the two recorded distances in the first set was the

correct one ?

2. Should the first observation at the second distance be used?

3. Should the last observation be used?

1. On the day of the eclipse I believed that the distance 9 feet

3f inches was the correct one, as I detected only at that point

traces of red pencil on the blackboard. Where, then, did the

other mark come from? It will be remembered that I only suc-

ceeded in getting comparisons after having changed the position

of the candle twice. The marks were made before the observa-

tions were taken. The farther mark of the two undoubtedly indi-

cates one of the distances where I did not succeed. Therefore I

have no doubt that the nearer distance (8' 1|") is the correct one.

2. After the first comparison of this set had been recorded (the

instrument still being clamped), I noticed that the images were

not of equal brightness any longer. Therefore I put that observa-

tion in brackets in the original record. The two next compari-

sons, agreeing among themselves, gave readings differing quite a

little from the first one. It cannot be decided whether the first

observation, or the last two, or any have been affected by unfore-

seen circumstances, or whether it was simply an error of observa-

tion, or whether there was really a change of brightness either in

the coronal light or in the candle-light. Other observers say that

they did not notice any change in the Corona. The foregoing con-

siderations lead me to use the mean of the three observations.

3. As I do not think that I was quite through adjusting when

Mr. Hill called “ Time,” and as two sets are quite sufficient for

the reductions in hand, I have preferred to omit the last single

observation, instead of including it with a very small weight. It

is, however, reduced for comparison with the others.

The unit of light adopted in the reductions is the light of a

candle after having passed through the glass of the candle-box,
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the candle being at a dintanco of one foot from tlui plate Ib TIuh
simplifies the reductions, as it does away wiili of

determining the coolUcient of absorption of the ghiss. Tim light

of a standard lamp and tlio Moon will be BuhHe((uenily dtdnrmimKl
in terms of the same unit. The constant errors whicdi arise from
the ditforonce of color of tlie candle and of the (lorona (or Moon)
are not to be avoided.

The following table gives the (piantitioB on whicdi the reduc^-

tions are based. The observed photometer-readingB havc^ liecm

corrected for the errors of the scale:

Taulk mi.

Set.
DiHtance of
Oaudlo •« (1,

,*.c.
tia

(UuTootod Phdtoinetiu*

1 ;t

Feet. IVr (uiiitH. Per eiMitH, Pt‘r eentH.
1 8.488 0.01 10 72.() 0(1.5 05.0
2 (i.(;(i7 0.022r) 59.1 07.5

4A iH 0.0505 27.7

R.

'11140

•J7.7
I

V. Rkduction op thk Obhhuvationh.

Prom the observations made at tho (Hdipso it is dt-Hirablo to
determine two things, namely: (a) the total light of tho (lurona= C; (b) the total light of tho sky during totality - B. l?y
“Corona” we understand everything around the Hun or Mwn
that is intrinsically brighter than the sky, which last wo assume
to be uniformly bright. No precautions were taken at tho eedipso
to protect the diffusing plates against tho light from tlie sky. If
we could suppose the amount of sky liglit that foil on eacli plate
to be the same (and this can he effechid by proper arrangonu.'nts)
we could without difficulty determine 0 and R from ohsorvutions
made at two different distances of tho candle from the plate B.
In the observations made at the eclipse the combined light of the
Corona and a certain portion of tho sky was compared with the
combined light of tho candle at a certain distance and another
certain portion of the sky. Now lot

c„=total light on plato B, duo to tho candle at unit distance,t=l.
c=total light on plate B, due to the cairdle at a distance

So=total light of each plate, due to tho illumination from the
sky (supposing the same amount fell upon each plate).
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E=pliotonQeter reading for the distance d of the candle.

Then for observations made at the distances di and da we have

the following equations:

So_+ C
^

So + c,

C

lUO^
^

So “h C
So -4- c,,

,(2) 8o = Ri c, — R||C||

R„ -'R,

4(So+ c,). -So:

R^
100

'

= ^(So+ c„)-So (4)

(3)

Having So, and knowing what areas of the sky illuminated

each plate, wo can easily find S=total light of the sky according

to any assumed law of distribution. The formulse (1) to (4) just

given hold good only when the total brightness of each plate due

to the light of the sky is the same. Owing to many circumstances

this was not the case at the eclipse. The eclipse station was in a

valley, between mountains. The plate A, on which the light of

the Corona fell, was turned upwards towards the Sun, and hiR

little lieht was cut off from it by the mountains. The plate B

stood vertically to the horizon, almost parallel to the crest of the

mountain range, the apparatus being set up on the slope, and the

plate turning its diffusing surface to the mountain. Hence only

a portion of skylight could strike it. The screens, on the other

hand, affected the plate A more than the plate B. Therefore ^s

far as the areas of the sky that threw their light on the plates is

concerned, there may not have been so much difference Indeed

measurements that have been made to determine

show that the area of sky on the plate A is to that on p

40 to 39. However, from the plate B those portions of the sky

were cut off that shone perpendicularly on it,

^
portions near the horizon were cut off which wouW shine at a very

large angle of incidence on the plate.' From this it appear^ ^t

in our case we cannot use the same value of So

nators and numerators of equations and (-') •

ever, denote the total light of the plate
f

from the sky by x.So [So being, as stated above, the total g

of A due to the sky light].

The equations now become:

So+C_R,
( 5) .^^=^(6)

-x.So+crW0
^ X.SO+C,. 100

We have here three unknowns in two equations. From t e

m Th, introduction of n third .,nnt..„ wrll
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not lead to the deterinination of x, as really tlie unknovviiH in the
equations are So+G and x.So. Ifoneo we must find x frotn other
sources. From tlie considerations given above it a|>pearH that x
is a constant of the apparatus at the station, heitig (lut^ cdiielly to
the arrangement and situation of the apparatus, as the soroensin
this case, the surrounding hills, etc. This <!onstant was not deter-
mined at the eclipse. However, it could ho (ixaotly deterinined
at any time hy sotting up the same ai)paratuH in all its details at
the same place, and making ohsorvations on the relativti bright-
ness of the two plates (with or without employing a e.andle) at
night, when we can assume the distribution of light in the sky to
he uniform. An approximate value of x (;an be chilermined by
measuring at any other place tluit part of the extinction of sky
light which is due to the screens and to the relative jiosition of the
parts of the apparatus, eliminating hereby the effeets due to topo-
graphical causes by prc)

2)er arrangements. Anotlusr way would be
to measure out the angular height and width of the different parts
of the apj)aratus, as far as they could afl'ect the {dates, and to com-
pute from these what portions of tlu^ sky weni out off from eac.h
plate. The part due to the topogra{)hi(!al {)08ition of the ecli{)se
station could be found approximately from the height of the sur-
rounding mountains. Having thus found an ap(>roximato value
of X, we can separate C and So, and determine both the “ Bright-
ness of the Coronal King ” and the “ Total Brightness of the Sky,’’
and from these two the “Total Light at Totality” in terms of
any unit we may choose.

Substituting in eejuatious (5) and (G) the values for R and (!

given for sot (1) and (2) in table III, we have:

So-b 0=0.0828 So.x-f-0.G828x 0.0140
So-bC=0.4840 So.x-|-0.484()x 0.0225

from which x.So=0.0009 units (7)

So-b 0=0.0102 units (8)

If we substitute these values of So.x and So-bO in one of the
equations (6) or (6) together with o from the third set wo shall
find

Rii,=20.0. The observed value was K,|,=28.0.

If we had taken the last observation into account we should
have obtained

x.So=0.0108 units (9)
So-b 0=0.0161 units (10)
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Tho niaxiiiuim value x can attain in (7) is 1, in which case the

amount of skylight on each plate would have been the same. In

this case, So --0.U009 units, 0^=0.0093 units. The maximum value

i-io can attain is 0.0102, when0=0; and
q

Taking these results together we have for the maximum and

mininuiin values of x, 1.00 and 0.09.

For x=:1.00 So=0.0009 0=0.0093

For x=:0.09 So=0.0102 0=0.0000

Including the last observation the maximum and minimum

values of x are 1.00 and 0.67.

For x= 1.00 So=0.0108 0=0.0053

For x-=0.67 So=0.0161 0=0.0000

The coronal light (0) must therefore have been less than 0.0093

units according to my observations at the eclipse. The calcula-

tion of the amoutrt of sky light that illuminated the plate A, (bo)

will be given hereafter. I may state here that according to my

ostimation So was not less than i S. Taking the maximum

value of So=0.0161 we may infer that the total light of the sky

,m,.t 1>.™ been to then 3x0.0161=0.0484. i-"’'”']*

the coronal light C is to be neglected with reference to that of the

sky and therefore the total light at totality
f

^ ^
,

of die sty. It afterwards will be seen that 0.0484 has *» b® i”^'

?h,li.Hl l,y eos 45- in order to redho. to the same unit which the

cLial Kgbt » expressed. Hence according to my

tlio total Imht at totality must have been less than 0.0342 units.

At to same time So+C and So.t, on which the final msnlis .re

based can by no means have been less than to fiuanti res givOT

in' (7) and (8). The values of So+C and So.x depen on

disSctof ie candle. The larger

V"-
tics will he. E„t it

‘Xf lO 5 ^rCnTS to no
the candle at a distance of about .•

distance of 8.4

comparisons could be made and it was
^

Uriahtness of the
ffiiht that I first succeeded in comparing the brightness ot i

^^rhavfiTeavoreT to determine the constant x in two inde-

By’— r“r' ‘ B
ank by catolanng their effect npon the plates A or B.
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(?;) By observations on the brightness of the night sky, so as to

determine x directly.

Before giving these determinations it may bo well to add hort^

something about the illumination of an clement of tlie horizon by
the sky or any part of it. It is evident that the illuminatiott of

an element of the horizon due to portions of the sky near tlm hori-

zon is less than that due to an equal portion of sky in the zenith

under ordinary circumstances. The illumination desponds not
only on the zenith distance of the element of sky, but also on the
substance of the element of the horizon. The law according to

which the illumination of any substance falls off for portions of th(^

sky, from the zenith to the horizon, has not l)eon altogether fixcal as
yet. ZOELLNER {Photometrische Untersuchimgen, Leipzig, ISiih),

Seeliger (Zut Photometrie Zerstreut Meflectire/nder Suhnta'fiZfii^

Muenchen, 1888), and others have shown, that LAMiiEUT^B (a)sinc-

law is only an approximation to the reality. Paper (white pain^r
cardboard was used at the eclipse) is one of the sul)stanco8 that
follows the law most closely. Based on the cosine-law, Dr. Auoijbt
BEm {Grundriss des Photometrischen Calcvles, Braunschweig, ,1854)
has deduced formulae, which will give for any intrinsic brilliamjy
of the sky=J the illumination of an element of the horizon due
to any portion of the sky. In our case we are to determine the
amount of sky light on each of the plates B and in order to
find their ratio, which is x.

I or the determination of the constant x the following measure-
ments were made:

The plate A was shaded during the eclipse observations by
screens whose angular dimensions were: mean altitude, 82":
width, 75“.

The plate B was shaded by screens whose angular dimensions
were: mean altitude, 34"; width, 21"; and also by the dark box
whose dimensions were: mean altitude, 13"; width, 80".

The widths and altitudes of course were measured from the
centre of the plate in each case. Light was cut oflf from both
plates by the ring of mountains also. One of the photographs
taken by Mr. Barnard shows that the center of the Moon was
27.6 diameters above the crest of the mountains at totality. The
altitude of the center of the Sun (or Moon) for the middle of
totality was computed by means of an approximate longitude

122 45 and latitude=39" 17' and found equal to 24" 6'.

Subtracting from this the number of diameters of the Moon given
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above (diam. of Moon=32') we obtain for the altitude of the

mountains at this point 9° .4. This then was assumed as the

mean altitude of the mountains. These therefore cut off from

tbe plate B, which stood vertically to the horizon, a zone the dis-

tance between the bases of which was sin 9°
.4, the radius of the

celestial sphere being taken as 1, and the width of which was

180° 10r=79°, 101° being the sum of the widths of the screen

and the dark box.

It will bo noticed that all the portions of the sky cut off from

tbe plate B lay near the horizon of the station or, what is the

same thing, near the zenith of the plate itself. To find the por-

tions of the sky that illuminated the plate A it is necessary to

know the inclination of the plate to the horizon=:M. The plate

is inclined to its axis at an angle of 45°, hence in rotating around

its axis it describes a right cone with an angle of 90°=2N at the

apex. If the plate stands vertically to the horizon, the normal

plane, in which the incident ray, the normal and the reflected

ray of an object near the horizon would lie, will be parallel to the

horizon, or the angle between the two is zero. Taking this as

the initial position of the normal plane, the angles between the

same and the horizon will be reckoned downwards from nght to

left, id est in the direction in which the hands of a watch move.

It is evident that to examine any object in the sky the

plane has to be turned through an angle 0=--the altitude of the

object. By aid of the angles N and 0 we find from simple gem

metrical considerations the angle M^inchnations of plate A to

the horizon==cos-' (sin 0 cos N) or cos M=sin 0 cos N In

our case N=45°, 0=24° 6', hence M=78° 13'. This angle being

reckoned downwards from the horizon JPf
“

plate faced a lune of the sky of an angle=106 47 . This and

the date given above would determine the

the plate A. Most of this was near the horizon of the p^ate.^ T^^^^^

ratio of the total areas of sky on the plates ®

be considered an approximate value of x,

skv with respect to the two zenith of the plates is so difler®n

thit the illumination, due to equal portions of the sky, cannot

considered the same on both plates.
, ^
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two. The same was done in the case of tlu^ plate B. Ac^cording

to Beer the illumination of an element of the hori/.on (tlu^ plant!

of the plate being here tlio horizon in ea(‘,h cast!) du<! to a triangle

of the described character=Q—
-.J

J. df. v'. sin z', in whicdi J ^

intrinsic brilliancy of a uniformly illiiminahal sky; v'- tlu! sidt!

opposite to the angle at the zenith; z~-=the shortest z(!nith distarua!

of that side. The ilhimination of any one of tlu! two plat(‘S m
therefore equal to the algebraic sum of the illuminations due to

the triangles, the algebraic sum of which niakt! ii{> the portionK

of the sky that shone on the plate. For th(j plate A W(! Inive

J. dfX 1G4° (11), and for B
J.dfXOr (12)

The illumination of the plates due to rellection from grmuid
has been neglected in both cases.

Hence 0.57

Substituting this value of x in equations (7) and (8) wo have

So^O.OOlG (13)

0=0.0086 (14)

According to this value of x the total visual brightm^ss of thc!

Corona was 0.0086 units. Brer gives for the illumination of an
element of the horizon due to a whole heiniBph(nar.*:’sky, Ci :

J. df. 7t. The illumination due to the combined portioim of sky
on each plate is df. 129°. Hence tlie total visual
brightness of the sky is to the combined brightness (Sod x.Ho) of

the two plates as or the total visual brightness of tlu! sky

=S=1|P0.0025=0.0035.

It must be remembered that tlie number 0.0035 expresBUH what
would have been the brightness of tho plate A due to a whole
hemisphere (sky) in terms of the candle shining at an angle of 45"

(on the plate B)
,
while the coronal light has been expressed in terms

of the same candle shining perpendicularly (on tho plate B), the
effects due to the inclination being eliminated in this case. Hence
in order to reduce the total light of the sky to the same unit in
which the coronal light has been expressed, we must multiply
0.0035 by cos 45° and obtain 8=0.0025. The total visual light
at totality, being equal to the sum of the total visual light of the
Corona and that of the sky=S+0 was therefore O.Olll units!
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The value of x which led to the results just given was calcu-

lated on the hypothesis that the height of the mountains was uni-

form all around. In fact the altitude of the mountains faced by

tlie plate B was much larger than that of the mountains faced by

the plate A. Therefore, according to Beee’s formulas, x cannot

have been larger than 0.57, and we may now draw our limits

somewhat more closely by assuming this as a maximum value of

X, The altitude of the mountains faced by the plate B was prob-

ably not more than twice the altitude of those faced by A. We
may therefore arrive at a minimum value of x by computing Q,

and Q,, on the hypothesis that the altitude of the mountains that

affected the plate B was twice the altitude of those that affected

A, In this case

J. df.164“ (11a) Q„=4 J. df .65“ {12a)

X=:rBn=0.40.

According to this value of x

C=0.0079 units; and 8=0.0036 units (13a)

S+C=0.0115 units (14a).

It is worth noticing that the total visual light at totality is

almost the same for both limits of x, being equal to 0.0111 and

0.0116 units.

I have also endeavored to determine the constant x directly by

means of observations on the relative brightness of the two plates;

duo to the night sky before the rising or after the setting of the

Moon. In order to have a perfectly clear horizon the photometer-

apparatus was set up in all its details (including the screens), as it

was used at the eclipse on top ofone ofthe reservoirs (Kepler) ofthe

Observatory, which lies about 40 feet higher than the Observatory

itself. In some observations screens were employed to produce

the same effect as the mountains at the eclipse, so that the con-

stant X, as obtained with a clear horizon, should need no further

correction. The last observations were made, while the Milky

Way was above the horizon. As its effect on the two plates from

its position in the sky could be assumed to be the same, no cor-

rections for it were applied. The results obtained are not at all

satisfactory, chiefly because the accidental variations of

parison-light (various kinds of light have been tried) were larger

than the quantities measured.

7
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The vahies of x an obtained on diderent tiigld« are not |^iv(»n

here, aB they cannot bo of any valuer They vary from x '. + 4.9

to x~-—0,9, in two caBOH x ev(ni btfing eoual U> —10.7 and —72.2.

Thus being convinced by many triulK tinii it wan ini|ioHHilih» to

determine x by tluj aid of a ooinpariBon-liglih I abandomal ilio

attempt and placed the whecd-plu+mudor on tins tithor Hidf» iif the

dark box betwetiu the box and the brighter plaits A. The pho**

tometer readings dividtal by 100 now expresKcHl directly the rntii)

of the amount of sky light on tlu^ two plates x. Tlie nunm value

of X found in this fashion from 75 comimrisons in ihrc»c^^ niglds is

+0.50, tliis value being almost identical with the taauditained by

Bkre’s method on the hypotlu^Bis of uniform moimtidtiH ami also

giving the same final rcmults. I tluuefore adopt 0.50 as the most

probable value of x, ohtainahhs under the ciretunHtam‘es. Thus
a definite value of x being decided upon tluHihservatiorm miule at

the eclipse give the following nmuliH:

Maximum possibk^ total light at totality units.

Most probable total visual hrightnems of tla» sky ' 410025 units.

Most probable total visual brightm‘ss of tire (lemma. .'4);00Hfl

units.

Most probable total light at totality O.Oll 1 imits.

It may be of interijst to know what these nmtdts wanild pnmnp-
pose to be the intrinsic brilliancy of the sky (J) and the^

Corona (J'), Ecpiation (12) gives for the ilinminalion of the

plate B
Q„ -4 Jcir.

Or, taking 1 squar« ininuto ns tho unit bf urtiii,

1 n'jiyVfla.

If tho tlioory ia correjct, this nuiat oorroHimnti to tho obw^rvoti

brightiiGss of the plate, which i« O.tXKKIxooH «IiT i,.0.(KKK54 imitn.

Henco iriVoff xJx 1 ' (MKKHH (ir>)

.1 X I
Q' ().(KX)7H uiiitB.

Or, according to niy obsorvationB at tho «clip«o, tho intriuBic

brilliancy of tho sky was ().(K)078 units.

In the case of tho Corona wo must assuiuo this to havo the
shape of a ring, concentric with tlio Sun or Moon, and of tho
same area as tlie Corona. If we denote by J' tho mean intrinsic

brilliancy of this ring, by z tho zenith distance of its centw, and
by

"J jj its { y angular diameter, tho theory gives

Q=4J' df. cos z (cos 2rt—cos 2r„) » (16)

For the illumination of an element of tho horizon due to the ring.
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In our case 2ri==33'.3, 2r„=58'.2 z=45°=angle of incidence of

(lorona on plate A. The observed brightness of the plate A due

to ilie Corona was 0.0086 units. Hence if the theory is true we

must have

4J' 1 cos 45° (cos 33'.3—cos 58'. 2) 7r=0.0086 (17)

(Cos 33'.3—cos 58'.2) is very nearly=zero.

Hence the value of J' obtained frona (17) will be extremely uncer-

tain. I therefore reject the value of J' x 1 '=76.5, and have sim-

ply stated the result of the computation for completeness.

While it is evident that the intrinsic brilliancy of the Corona

should be much greater than that of the sky, yet a priori we should

expect the total visual brightness of the sky to be greater than

that of the Corona. In fact, Prof. Holden’s photometric meas-

urements on the photographic plates show that the sky was 3,000

times as bright as the Corona. Prof. Holden has determined the

areas of the equally bright portions of the Corona, which he arbi-

trarily divides into five portions. Beginning from the middle, the

intrinsic brilliancies of the equally bright portions are in the

ratios 12;8-.4:2;1, 1 being the intrinsic brilliancy of the sky. The

following interesting experiment may be made with these data.

A priori we can assume that the ratio of the total visual brig -

ness of a unit of area of the different portions of the Corona and of

the sky is the same as the ratio of their intrinsic photographic bril-

liancies. If we denote by J the intrinsic brilliancy of the sky we

have for the intrinsic brilliancy of the different portions of the

Corona 12 J, 8 J, 4 J, 2 J, J. If we suppose the equally taght

portions of the Corona to be strictly concentric with the Moon

can from the areas compute the inner

the«ring.o(»i™lbrightaes». ‘‘rIr'lSt
the different intrinsic brilliancies, together with the quantities

etoTto the sky, for the plate A, in Beeb’s formulas, we obtmn

an equation for determining J. The corresponding ^
the plate B furnish another equation. Thus having determined J,

we can from Beer’s formulas find the

Total visual light of the Corona.

Total visual light of the sky.

Total visual light at totality.

If we do not include the last observation of Ta,ble II, no result

can owled in .his manner. Inolnding the last obserratton,

we find for J
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From tlie ocinaiion for plat<j A, J O.CKML1 miitn.

Prom the equation for plate B, ^ (MKjTO imitH*

The moan being J tUKKSC? tmitn.

And from tluB wo find:

Total viHual briglitnoKB of nky (M)27 unifn.

Total viRual brightnoHH of (Jorona (MKKHHI5 uiiitB.

Total visual light at totality 0.027 units.

As the total visual brightm^ss of tln^ (Corona in this easo is vmy
small as compared witli that of th<^ sky, x; bc*re allaiitH its mini-

mum value ~'~0.()7 (comp. max. and min. valiu‘s cT x for (0) and

(
10 ) ).

vr. IlKSUt/rH OP TIIK OllHKIlVATlONH.

Owing to many cirouiiiHtanw'H, tluH report lian hocoiiio moro
extensive than it originally waa inh^nded to he. I therefor«‘ give*

hero a brief synopHis of what we may n^gard uh th(f roHuItH of my
photometric work at i.he eelipat;.

Maximum posHihle total light at t.otaIity--.-.().().'142 unitK.

Most probable total viHual brightncHH of the sky; (>.(Hl2r» miita.

Most probable total visual brightnesR of the Oorona- (MKlSliunita.

Most probable total visual light at totality.0.01 11 units.

Most probable intrinsic brilliancy of the sky 0.(KK)7H units.

The unit of this table is a wax candle shining tlirmigti n piece
of glass, at a distance of one f(«tt.

While this report was in print, I companal the hrightnes* of
the eclipse candle with that of tlm Standard lamp of the Li<’!k

Ohsorvatory, The definition of a visual light-unit of the Standard
lamp is similar to the definition of a photographic light-unit, the
visual unit being the amoimt of light emitted by the lamp through
a circular aperture, omi mm. in radius, at a diataucci of otus meter.
Accordingly the Standard lamp was placed at a distance of ontt

meter from the plate A. Prersautions were takesn that no other
light than the light of the lamp and the candle itlumirmbHl the
plates A and B respectively. The Tdek Observatory do<-« not
possess for tho Standard lamp a diaphragm with an atwrture
exactly one min. in radius, hut there arc two others with apertures,
1.015 and .‘1.18 mm. in radius rcsiKsctively. Iloth these apertures
were used in the oomparisons. From 110 comparisons, taken in
four nights with the candle at {lifforont distences, a candlc-unit
was found to represent 125*2 lamp-units. Expressing the final
results in visual lamp-units wo obtain:
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Maximum possible total light at totality=4.28 units.

Most probal)le total visual brightness of the sky=0.31 units.

Most probable total visual brightness of the Corona== 1.08 units.

Moni probable total visual light at totality=1.39 units.

Most i>robable intrinsic brilliancy of the sky==0.098 units.

Vn, StiGGESTia:) Improvements in the Apparatus.

It will have been noticed, where the advantages and disadvan-

tages of o\ir apparatus lie. The chief advantage of the principle

cunployed is, that it allows us to separate the light of the Corona

from the light of the sky. The disadvantages presented by the

apparatus in the form in which it was used at the eclipse, are

very serious. They can be overcome, however, by very small

changes in the disposition of the photometer. The determination

of the constant x was attended with great difficulties, and the

value given for it is not as certain as desirable. Besides, the

’liglit of the Corona and of the sky was not measured directly in

terms of a candle, but in terms of the combined light of a candle

and a certain portion of the sky: the latter was to be determine

from the observations. All this can be avoided by suitable cliang

in tbo apparatus without rendering it difficult

light of the object (Corona, Moon, etc.,) from the light of the sky.

I thoroforo suggest the following improvements on the photometric

arrangements assigned to me at the eclipse:

The constant x should be reduced to zero, or at

certain known value, as for example unitj^.

^ J ^

arrange the different parts of the apparatus so that the ratiojf

the amount of the light on the two plates equa s y

other ttivon number, for even if the ratio of the areas of sky that

illuminate the plates had that value, the Position of the area^ i

the skv could not he made the same with respect to the plates

The reaction of x to zero on the other hand is

to ai,p.r.to and make, to

simple. All that is necessary is to have the plate ,

the hoard the photometer, in short, all parts connected with the

tm poara, i.uu i
TVn’q can be done in several ways,

Plata B in complete
It will at once be

according to to
to measure to ligM

seen that this arrangement also enaoies ub

Of the plate A directly in
(Corona) from that

In order to separate the light of^ f >

reaches

of the sky, we can limit the area of sky, from which light
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the plate (A), by means of tubes with diaphragms. By measur-
ing then the brightness of the plate, 1st, with the Corona included
in this area; and 2d, with the Corona excluded and with sky
illumination only, we can determine the brightness of each object

separately. The area of sky on the plate is determined by the
solid angle subtended by the aperture of the diaphragm at the
centre of the plate. The centre of the plate will be somewhat
brighter than the other parts; this, however, will hardly affect the
final results, if the apertures in the box are chosen so that only
the middle portions of A throw their light on the mirror a. In
order to have the angle of incidence on the plate=:45°, the axis of
the solid angle must be inclined to the plate at an angle of 45°.

In our apparatus we could attach the plate A to a little box as a
base, so that it makes an angle of 45° with the axis of the box,
the diaphragm being at the top. An aperture in this box of the
same size as the hole in the dark box will allow the light of the
plate to fall on the mirror a. In revolving the plate around its'

axis, the axis of the box describes a plane, into which the object
is to be brought, this plane corresponding and being parallel to
the plane of the righthand side of the dark box, mentioned in the
early part of this report. To determine the brightness of the
Corona at an eclipse the apparatus is to be adjusted as described.
^¥e then measure first the brightness of the plate A due to the
combined light of the Corona and the known portion of the sky,
after which the Corona is thrown out of the field by slightly
revolving the plate A around its axis, and the brightness of an
equal portion of sky without the Corona is measured.
From both sets we can then deduce the

Total visual light of the Corona=C.
Total visual light of the sky=S.
Total visual light at totality=:S-f C.

Other arrangements of the apparatus will lead to the same
results; the one given, however, seems to me to be the best, as
requiring the least amount of time for the actual observations.

It was intended to determine with this apparatus:
1. The visual brightness of the Moon in terms of the candle.
2. The visual brightness of the Moon in terms of a Standard

lamp.

3. The visual brightness of the candle in terms of a Standard
lamp.
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Hut tlu'rc iKiing no chimneys for the Standard lamp obtainable

here, and those ordered from the East some months ago having

arrived too late, parts 1 and 2 of this programme had. to be post-

(x)ued. The subject will, however, be resumed here in the near

future, <!ith(!r by myself or by another observer.

Respectfully submitted,

Armin 0. Lruschner.

To Mr. .1. E. Kkelkr, Tack Observatory.
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REPORT ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION 01' NOR-
MAN, CALIFORNIA.

By James E. Kkelke.

Among the points at which ohservations were made during tho
total solar eclipse of January 1, 1889, is Norman, a little town on
the northern branch of the Southern Pacific Ilailroad, in (lolusa
County, California. Its position, taken from a map of the State,
is approximately,

^=39“ 25'

1=8“ 8“ 48“ from Greenwich.

This station, which was very neHrly in the central line of tho
eclipse, was occupied by a party in charge of Professor H. S.
Peichett, of Washington University, St. Louis, and a more accu-
rate knowledge of its geographical position than could be obtained
from maps was necessary for the reduction of the observations
which were made there.

As Professor Pritchett remained in the State but a short time,
during which the weather was very unfavorable, he applied to the
Lick Observatory for the requisite information, and in February
I was authorized by the Director to proceed to Norman and make
such observations as would give the latitude and longitude of the
place with a sufficient degree of accuracy, and with small expend-
iture of time and money.
The instruments used were, the portable altazimuth or univer-

sal iiistrument by A. Repsolu & Sons, briefly described in Vol. 1,
Publications of the Lick Observatory, sidereal chronometer Neous
1720, and an aneroid barometer and a thermometer for determin-
ing the refraction. The altazimuth is a handsome instrument of
elaborate construction and high finish. It packs in two hard
wood cases, and these in rough padded packing-boxes for trans-
portation. The observations included a complete investigation of
all its constants, most of which had never been determined.

I arrived at Norman on February 14, and looked for a place to
set up the instrument. No suitable place could be found, and the
difficulty proved to be quite a serious one. There were no bricks
and mortar to be had in Norman, which consists of but a few
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scattered houses arid the railway station, and none in the neigh-

boring towns. TliC delay and expense of procuring them at a

distance would have been too great, and I was finally obliged to

use the chimney of a furnace which stood in the farmyard not far

from the point where the eclipse observations were made, as the

only support at all fitted for the purposes of a pier. The furnace

was used for preparing feed for the live stock on the ranch of Mr.

N. I). ItroKouT. It was low, built of brick, plastered with mud,

and the chimney (which was about 3 feet high) was lamentably

unsteady, so that the greatest care had to be taken not to press

upon it during the course of the observations. A rude scaffolding

which I constructed over the furnace enabled me to make the

observations with circle west without disturbing the pier, but in

this position of the instrument observation was attended with

much personal discomfort. I mention these facts because the

results of the work, although of amply sufficient accuracy, do

not quite represent the capacity of the instrument when used

under the most favorable conditions on a suitable support.
^

In

measuring zenith distances with the vertical circle, the instability

of the pier was not of much consequence, as the level attached to

the microscopes could be read immediately after making a bisec-

tion of a star, but for the time observations with the instrument

in the plane of the meridian, the imperfect nature of the support

was probably the greatest source of inaccuracy.
^ j. ^ +1,

The observations of Mr. Pritchett were made in front ot the

house on the ranch of Mr. Rideout. The proprietor was absent

at the time of my visit, but by the courtesy of Mr. Mason, his

agent, who left Norman on the day of my arrival I was invited

to stay at the house during the course of my work, and the ser-

vant who was left in charge provided for all my wants.

The house was between half and three quarters of a north

of the telegraph station, by the side of the railroad track. Iv y

evening at eight o’clock I carried the chronometer ^ the statmn

and compared it with signals from the mean time clock on M .

Hamilton returning immediately afterward to
the

a determination of the local time. On
^ before

early evening, the chronometer correction was determined before

superin-

tendent of Telegraphs of the Southern
J^^he

crivcn tbc U8C of R direct wire to Sau Jose, free p j

Sghts of Febrl; 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19. Cloudy weather pre-
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vented observation on tlni nights of February 15 and 17, leuving

three nights^ oom|)ariBonH for fh(^ (letnniiituition of the iongitiifle.

The chronometer was also compared every day with, tin* HigiiiilH

which arc regularly setit out from th«‘ (H^servatory at< i'moit, l*ui im

these signals an^ repeated on the Northern Fi vision at Hacwniiieitto

by hand, they have lieen used nau’ely as a, <die(‘k on the more
accurate evening comparisonH, la all iht* ieh^graphit* Wiudi f hiid

the intelligent asaistancje of Mr. M. B. Wilky, lla^ operator at, Nor*

man.

The instrument was not dismounted after ilie cwmiing ohserva*

tions, but was monily (HwertH.l with a tarpaulitp to protec*i it^ from
damp. On the early morning of February 17 it was «»verihrown

by a horse, who broke into thc^ (mclosurt^ at night, and piislnal it

off the pier with, his nom^, fortunately without doing it any {Inmagt^

whatever.

Dkhckiption of tuk Inhthumknth.

Tho Altaziviiah used in these ohservatiotm lias a liorizontiil idrc^le

10 inches in diauuder, and a Viudhad edreic* 0| ha/hes in diainefer,

both divided on silver to 4\ ancl nun,! hy mit^romider ntiertweo{M*H

to 2'\ or by estimation to (f'.'i. The horiztndui (drele was used
only as a check on tbie azimuth, or for setting the instrument
approximately in the meridian.^

The telescope has an aperture of 2.15 inehcB and a focal length
of 19.75 inches. Tlio tube is^^brolnm’’ in the middlt^, where a
reflecting prism sends the rays out thnmgh the axis the eyin
A spring counterpoise roller under the middle of the axis supports
nearly the whole weight of the teles(‘.ope, axis, ami dreh\ so thiit

the flexure peculiar to this form (,)f instrumeuit is almost eniirtdy
avoided. Tlie pivots are of steed, 1.25 imdies in diametrw, and the
bearing surfaces of the Y’s are Hi inchc‘s apart.
The reading mieroscope on thc^ left of the eyepiiitte is eallotl

that on the right I). Two revolutions of idtln^r ftcrew iiieasiire one
division, or 4^ of the (drtde, and the heads are divided into SO
parts, so that 1 division'--2^5 Two <letermination« during tli©

course of the work showed no appreciable terror of runs.
When the teles(H)pe is vertical, microscope C,5 reads ff, and

microscope D 1805 The figures on the cirede inercaiii ,in the
opposite direction from those on the face of a watedn The d«*grecs
and minutes of the circle reading were tak«m ,from micro«ec>|:m I).

* Xho horizontal circle ot this instrument htw one i>r two very hatl clivkloti
errors. Thus, the apace on the left of 0*" is Uw great by tlmt on tho rkitt
too small by 10''.7. No large errors have been found In' the vertIciU <!irole.
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Tho It^vel on the microscope alidade is figured from 0 to 50,

increaBing from C toward 1). The division 30 is nearly in the

iniddhi, and all circhi readings have been reduced to this position

of the bubble. 1 division of the level is equal to An increase

in tlu' level reading increasos the circle reading: hence if D is the

circle reading givcitx by the microscopes, and L the reading of the

middle of the. bubble, the corrected circle reading is

DH-rM5 (30—L.)

Th(! retiehs contains nine vertical threads (vertical when the

tcloHCop(! is directed to the horizon), and two horizontal ones about

30" apart. Three of the vortical threads form a close centra,!

group, and were used in obsorviug slow moving stars. The hori-

zontal thn^ad nearest to the micrometer screw, which is on one

side of the box, was used in observing zenith distances. One rev-

olution of the micrometer head=5'.950, and one division 0

There arc two eyepieces, one magnifying 36 and the other 80

diameters. The high power was used in all observations except

thos<5 of Febniary 16.
, . ^ v

A table of equatorial intervals is given below. A star observed

at upper culmination, circle west, crosses the field in the order of

the threads.

WtttR TiuuaitH. 1

Central Group.

Tlirotd. Ifptrtw MiiLThroatl. From Mdfttt Th, |Tlii'oa(l. From Mid. Thread. From Mean Th.

I

n
in 1

IV
V
VC
Vli

+ mi«.r)82

t 25 .080

Tio .055

0 .000

.381

Mil
-M .270

4 30«.48l

+ 24 .988

+ 13 .254

-•0 ,101

^13 .486 !

»-24 .708

-36 .371

IVa.
XV
IVb.

+ 1«.878

0.000
-1 .988

+ 18.777

-0 .101

-2 .089

’2\i-+0«.l6L

Tlio striding level for the axis has a

tivolv from one end to the other. One division-1 .32-0

On returning to the Observatory this

the level-trier, and a very bad place discovered
^

end of the scale; hence some level

have been rejected. The

0l04, additive with circle east; or, using e n

Circle west, 5=B-0».04.

Circle east, 6'=B'-f0104.
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The instrument is provided with apparatus for reversing the
axis, the striding level remaining in position during the operation.

TheO/ironomfiterjNEOirs 1720, is regulated to sidereal time, and
when taken from the Observatory, at noon, February 12, was 1"'

53“.3 slow of local time, with a losing daily rate of 1V2.

The A.ncroid Ba,rowjeleT is one of the larger class of these instru-
ments, and is reliable. The index correction (to the mercury
barometer at 32°) is -[-0”M2, sensibly constant for all temperatunw.
The Tliermometer is an ordinary mercury tliormomoter without

sensible error.

OnSERVATIONS.

a. Time Ohsenations.

For the determination of the chronometer correction tlie alt-
azimuth was placed in the plane of the meridian and ustid as a
transit instrument, the transits of stars over the seven right ascen-
sion wires being observed by the eye and ear method. The micro-
scopes of the horizontal circle were frequently examined during
the course of the observations to detect any change of azimuth,
particularly when the axis was reversed, but no certain change
was ever noticed. Any change due to instability of the pier could
not, of course, be detected in tliis way.

Fehruary 16, 1880.

The chronometer had been set on leaving the Lick Observatory
so that it should be about 14' fast of Norman sidereal time. The
meridional point of the azimuth circle had been roughly deter-
mined by an observation of the Sun in the forenoon.
At 4'' 67" 20', the R. A. of s Urs. Min. S. P., tho middle thread

was placed upon that star. Then tho transit of jx Aurigao, near
the zenith, (1° 4' S.) was observed, as follows:

jx Aurigae (7 wires) 5'“ 6" 4’.51

5 6 49.8
Approx At= —14*.7

After this the chronometer was taken to the telegraph station
and compared with the Lick Observatory clock signals.
On returning from the station, time observations were con-

tinued.

R. A. d Draconis, S. P.=7'‘ 12" 29'.2

Chronometer aT= —14 .7

Chronometer time of transit=7 12 43 .9
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'I'lw thrwid wan wst upon the star at this time,

rending of azitimth (orcltf -19H“ BH' W'-O.

'rruusitH of Htars wero then observed as follows;

The

OlUoPK

p Ui'itiiiioruui (7 wire.s) ?•» 22'“ 13M57 1/,^ -»0H.7r)

u (tcjiiliioruui (7 wires) 7 27 4(5.20 —0 .80

21 hynciM (7 wire.s) 7 34 62.7(5 ?/- -0.80

# Uriicuiiis.H. F.(7 wire.s) 7 48 43.00 —0.80

X iteiuiiioruio (7 wires) 7 5(5 57 .37 —0.80

IhUCI.K WiCHT.

#1 rt*phel, H. P. (7 wires) 12'“ 4()«.21 h-^ —0«.40

no Monocerotis (7 wires) 8 20 22 .03 6.-. —0 .48

y C'niicri (7 wires) 8 37 (5.01 5^^ —0.54

1 raecri (7 wires) 8 40 13.03 h -^ —0 .(10

W. 27.5 K. Til.K

tTi/l 7.H

Hh |m

w. K. 115

LkVKI* lUflAIUNdH.

7U Jt-tm

W. n2.0 K. 5,0

2(1.0 55.5

24‘«

W. 32.0 K. 00.0

52.4 24.8

7h 42>"

W. 30.0 K 67.5

28.0 0.0

8^^ 30m

W. 25.1 E. 53.0

42.5 14.4

Notk; Some of these nsadings, for reasons already given, have

lawn rej<!e.ted. The level correction used for each star in the

rtHlu<dU)n« is given after the time of transit.

Ilt'duction of these observations gives the following results:

AT-p CU.>iniiH)rum

aHUmiinoruiu

24

X cO^tuinorum

50 MoiUK'erotiH

y (’iiufiri

t (ktierl

13«.03

-13 .(Jf)

13.04

^13 .82 c

13 .88

-13 ,83

-13:06

^^»13»J7d-.0«.03

Epoch Om

AHHUined T» +4“

a:- --0«.37

] —OM.IO circle west.
^ 1 l O .07 circle east.

February 27, 1889-

Karly in the morning the instrument was thrown ^

horM(i. Tlie r(mt of tlio day was spentm readjusting it. 1 he mght

was cloudy and ordy a broken transit of a Aurigae

giving chronometer aT=.

-

9', azimuth uncertain. The mend

ional point of the azimuth circle is now about 321 3U.
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February 18, 1889,

The instrument was placed as nearly as possible in tho meri-

dian and the transit of d Tauri observed, giving chronometer

AT= —6^23.

At 4’' 22“" 35% the chronometer time of transit of Draconis,

S. P., set the middle thread on this star. The azimuth circle

reading was then 321° 29' 45". 8.

CiRCLK East,

a Tanri [7 wires] 30».ll +0^09

z Aiirigae [7 wires] 4 49 5l.9(J ?/« +0.09

e Aurigae L7wiresl 4 64 (>.23 +0.09

a Leporis [7 wires] 6 0 51.83 +0.09

Circle West.

^ Draconis, S. P. [3] 61^ 32«.53 +0«.02

rOrionis [0] 5 12 10.34 +0.04

/j Tauri [71 5 10 22.71 6= +0.12

2: Aiirigae [7] 6 23 39.37 6=: +0.25

Level Ekadinus.

4h 34m 4h 45m 5U 4in 61' 16n' 5 I' 29'«

W. 23.2 E. 46.3 W. 46.5 E. 22.8 W.2UE. 46,7 W. 18.7 E. 43.0 W. 50.8 E. 26.3
45.6 22.0 22.4 46.1 44.3 20.6 40.4 22.0 16.2 40.9

The results of the reduction of these observations are as follows:

a Tauris =

z Aurigae

s Aurigae

8 Leporis

r Orionis

/j Tauri

X x\urigae

~6s.60

-6.44

-6.40

-6 .40

-G.49

-6.39

-6.36

Epochs 51^ 0f«

Assumed 6^ T*» +4*

ass +08.15

r —08.10 circle west.

( +0.07 circle east.

AT« —6«.42±08.02

The collimation constant was carefully determined by observa-
tion of a terrestrial mark.
The chronometer was then taken to the telegraph office for com-

parison with the Lick Observatory signals. On returning to tho
instrument, time observations were continued.

Circle West.

8 Oeminorum [7 wires] 37«a 228.19 +08.17
61 Cephei [4 wires] 6 48 44.49 ?/« +0.22
C Geminorum [7 wires] 6 67 47.47 +0.26
63 Aurigae [7 wires] 7 4 17.30 6'« +0.28
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Ont('LK Kast.

(leuiinonim (7 wires] 7^^ 27*“ 4(i«.l7 5-^ d 0h.80

25 MoncceroiiH [7 wires] 7 32 1 ,14 5- 1-0.77

/i (Unuincrum (7 wires) 7 38 4(5 ,59 5.. d 0 .73

^ UraccniN, H. 1[\ [7 wires] 7 48 45 .5,3 -! 0 .03

X Ucmiiiorum [7 wires] 7 5(5 57 .(57 h- 1 0 .50

27 LynciH [7 wires) 8 9 22 .29 hr. 1 0 .4(5

?' Canari [7 wires] 8 (5 (5.41 5- 1 0 .35

Th(j iiiuiionfse flocks of wild gcoso contiiumlly Hying over made

such a noise that it was frociuently diflicult to hear the chronom-

eter boats.
LKVKL llKAUINdH.

(•,h aom (>(» 54 7h H«‘i

W. 17.3 K.43.3
48.8 22.2

W. 40.(5 K
20.2

28.3

38.4

W. 19.7 K, 38.0

47.3 29.1

W. 51.2

18.5 8(5.3

7h 44«‘ 7h 52»» 8i‘ 10'»

W. 14;4 K. 39.7

53.1 27.(5

W. 51.0 K. 25.0

15.0 40.5

W. 17.0 K. 42.0

40.7 21.0

47.3 21.7

17.5 43.0

Reduction of these observations gives the following results:

(Jtiiuhioriun

5 (iiiminoruiu

(13 Aurigaci

25 MoioKHsroti.M

/i Ckimhu»runi

X (luminorum
27 Lyiuiln

Canorl

at t5«.07

- 15 .04

.---15 .71

-45 .58

»-.45 .70

—15 .58

».45 .77

,...45 .98

—15 .59

lOlxKih 30‘»‘

AhhuuukI (5T™ i 4»

+ 0^.05

( —0«.10 cirdo wohI.
1 l O .07 circle eawt.

a

C'

at— l5«.70r^.0^03

From theme ohBorvations it is evident tliat (dther in going to or

returning from the Btation, the Becoinia hand of the chronometer

got forward several divisions, prohaldy throiigli some twist which

increas(H,l the amplitude ofthe balance wheel, unlocked the detent,

and allowcMi several tooth of the Bcuipe-whool to pass. The road

was very rough, and in the dark, with only the aid of a lantern,

it was im'possibl(4 to avoid giving the chronometer some rather

rough shocks. On the way to the station I stumbled once over a

large rock. A iireliminary reduction the next day showed that

some accident had occurred, and I therefore telegraphed a request
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that the signals should be sent the next night. The results ob-

tained on other evenings show that the jump in the chronometer

correction occurred before the comparisons at the telegraph station,

so that the observations of this night also are available for deter-

mining the longitude.

February 19, 1889.

The axis having been leveled and the azimuth circle set to

the reading for the meridian, transits of a Tauri and z Aurigae

were observed, giving respectively the chronometer corrections

AT= —ir.91 and aT== —11®.98. The middle thread was then
placed upon e Urs. Min. S. P. at Chr. 4^ 57”" 47®. The right ascen-

sion was taken from the observing list, and the star was therefore

not exactly on the meridian at that time.

The reading of the azimuth circle was then 321° 28' 59".8.

Circle East.

A Aurigae [7 wires] 6™ ls.83 h'= —0».04

a- Aurigae [0 wires] 5 8 40.81 &^~+0.09

Circle West.

/5 Tauri [5 wires] 5^ 19»n 29s.03 h~ —0^.04

X Aurigae [7 wires] 5 25 42.79 h- 0.00

a Leporis [7 wires] 5 28 4 .49 +0 .03

Level Readings.

4h 34m 51* 2®
1

5h 11m 5h 17ra 5h 30m

W. 44.0 E. 22.0 W. 24.0 E. 46.0 W. 19.4 E. 42.0 W. 19.4 E. 42.0 W. 44.0 E. 20.5
23.5 45.4 40.1 17.9 43,6 20.7 43.6 20.7 17.3 40.6

The results of reductions are given below:

M Aurigae

a Aurigae

fS Tauri

X Aurigae

a Leporis

at = -lls.99

-12 .18

-11 .85

-12.06

-11.85

Epoch = 5^^ 30*“

Assumed 6 T® +4^

a= —2s.75

i —Os.lO circle west.

( +0 .07 circle east.

AT=-1U.99±0s.04

The chronometer was then taken to the station and compared
with the Lick Observatory signals. On returning from the station
time observations were continued.
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<jUlOLK “WlSHT.

6$ Aurigae [7 wires] 7^ 4m 13«.20 1)35 +'0^.08

25 (lain clop. [2 wires] 7 7 42.78 b« +0.09

6 Oeminoruin [7 wires] 7 18 42.31 i)= +0.12

r Braconis, S. P [() wires] 7 17 57 .7f) b- +0.12

p Oeminoruin [7 wires] 7 22 10.5(> b= +0.12

Oeminorum [7 wires] 7 27 43.21 b^ +0.12

CiBoLE East.

<p Geininorum [7 wires] 7i' -Kim 1/5. +0H.10

X Oeminorum [7 wires] 7 5() 54.37 1/- +0.10
27 Lyncis [7 wire.sj 8 0 17 .29 l/= +0.10

Z' Oancri [7 wirc.s] 8 (1 3.51 1/5: .t-0.10

Ccpliei, S. P. [7 wires] 8 12 55.29 1/- + 0.10

30 Monoceroti.s [7 wires] 8 20 20.50 l/»“- +0.10

LlfiVKL IIkA1)IN«S.

(.>i> r)7»i‘

W. 10.0 E.40.5
44.8 19.(5

7U itm

W.4r).0 K20.9
15.0 89.8

81»»

w.ifi.o E.sas
40.1 21.5
40.1 21.2

10.6 41.0

7U 38m

W.43.0 E.18,9
18.4 43.0

7h 50tn gh gui 24m

W. 17.1 E.4:i.9

42.0 17.0
W.43.8 30.19.0

19.0 44.0
W. 20.0 E, 44.0

42.9 18.0

42.0 17.0

19.0 48.1

Reduction of these observations gives the following results:

08 A urigae —1 K40
^ (Uuaiuorimi --It .88

3i5poch*7J' 30m

AwHurned ^ + 48

p (Saminonnii

Gciiiinorum

(p Geniiliiorum

X Geminoruni
27 Eynda

C' Oancri

80 MonocerotiH

—11 .41

—11 .23

—11 ,37

—11 .38

—11 .39

—11.47

—2'».80, eir(5lo west.

ji« —2»‘.75, circle east.

j - 0^.10* circle west
““

1 +'() .07, circle east.

1 .40

lK39rfc:0«.02

February .7.889,

Thin, hazy clouds, hut excellent definition. No signals were

gent from the Observatory, but the chronometer correction was
approximately determined for rate, and for the latitude observa-

tions whicli wore made later in the evening.

From a transit of t Aurigae, AT= — The middle thread

was then sot upon e Urs. Min. S. P. at 4> 57“ 29“. Reading of

azimuth circle, 32r 29' 38".0.
’

8
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ClUCLK Kaht.

fL Aiirigae [7 wires] r>i‘ r)*« r>7«i)t

a: Aurigae [7 wires] 5 8 37 .33 \y~ +0 '12

OlJtCLTC WlCST.

X Aurigae [7 wires] 5^^ 2r)m 38^23 h ^

^Taiiri [7 wires] 5 31 8.(K5 h

oo Draconis, S. T. [7 wires] 5 37 42 .21) h +0 -12

4^1 41»

W. 35.0E i2 2
13.5 35.0

5h 15m

W. 38.3 E. 15.0

11.5 34.0

LKVKL KkAI)IK(}S.

5U 211^

W. 13.0 K. 30.0

34.8 11.2

6li 34m

W. 10.0 E. 34.0

38.0 14.7

f)h 12*»

W. 37.0 E. 14.0

12.5 35.0

5'‘ 43»‘

W.sao E. 13,5

8.3 32.0
9.3 33.9

39.5 15.0

Reduction of these observations gives the following results:

Aurigae -~8«.28

a Aurigae .30

X Aurigae —7 .90

z Tauri —8 .07

—8«.l5

Epoch -51^ 30m

Assumeil d T-'

Ii» 44)«,10

f —0«.10 circle west.

\ +0 .07 circle east.

Summary of Ciikonomicticr CoituKOTroNH.

Kpocli. AT* <5T. Iltauai’kH.

1889.

Feb. 10<i 6h [--14H.07j

Feb. 10 8 0 - •IS .77

Feb. 10 21 45 [--11 .53]

Feb. 17 5 0 - -9(?)

Feb. 17 5 40 [~-10 .22]

Feb. 17 21 45 [-7 .01]

Feb. 18 5 0 *-0 .42

Feb. 18 5 55 [--15 .90]

Feb. 18 7 30 - -15 .70

Feb, 18 21 60 -- [--13 .201

Feb. 19 6 30 - -11 .99

Feb. 19 6 8 .. [--11 .811

Feb. 19 7 30 - -11 .39

Feb, 20 5 30 - —8 .16

+ 3«.92

Evening signals, Feh. 10,

im)X
.,-_„Noon signals, Feb. 17.

-From one
star; avaniut-b unknown. Of no value.

.Evening signals, Feb. 1,7.

Noon signals, Feb. 18.

±mrx
Ghronoineter jarred on way to station,

-Evening Hignals, Feb. 18.

+ 4«.0l

+a«.84

Noon signals, Fob. 19.

rfcOan.

Evening signals, Feb, 19.

Values of at oktaluod by interpolation are bracketed.
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h. Clock Comparisons.

The (Howaud) Mean Time Clock of the Lick Observatory is

kept as nearly as possible 6"^ 34'*.29 fast of local time, and its face

indicates therefore Pacific Standard Time. It is adjusted every

morning at 10 okdock so as to be very nearly right at noon, when
signals arc sent to the railroads. It beats the even-numbered sec-

onds, omitting the 58th second of every minute, and the 52, 54,

56, and 58th second before every even fifth minute. In this way
the second-beats can be readily identified at a distance.

The noon signals are repeated by hand at Sacramento (under

the present arrangement) and cannot be depended upon for very

accurate time.

OoMPAKISONH OK OnRONOMKTKH WITH THE HOWABI) ClOCK

Signals.

Fclmiary 1889.

Noon,P. S.T. by Sacramento=Chronomoter 2P 38“" 20®.8 ±:.

No signals were received in the evening.

February 16, 1889.

No comparisons were made at noon.

In the evening thtj following comparisons were made:

XIoward 2.V dO^.O-CJhrouomotor 0' 41«,4

IToward 25 28 .0 -Ohroiioinotor (5 10. (5

XIoward 25 50 .0- Chronometer 0 41.7

Howard 25 ItLO- Chronometer 7 7.8

Howard 27 48 .0«s Chronometer 8 40.0

Howard 28 44 .0“-3 Chronometer 9 35 .2

Howard 29 30 .Oa?Chronometer 10 28.4

The signals came irregularly, with so many accidental pauses

that the seconds c^oiild not be identified. The minutes and sec-

onds given above were obtained with the aid of the difference of

longitude found on other occasionB. As the Howard Clock beats

every other second only, there is no difficulty in doing this with

certainty.

From the above comparisons, reduced to the epoch of the coin-

cidence at (P dr 40", and corrected for the rate of the chronometer,

Howard 27”^ 4?.98=:Chronometer 8"^ 40\00

In all these comparisons, the coincidences were observed as

accurately as possible, and are given extra weight.
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February 17, 1889.

Coincidence at Chronometer 21" 43“ 4".0

Noon, P. S. T. by Sacramento=Chronomcter 21 43 22 .0 d=

In the evening no time observations could bo made at Norman,

on account of cloudy weather. The (dock signals failed to come

through automatically, and the San Josd operator was reciuostod

to strike his key in coincidence with the beats of tlus clock relay

in his office, which he did, and the following comparisons were

made:
Howard 0^^ 0«.0-Chrouonieter

Howards 1 42 .O^Chrononioter 4(> 21.0

Howards 3 0 .0«Chronometer 47 39.1

Howards 6 0 .0*= Chronometer 60 39.7

Howard 8 13 0 .0« Chronometer 67 40.0

Howard 8 14 0 .0« Chronometer 68 40 .9

Howard 8 15 0 .0^ Chronometer 69 41.0

Reducing all comparisons to the epoch 5" 4()“ 21', we have

Howard 8" 1“ 42“.05=0hronometer 6" 46“ 21".00

Fehruary 18^ 1889.

Noon, P. S, T. by Sacraniento—Chroiiometor 2P^ 47“^ 14*.2.

In the evening the automatic signals of tlxe nowAun clock

were very satisfactorily received, and the following comparieons

obtained:
. , ^ ^

Howard 7i> Chronometer 6^^ 48*» 11^6

Howard 8 3 0 Chronometer 51 42.0

Howards 4 0 *»Chrotiometer 62 42.3

Howards 5 0 » Chronometer 63 42.4

Howards 5 38 « Chronometer 64 20.6

Howards (> 0 « Chronometer 64 42.5

Howard 8 8 48 »Chronometer 57 31 ,0

Howard S 10 0 « Chronometer 68 43.4

Reducing these comparisons to the epoch 5^ 51“ 42®, we have

for the result of all:

Howard 8^ 2“ 69*.97==Chronometcr 51“ 42®.00.

February 19, 1889.

Sacramento signals beating irregularly.

Sacramento signals at Chronometer 20‘ 60«' 29.8

Chronometer 43.4

Chronometer 51.8

Chronometer 61 7.3

Chronometer 13.5

Noon, P. S. T. by Sacramento® Chronometer 21 51 16ir]
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In the evening the automatic beats of the Howard clock were

very satisfactorily received.

Howard 8^^ 5™ 50s = Chronometer 511 58«i 25^.0

Howard 8 0 20 = Chronometer 59 1 .15

Howards 8 0 = Chronometer G 0 35.4

Howard 8 15 24 = Chronometer 3 0.5

Howards 10 0 = Chronometer 8 30.0

Howards 10 24 == Chronometer 9 0.8

Howards 17 0 = Chronometer 9 30.85

Howard 8 18 20 = Chronometer 10 57.0

Howard 8 10 0 = Chronometer 11 37.3

Howard 8 20 0 = Chronometer 12 37.4

Howard 8 21 24 = Chronometer 14 1.6

These comparisons, reduced to the epoch 6^ 8™ 0® .5, give as the

result of all:

Howaru 8^ irr 23“.98=Chronometer 6^' 8*^ 0® .50.

Longitude from Time Observations and Clock Comi>arisons.

The corrections to one of the sidereal clocks at the Lick Obser-

vatory were determined by Mr. Charles B. Hill, and compari-

son with the Howard clock (No. 7) furnished the correction to the

latter. As a check on the reductions, the interval by the Howard
clock between the epoch of Mr. Hill^s comparison and the signal

used at Norman, was converted into the corresponding sidereal

interval and added to the sidereal time of the comparison, the

result agreeing in all cases within 0® .01 with the computed

sidereal time of the Howard clock signal.

The corrections to the Howard clock are furnished by Mr. Hill

in the following letter:

Lick Observatory, \
San Josii:, Cal., March 15, 1889. j

J. E. Keeler, Esq., Astronomer Lick Observatory:

My Dear Me. Keeler: I herewith communicate the correc-

tions to clock No. 7, on Pacific Standard Time, for the nights on

which signals were sent you at Norman^ Cal.

I determined the corrections to the standard sidereal clock on

the nights of February 16, 17, 18, and 19: The resulting errors

and rates of clocks No. 8, No. 3, and No. 4 (compared each

evening) were used to obtain a correction to No. 7 for the night

of February 15th. The following errors of clock No. 7 are for an

epoch sensibly coincident with that of the signals: This clock is
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adjusted, with weights, each day at noon; the hourly rate is less

than db0“.02.
February 15, p. m.

February 16, p. m.

February 17, p. m,

February 18, p. m.

February 19, p. m.

Correction to No. 7= h0»' 00.70

Correction to No. 7= +0 00 .91

Correction to No. 7= +0 00 .03

Correction to No. 7= —0 00 .07

Correction to No. 7= +0 00.20

Yours sincerely,
Chas. B. Hill,

Assistant Astronomer, Lick Observatory.

Reduction of Clock Comparisons.

February 76, 18S0.

Howard gh 27m 47«.98= Chronometer gm 40s.00

Howard AT = +0 .91 Chronometer AT = —14 .07

P. S. Time. =8 27 48.89

L. 0. Sid. Time 6 10 36 .97=Norman Sid. Time 0 8 25 .93

DitT. of Longitude =2»» 11«.04.

February IS, ISSO.

Howard 8^1 2tt‘ 59«.97=Chronometer 5h 51m 42B.00

Howard aT= — 0.07 Chronometer at

=

-15 .90

P. S. Time. 8 2 59 .90

L, 0. Sid. Time 5 53 37 .02=Norman Sid. Time 5 51 20 .04

Diff. of Longitude =2*" lOs'98.

February 19, ISSO.

Howard 8ii 15«‘ 23s.98=Chronometer (}h gtiti 0«.60

Howard AT -= +0.20 Chronometer AT

=

--11 .81

P. S. Time. 8 15 24.18

L. 0. Sid. Time 6 9 69 .88=Norman Sid. Time 6 7 48.09

Difi*. of Longitude IP.IO.

The mean of the three nights gives for the difference of longi-

tude,
2“ ir.07 ± 0^05,

subject to correction for personal equation and “ wave and arma-

ture time.’’

The probable error which has been assigned to the difference of

longitude is somewhat greater than that determined from the dis-

crepancy of the individual results.

Some of the other comparisons, not available for an accurate

determination of longitude, give the following results:
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Evening signals, Eebruary 17

Noon signals, February 17

—

Noon signals, February 18.—

,2ni 1F.65

.2 10.70

2 11.19

The error of the noon signal is assumed to be zero. These

values have been used merely as checks, and are not included in

the final result.

c. Latitude Ohfiervations.

During the first few days of my visit to Norman I made many

observations of the Sun, both for time and for latitude, as the

evenings threatened to be cloudy. These observations have not

been reduced, as better ones were subsequently obtained of stars.

The simplest, and probably most accurate determinations of the

latitude, were made by leaving the instrument in the plane of the

meridian after the time observations, and observing the zenith

distances of stars taken from the time list, as they passed the

middle thread. By reversing the axis during the course of the

measurements, and observing the same number of stars in each

position of the instrument, both north and south of the zenith,

errors of the zenith point (or index correction), flexure, and refrac-

tion are almost entirely eliminated. Latitude observations were

made in this way on two nights, and the results are given in the

following tables:
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Meridian Zenith Distances.

February 18, 1889.

Aneroid -30^^21 Temperature=32’ Fah.

or, Barom. at 32°=30>33 True refraction=niean reCr.xl.OGO

Zenith point=179“ 59' 20".0

Star. Circle. App. Zenith Dist. Refract’n. d <p

10 (Trs. Maj.
02 IJrs.Mai.

[East]

182° 47' 36".3 N 2° 48' 16".3 0' 3".0 2° 48' 19".3 42<» 13' 16".2 39° 24' 66".9
208 8 53 .3 N 28 9 33 .3 0 32 .7 28 10 6 .0 67 35 5 .9 59 .9

8 Hydrae-. 143 21 55 .5 S 36 37 24 .5 0 45 .4 36 38 9 .9 2 46 49 .2 59 .1

1 Draconis - 222 22 25. 6 N 42 23 5 .6 0 55 .6 42 14 1 .2 81 49 0 .0 58 .8
3- XJrs. Mai. 192 44 57 .7 N 12 45 37 .7 0 13 .9 12 45 51 .6 52 10 55 .8 64 .2

10 Leo. Min, 177 27 47 .0 S 2 31 33 .0 0 2 .7 2 31 35 .7 36 63 20 .4 5(5 .1

a Leonis--- 164 51 34 .5 S 15 7 45 .6 0 16 .5 15 8 2 .0 24 17 1 .1 63 .1

Leonis--. 167 6 9 .7 S 12 53 10 .3 0 14 .1 12 53 24 .4 26 31 40 .9 65 .3

7C Leonis--.

[West]

210 49 9 .9 S 30 49 49 .9 0 36 .6 30 50 26 .5 8 34 29 .6 56 .1

a Leonis... 206 53 22 ,2 S 26 54 2 .2 0 31 .0 16 54 33 .2 12 30 28 .4 61 .6

X Urs. Maj. 175 56 21 .9 N 4 2 58 .1 0 4 .3 4 3 2 .4 43 18 1 .2 58 .8
30 Urs. Maj. 153 17 13 .5 N 26 42 6 .5 0 30 .7 26 42 37 .2 66 7 36 .1 58 .9

^ Leo. Min. 182 7 48 .8 S 2 8 28 .8 0 2 .2 2 8 31 .0 37 16 27 .8 58 .8

p Leonis 209 31 8 .9 S 29 31 48 .9 0 34 .6 29 32 23 .5 9 52 33 .5 57 .0

The circle reading given in the second column is corrected for error of level.

Meridian Zenith Distances.

February 20^ 1889.

Aneroid =30^n.l95 Temperature=44° Fah.
or Barom. at 32°=30in.3l5 True refraction =mean refr.x 1.034

Zenith point=179° 59' 17".()

Star. Circle. App. Zenith Dist. Refract’n. 8 (p

a Gemin.

[West]

194° 9' 39".8 S. 14° 10' 22".2 0' 15".l W” 10' ST'S 25° 14' 22".5 39° 24' 59".8
C Gemin.- 198 40 3 .7 s. 18 40 46 .1 0 20 .2 18 41 6 .3 20 43 52 .9 59 .2
X Gemin.. 202 39 35 .7 8 . 22 40 18 .1 0 24 .9 22 40 43 .0 16 44 19 .1 62 .1
z Gemin.- 191 23 3 .7 8 . 11 23 46 .1 0 12 .2 11 23 58 .3 28 1 2 .7 61 .0
a^Gemin. 187 16 19 .8 8. 7 17 2 .2 0 8 .2 7 17 10 .4 32 7 61 .0 61 .4

0 Gemin.

-

[East.]

168 32 4 .5 8 . 11 7 13 .1 0 11 .8 11 7 24 .9 28 17 34 .8 69 .7
<?>Gemin.- 167 37 36 .3 8. 12 21 41 .3 0 13 .1 12 21 54 .4 27 3 6 .3 60 .7
X Gemin.- 168 40 43 .4 8 . 11 18 34 .2 0 12 .0 11 18 46 .2 28 6 16 .3 61 .5
27Lyncis. 192 23 40 .2 N, 12 24 22 .6 0 13 .4 12 24 36 .0 61 49 35 .5 59 .5
0 Oancri - 150 6 21 .1 8 . 29 52 56 .6 0 34 .2 29 53 30 .7 9 31 31 .2 61 .9

The circle reading given in the second column is corrected for error of level.
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Other Latitude Observations.

On February 18, the zenith distance of Polaris was observed,

when about two hours from lower culmination, the resulting lati-

tude being 39° 24' 57".6.

On February 20, three observations of d Urs. Min. S. P. were

made with circle west and two with circle east, when the star was

near the meridian, the resulting latitude being 39° 24' 56".2.

Giving each of these two determinations the weight of one of

the preceding observations, the mean of all (26 observations) is:

9=39° 24' 59" .8=t0".3.

Personal Equation op Observers.

Prom observations made on two nights after my return to the

Observatory it appears that Mr. Hill, recording on a chronograph,

observes transits of stars between the equator and the zenith

OMl before myself, observing by the eye and ear method, or

K—PI=0M1. The effect of this correction for personal equation

is to diminish the difference of longitude, which is therefore:

2“^ 1P.07—0M1=2“^ 10196.

No correction will be applied for transmission time. The

signals from the Observatory were repeated once, automatically,

by the relay in the San Jos6 office, from which there was an un-

broken wire to Norman.

Statement of Results.

The longitude of the Lick Observatory transit instrument is

gh 0m 34*^29 west of Greenwich. Hence the position of the altazi-

muth at Norman was
9=39° 24' 69".8 dz 0".3

8”^ 45^25 zh 0^05

The probable errors could easily have been reduced by contin-

uing the observations, but as the results are of amply sufficient

accuracy, and as I wished to return to the Observatory, I did not

remain at Norman longer than was necessary for the purpose

required.

The station occupied by Professor Pritchett was 195 feet dis-

tant from the altazimuth, in the direction S. 57° 43' W. It was.
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therefore, 104 feet=:l".03 south and 165 feet=0M40 west. Hence,

finally, we have for the position of this station,

,^=39° 24' 58".8

^=8" 8“ 45’.39

Respectfully submitted.
James

To Professor Edward S. Holden,

Director of the Lick Observatory.

E. Keeler.
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PART III. REPORTS OF THE ECLIPSE EXPEDITION OF

THE PACIFIC COAST AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

By Charles Burckhalter.

Chabot Obseevatory^ ]

Oakland, California, February 26, 1889. j

Professor Edward S. Holden, Director Lid Observatory :

My Dear Sib: According to promise and original intentions, I

band you herewith negatives and drawings obtained, and general

report of the work done at the Total Solar Eclipse of January 1,

1889, by the Pacific Coast Amateur Photographic Association,

acting under my direction, at Cloverdale, Sonoma County, Cali-

fornia, together with the reports of many individual members of

the Association, and others who were of the party.

When, about the beginning of October, I suggested to the lead-

ing members of the P. C. A. P. A. that they make up an eclipse

party and accompany me to the path of totality
,
it was very grat-

ifying to note the enthusiasm with which the proposition was

received. The only question asked was whether their work would

have any scientific value. When assured that it was in their

power to solve such problems as the proper times of exposure

necessary to photograph the different parts of the Corona, and per-

manently record its general outlines and extent, they entered

heartily into the work, and a more enthusiastic, painstaking, and

earnest party of gentlemen never came together for a similar pur-

pose.
, • 1 r

Out of this Association, composed as it is, almost entirely ot

active business and professional men, many of whom could ill

afford the time required to prepare for and carry out our contem-

plated work, there were thirty cameras in line at our station on

the day of the eclipse. In addition, there were a few amateurs

not members of the Association, and a few professionals, who took

advantage of our time signals and other arrangements. All were

welcome, with the understanding that science should have the

benefit of their efforts, if more successful than ourselves. The
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Association did me the honor of making me an honorary member,

and placed me in charge of the party, and I make this report as

a member of their body.

Your pamphlet of instructions, or rather suggestions, did much

to direct our efforts, as it brought out many questions that the mem-

bers thought could be satisfactorily settled by photography.

Our original destination was Hopland, Mendocino County, but

the bad condition of the roads, the great number of the party,

the two days^ extra time, which was, at the least, necessary to

reach that place and return, all combined to cause us to be sat-

isfied with the town of Cloverdale—the most westerly station

occupied by any of the parties—although by so doing we lost

about 14 seconds of the total phase of the eclipse. Then too, as

it seemed to us, all other good points readily accessible had been

selected by parties of Eastern astronomers, and we were anxious

to make the line of observers as long as possible.

On the 29th of December, accompanied by Mr. At.pheus Bull,

Jr., of San Francisco, Harry T. Compton, Charliss P. Grtmwood,

and Marston Campbell (son of Director Campbell of this Ob-

servatory) all of Oakland, I went to Cloverdale to select a suita-

ble station, to establish its position, and to make arrangements

for the main body of our party, which was to arrive at the station

on the evening of the 31st.

Our instruments consisted of sidereal break circuit chronometer,

Negus, No. 1744; standard thermometer by Green, telegraphic

sounder, lanterns, etc., from the Chabot Observatory. From my
private Observatory we took the optical parts and finder of the

10-J-inch equatorial silvered glass reflecting telescopeby Brashear,

Noday holosteric aneroid barometer, four jars gravity battery,

sextant by Browning & Sharp of London, two small telescopes,

plate holding parts of photographic camera, books, charts, etc.

Mr. John Roach, of San Francisco, kindly loaned us a good

altitude barometer. Mr. Edward Dillon of Dii.lon & Co., San

Francisco, loaned us a mean time chronometer, Wibdenham, No.

1233, set to Greenwich M. T., and a small astronomical transit,

No. 778, by John Bliss & Co., N. Y. Mr. L. Sengtelx.er of U. S.

C. & G. S., gave us the use of a small telescope to serve as a finder

for Mr. Lowden’s camera, which was intended for long exposures;

and a friend loaned me a good mercurial artificial horizon, which

completed our instrumental outfit.
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Careful transportation of the above instruments, especially the

chronometers, was to be seriously considered, and, upon applica-

tion to the General Superintendent of the San Francisco and N.

P. R. R., I was furnished the following letter:

Or’FiCE OF San Fkancisco and North Pacific Railroad,

San Francisco, December 26, 1888.

To condnctoTB^ train^ and station baggage masters^ and agents:

You will pass “free” for bearer, all photographic and astronom-

ical instruments offered, to Cloverdale and return, same being

required by the members of the Amateur Photographic Associa-

tion, for use at the Eclipse of the Sun on January 1, 1889.

As these instruments are very delicate, and easily put out of

adjustment, and as any sudden jar will probably interfere with

the success of the observations to be made, you will allow the

members of the Association to place their instruments in the bag-

gage car themselves, and you will render them all the assistance

possible. You will, also, permit one or more persons to ride in

car, to look after same.

Conductors will (when requested), permit members of the

Association to carry instruments in the coaches, as some must be

carried by hand. Agents will render every assistance possible at

stations, and give their personal attention to see that instruments

are carefully handled.
Chas. Thorn, Jr.,

General Freight and Baggage Agent.

Mr. F. L. Vandfnburg, Superintendent of telegraphs for the

Southern Pacific Railroad Company, and Messrs. Frank Jaynes,

Manager, and F. PI. Lambe, Superintendent of the Western Union

Telegraph Company, arranged to have the Lick Observatory

Pacific Standard time clock signals sent us at Cloverdale, on

December 30th and 31st, and January Ist, at noon, and Mr. John-

son, the company’s agent at Cloverdale, was instructed to give me

the opportunity to compam our chronometers with the Lick

Observatory clock. I may add that this was the first time the

Lick Observatory time signal was ever sent to Cloverdale.

Y/^hen we arrived at Cloverdale, I saw for the first time in twenty-

six days a perfectly clear sky, and our prospects appeared brighter

than for the past month.
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On. tliG morning of tli6 30tli wo (j[uiclcly decided upon tlie Htiition

to be occupied, choosing n block of land in the inidst of the little

village, kindly placed at onr service by onr host, Mr. M innkhan,

of the U. S. Hotel. The block was enclosed by a neat picket

fence, and with the exception of a few large oak trees and a ncfat

little cottage, was entirely vacant. A room in the (iottago was

cheerfully given us by Mr. M. P. DoNNKunv for storage of instru-

ments, and this kindness saved us considerable labor in cairrying

our instruments to and from the hotel.

During the afternoon of the 30th, we set up our transit instru-

ment, the object glass of which is l^V inches aperture, and about

10^ inches focal length; it is provided with a setting circle and

striding level. The frame is movable in altitude, and one of the

Y’s in azimuth. The base is a circular brass disk, (ij inches in

diameter,and the top plate carrying the pillars, the satiK^ diameter;

can be clamped to the bottom plate when the instrument is aj)proxi-

mately in the meridian, and the final adjustment made with the

azimuth screw. The pier consisted of a joint of earthen sower

pipe, 16 inches at the base, and 12 inches at the top, and 30 inches

high. It was placed upon solid ground, a strong box placed around

it, and solidly packed with damp, sandy soil, which gave it suffi-

cient stability. After leveling the top of the pier with liquid

plaster of paris, a glass plate was placed on the top, and the bot-

tom plate of the transit was attached to this with plaster of paris.

From a map showing the path of totality, a position was assumed

as follows:

Longitude=122° 68' 15" west.

Latitude=38° 48' 00" north.

The transit instrument having been carefully collimated, and,

from the assumed position, the time of transit of Polarin having

been determined, the star was bisected at the proper time, and the

instrument was very approximately in the meridian. Several

pairs of stars, one north and the other south, wore selected, the

components of which would have azimuth factors of about equal

value. The method adopted was to observe wires 1 and 2, then

reversing circle and observing same wires, thus eliminating the

errors of collimation.

The 1st pair observed was

—

<p Persei, chronometer correction= —0" 1“ 42". 50.

S Piscium, chronometer correction== —0 1 46 .50. •
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After making slight adjustments for azimuth deyiation and

again carefully leveling the axis, observed 2d pair

—

y Andromeda), chronometer correction== — Cf' 1™ 44®.00.

p Trianguli, chronometer correction= —0 1 4.5 *00.

3d pair

—

y Persei, chronometer correction== —0’' 1”^ 43".80.

Persei, chronometer correction= •—0 1 45 .00.

The above results were better than I expected from so small an

instrument, and from these observations we assumed the chrono-

meter correction— —0^ I”' 44\50.

We now compared our sidereal chronometer with moan tixne

chronometer, Wikdenham No. 1233 (which had been compared

with the Lick Observatory clock signal at noon), and found a

variation of 0®.38.

Mr, Compton, assisted by Mr. Campbell, had observed the Sun

with a sextant and mercurial artificial horizon before and after

noon, and Polaris, the same evening, for latitude, and from his

observations for latitude and my own for time, wo found the posi-

tion of our station to be as follows:

Latitude=38'’ 47' 4.3" N.

Longitude=122° 57' 25" W.

By our altitude barometer we determined our station to bo 317

feet above sea level.

We intended that these observations should be continued the

next night, but the sky became densely cloudy after 5 p. M,,and

the above were the only observations made for local time. Mr.

Compton, however, observed the Sun for latitude both the follow-

ing days, and the above value for latitude is the result of all his

observations. While I am not satisfied with the value of our

longitude, it was the best that could be done under the circum-

stances.

The main body of our party arrived Monday evening, Decem-

ber Slat, and the densely clouded sky, and the unfavorable

outlook for the next day did not, apparently, dampen their en-

thusiasm in the least.

After dinner we assembled in the largo dining-room of the

hotel, and each man^s work was assigned to him, after fully con-

sidering his apparatus, plates, etc.

The proper time exposure to give our plates being unknown,

we were determined that our work should be exhaustive, and
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with that end in view we assigned exposures from the shortest

possible to the longest possible to be obtained with our apparatus.

After a full explanation of the manner of counting time, etc.,

we drilled for two hours, and until every one thoroughly under-

stood his part, and parted to meet next day at our station at 9

A. M. The sky at 6 a. m. was nearly free from clouds, and appa-

rently clearing. By 10 a. m. every camera was in position, and

drilling began. Each one was provided with one or more empty

plate-holders, and each full holder was marked, or otherwise

arranged, so the slide need not be fully drawn out, thus saving

much time.

Our mode of working was as follows: Our break circuit sidereal

chronometer was connected with a telegraph sounder and 4 jars

of gravity battery, and at a given signal Mr. Ar.riTEUs Bull, Jr.,

began counting 1, 2, 3, etc., until “time’’ was called. This first

counting of time represented the last few seconds before 2d con-

tact, and the object was twofold—^to bring every one to attention
j

and, as each one was instructed to look for the Corona and Sun-

flames before totality, he would only need to mark down the sec-

ond counted, when it was first observed; and as Mr. Bull was to

record the last second counted before time was called to establish

the time of 2d contact, we could see at once how many seconds

before totality the Corona or Sunfliames were seen. As we had
plenty of help, at the call of “ time,” another assistant, Mr.

George H. Strong, took up the count, and counted by the chro-

nometer to 108 (the predicted duration of totality), when “time”
would be called once more, and Mr, Bull would again take up
the count until told to stop. This last count gave to all a measure

of the length of time during which the Corona and flames might
be seen after totality.

The cameras were formed in two long lines, running east and
west, the lines being about thirty feet apart, north and south;

the chronometers, telescopes, etc., being in the middle of the north

line. Many of the photographers had removed the front com-
bination of their lenses, thus doubling the length of focus and
size of image.

Instead of the usual tripod, a strong plank was used, one end
being supported by a trestle at the proper height, and the other

end resting upon the ground. This arrangement proved to be
simple and effective, being as rigid as desired.
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There were only two cameras that call for special mention.

The Association’s camera, which was operated by Mr. W. H.

Lowden, who heroically sacrificed his chances for a good picture

by attempting the longest possible exposure, will be described in

his accompanying report.

My own camera was arranged as follows: From my equatorial

reflecting telescope I took the 10^-inch speculum by Brasiieak,

and placed it in the end of a wooden tube, made of 1-inch boards,

12 inches square inside, and feet long. Near the upper end of

the tube (the mirror being 84 inches focus) an opening was made
4 inches in diameter, and over this was placed the back end of

my 6x7 camera, to keep the plate holder in position. In order to

obtain a field large enough to show any possible extent of Corona,

I had a large diagonal made by Mr. John A. Brashea a, that gave

me a field of 8^°, the Sun’s image being inches in diameter.

The tube was carefully blacked inside, and numerous stops, with

10|-inch opening, put in to break reflections. The front of the

tube (when uncapped and exposures made) was entirely open,

and many photographers predicted an entire failure from “'‘fog-

ging” the plates, and while I believed that more or less fog would
appear on each plate, my judgment proved to l)e correct, as only

two plates out of the eleven exposed were so badly fogged as to

be comparatively useless. A pin prevented the slide of the plate

holder from being entirely drawn out, and this caused a consider-

able saving of time. The telescope was provided with a finder,

and in place of the ordinary cross wires (~|- )? I placed a wire bent

at right angles, something like the letter L-

The wire was size 22, and plainly visible on the sky at night,

and was certainly a great improvement on the ordinary cross-

wires, as when the image of the Moon was brought into the angle

formed by the wires—the limb just touching each side—a very

slight motion could be detected at once.

Mr. Lowden’s camera was provided with a like arrangement,

and worked so admirably that his negative of 41 seconds expos-

ure is only slightly blurred.

This tube was then mounted upon a platform set at an angle

of about 22° to the horizon, and a pair of slow motion screws,

attached to the bottom of the tube, served to move the “ camera ”

in altitude and azimuth. It was not intended to “ follow ” the

Moon’s motion, but these appliances were only to place the instru-

9
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iii6nt in position (quickly Jind. corroctly Oit tlio proper tiino. This

part of the work was entrusted to Mr. Ghas. G. Yai.r, and for the

last 15 minutes before totality he kept the “camera” (or rather

telescope) correctly pointed. When the time of totality arrived,

the preceding limb of the Moon just touched the center line of

the plate, and the image was then allowed to move across the

plate, this latter evil being of less consequence in short exposures

than the jar that would necessarily have been giveji if we had

attempted to “ follow.”

Bach photographer had an assistant, who was provided with a

card, divided into spaces marked 1 to 120 in heavy black typo

(so as to be easily read). This arrangement enabled the assistant

to record, not only the duration of the exposures, hut the exact

epoch of totality at which the plate was exposed.

We began drilling as soon as all the instruments wore in posi-

tion, and after the first two trials, there wore no blunders worth

mentioning. We drilled for one and one half hours, and after

lunching, we had about 46 minutes more drilling, for the benefit

of a few assistants who arrived on the ground at noon, and then

felt that the success or failure of our expedition depended entirely

on the weather.

The party now consisted of the following persons:

Members of the Association—A. J. Tkkat, S. G. Passavant,

Gharles Burckiialter, 0. V. Lange, Charles G. Yale, P.

Carlbton, C. F. Montbaleqrb, J. W. Stanford, J. V. A. Rey,

Eugene Frost, Samuel C. Partridge, W. G. Gibbs, George W.
Dornin, William Letts Oliver, J. H. Johnson, E. W. Runyon,

A. P. Redington, W. H. Chapman, W. H. Lowdkn, B. li. Woods,

George Tasheira, F. H. McConnell, George W. Reed, C. L.

Goddard, W. S. Davis.

My own assistants and those doing special work wore:

Alpheus Bull, Jr., Harry T. Compton, Marsden Campbell,

C. P. Grimwood, George H. Strong, William F. Booth, W. B.

Ewer, Wm. M. Pierson.

Recorders—H. W. Schwerin, William N. McCarthy, W. C,

Edes, Alfred K. Gibbs, M. P. Donnelly, F. C. de Long, George
A. Story, J. A. Bauer, E. S. Gray, E. B. Moore, George B.

Baer, Walter Henry, M. Sbligson, B. P. Livingston, F. S.

Wright, C. W. Wilkinson, Harry Phelan, Moses Callan,

Thomas Andrews, Mrs. C. L. Goddard, Miss Hermione Rey,

Mrs. E. S. Gray, Mrs. George Tasheira.
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Shtchers—Mrs. Gkoegb Roe, Miss Stlvta Rey, Miss TRUESDELii,
Miss Treat, Colonel C. Mason Kinne, Captain W. R. Hooper.
The following professional and amateur photographers not con-

nected with the association were also present: I. W. Taber, A. 0,
Burnham, W. B, Tyler^ Louis de F. Bartlett, Bert Rkmmkl.
The sky was just about one quarter covered by generally light,

but sometimes heavy clouds, which gave us great anxiety.
Another source of danger came at one o’clock from an immense

column of smoke, several hundred feet high, from a burning brush
pile a quarter of a mile south from our station, on the property of
a Mr. Parmer. When wo sent a messenger in hot haste, with a
requcBt that the fire be put out, the obliging old gentleman,
although a confirmed invalid, drew the water himself and did not
tire until the last vestige of smoke had disappeared.
The clouds drifted lazily by from the west with tantalizing regu-

larity, and our anxiety became intense when, at 7 minutes before
the predicted time of totality, a light cloud partially obscured the
now rapidly narrowing crescent of the Run, and we feared our
work would be a total failure. When the Run was about in, the
middle of the cloud, it was surrounded by a magnificent halo,
the colors being most gorgeous, reseml)ling the colors from the
naked rays of an electric arc light, rather than a natural rainl)ow.

Mr. Oliver, at about 60 or 70 seconds before totality, took a
photograph of the Sun, a copy of which will bo transmitted here-
with, showing the Run still covered by the light cloud, with all the
surrounding sky clear. This picture wo have named a narrow
escape,” and it was uncomfortably narrow, the cloud clearing
only 30 seconds before second contact.

It was not our intention to observe contacts, and therefore first

and last contacts were not taken. There being few or no expe-
rienced observers to put at this work, I am not certain of 2d con-
tact nearer than one second, but the duration was very certainly
correctly observed.

The meteorological instruments were being cared for, the artists

were ready with the cards expressly prepared for drawing the
Corona, and every man was in his appointed place.

Mr. Compton with a sextant, and Mr. Wm. M. Pierson with a
8‘1-inoh telescope, were observing for 2d contact. All being ready
and the time being now close at hand, I gave Mr. Bull the signal
and the Ist count began, which was only interrupted at ‘"62” by
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the 1st call of
“ time ” by Messrs. Compton and Pieeson simul-

taneously.

This was the signal for Mr. Strong to begin his count, and the

photographers and others to begin their allotted tasks. The con-

scientious and painstaking work of this party of volunteers will

be more fully appreciated when it is mentioned that not one half

of them spared the time necessary to even look at the Corona,

and therefore did not see it at all during totality, while sonae few

“just looked for a second.” To the majority of photographers the

beautiful phenomena attending a total solar eclipse are yet only

to be seen in drawing and photograph, and the opportunity of a

lifetime was allowed to pass, for the sake of the scientific results

hoped for. I believe our drilling had something to do with this,

as all had been advised to use the first 10 seconds in seeing the

Corona; and, while our party cannot be considered as being made

up of scientists and astronomers, their disinterested work is worthy

of all praise.

At the instant of Mr. Strong’s count of “ 104,” “ time” was

called, and the first gleam of the sunlight found many shutters

open—my own among the number. We could not realize that

104 seconds had passed, and that our work was done—well done,

we hoped. We now watched the inner Corona, which was easily

visible around three quarters of the Moon’s limb, and saw it fade

slowly and majestically away. The greater number who ob-

served it followed it for about 45 seconds, a number followed it to

60 and 55 seconds. I lost it at 55 seconds, while Mr. Treat, the

President of the Association, and Mr. Strong followed it for 69

and 70 seconds, respectively. This was much longer than before

totality, while several observers saw the Corona at the count “ 42”

(10 seconds before totality), Mr. Gibbs claims to have seen it at

count “ 9,” 43 seconds before totality. I saw it myself at count

“43,” or 9 seconds before the total phase.

Our greatest disappointment was the almost total absence of

those prodigious sunflames which were represented in almost

every picture of a solar eclipse we had ever seen. Several saw

slight pink points within the inner Corona; but they were ex-

tremely minute, and nothing in the least grand about them at all;

but the Corona was beautiful—superbly, magnificently beauti-

ful. Another disappointment was that the general light during

totality was much brighter than full moonlight—^my own judg-

ment would make it four, if not five times, brighter than full
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moonlight. I think our experiments with the sensitometer, to be

mentioned hereafter, will be interesting.

We had no need whatever for our lanterns, either for the chro-

nometers or any other work except the thermometers, and no

one was in the least incommoded for want of more light. I

could have read with ease ordinary newspaper print. Two minutes

after third contact the sun was again obscured by a cloud for

several minutes. It was this cloud that obscured the view of a

small party to the west of our station.

The face of sidereal chronometer, Negus 1744, read by Mr.
Bull at the call of ‘Hime’’==20’' 23“ 31®.00, which, after correct-

ing for error and rate and reducing to Pacific Standard time
^11. 40m 43b

25.

By chronometer, Wiebenham, No. 1233, compared with Lick

Observatory time signal, and after correcting for error=P^ 46“

45^25.

The duration of totality=104 sidereal seconds.

The time of 2d contact and duration of totality as computed
by Lick Observatory, from the data of the English Nautical

Almanac, was
2d contact=P 46“ 44^

Duration= 1 48 .

The foregoing readings of the chronometers, show a difference

of 2 seconds. Mr. Bull had had considerable practice since our

arrival at our station, and I have confidence in his work, while

the assistant who read the mean time chronometer had had no
previous practice. I assume, therefore, that Mr. Buix’s reading

was correct, and that 2d contact took place at the predicted

time very nearly; but, as mentioned heretofore, there may easily

be an error of one or even two seconds.

Immediately after the counting stopped the great crowd of

visitors and friends who had been admitted to the enclosure

—

on promise of good behavior—burst into three hearty cheers, fol-

lowed by great cheering for everything and everybody, amidst
the wildest enthusiasm.

The different drawings were now finished, the time the Corona
could be seen before and after the time of totality was perma-
nently recorded, and all handed to the proper person, without com-

paring notes with the work and observations of others.

After the totality, we left the fourth contact to take care of

itself, and proceeded to pack our instruments in order to leave on
the special train at 3:30.
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Colonel J. M. Donahue, the owner of the San Francisco and

North Pacific Railroad, kindly gave us a special car, and we feel

under obligations to this gentleman for many other favors and

attentions. He was one of the most enthusiastic observers at our

station.

The development of my exposed plates was entrusted to Mr*

Lowden, to whose good judgment I am indebted for any excellence

of detail they may show. The plates used were made by Dr. S.

C. Passavant, of two grades, known as H. L. and C. I. P.

Passavant H. L. plate sensitometer test=15.

Passavant C. I. P. plate sensitometer test=23.

The 11 plates exposed were as follows:

No. 1. 0. 1. P. plate exposed 1 sec. from the 2d to 3d sec. of totality.

• No. 2. C. I. P. plate exposed 1 sec. from the 8th to 9th sec. of totality.

No. 3. C. I. P. plate exposed 2 sec. from the 16th to 18th sec. of totality.

No. 4. 0. 1. P. plate exposed 2 sec. from the 24th to 2Gth sec. of totality.

No. 5. H. L. plate exposed 1 sec. from the 35th to 3Gth sec. of totality.

No. 6. H. L. plate exposed 2 sec. from the 41st to 43(1 sec. of totality.

No. 7. C. I. P. plate exposed 9 sec. from the 53d to G2d sec. of totality.

No. 8. 0. 1. P. plate exposed 5 sec. from the 66th to 71st sec. of totality.

No. 9. H. L. plate exposed 5 sec. from the 77th to 82d sec. of totality.

No. 10. H. L. plate exposed 10 sec. from the 89th to 99th sec. of totality.

No. 11. H. L. plate exposed 1 sec. (?) from the 104th to ( ? ) sec. of totality.

The card used for recording by my assistant, Mr. Booth, will

accompany the negatives sent to the Lick Observatory. That the*

times are given correctly may be known when I mention that he

did not once remove his eyes from the card, and did not see the

Corona at all.

The negatives can be described as follows:

No. 1. Camera jarred while uncapping; partly spoiled.

No. 2. Fair, but plate met with an accident.

No. 3. Best of all, showing greatest extent of Corona.

No, 4. Over exposed and considerably fogged.

No. 5. Shows inner Corona best of all.

No. 6. Very good for both inner and outer Corona.

No. 7. Badly over exposed and badly fogged.

No. 8. Over exposed.

No. 9. Almost as good as No. 3.

No. 10. Over exposed and badly fogged.

No. 11. Was exposed for about one second before the end of

totality, and just a fraction of a second after the reappearance

of sunlight, I only intended exposing ten plates, and this was
merely to fill in the time, and, although it is the result of a mere
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accident, I think it one of the most valuable of all my negatives,

showing as I believe, the phenomenon of Baily’s Beads.”

It is much to be regretted that the great delicacy of detail

shown in the negatives cannot be shown in the prints, any picture

I have yet seen being considered very excellent if it will show

twenty per cent of the detail to be seen in the negative, although

glass positives will show perhaps fifty per cent.

In closing, I wish to thank individually and in the name of the

Association, all those who have by their kindness and assistance

contributed to the success I believe we have achieved; and I

bespeak for the Pacific Coast Amateur Photographic Association

the credit to which they are entitled by their disinterested efforts

to aid the science of astronomy.

I am, sir, yours with respect,

Charles Burckhalter,

Astronomer in charge of party.

California Academy op Sciences, \
San Francisco, Cal., March 9, 1889. j*

Dear Mr. Burcichaltbr: Perhaps you remember that we were

talking a few days ago of the ‘^shadow-bands,” and that I told

you I had communicated my observations concerning them to

Dr. Joseph Le Conte. It has occurred to me that it might pos-

sibly interest you to have a record of them.

My attention was called to them by Townstiend S. Brandegee,
who was of our party, and who had observed them a few years

before in Colorado.

We were standing at the edge of a broad road, running nearly

at right angles to the advancing shadow of the eclipse. The bands
appeared just before totality (nobody looked for them afterward).

The dark bands appeared to have tolerably defined edges, and
alternated with lighter intervals, which, according to my impres-

sion, were considerably wider than the first. I should say, esti-

mating roughly, that the dark bands were perhaps four inches in

width, and the lighter ones twice as wide. This is, however, only

the record of a hasty impression. No doubt, Mr. Bbani)BGEk’&

observations would much correct mine. They seemed to be per-

fectly straight, but as they were only observed for a short portion

of their length (the width of the road)
,
this may easily have been
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an error. They advanced in the direction of the eclipse with a

steady rather slow motion, roughly estimated at perhaps ten feet

in a second.

It seems to me that the phenomenon is produced by the dif-

fraction of a beam of light, the narrow strip of sun just before

totality answering to the slit in a shutter, by which diffraction

bands are ordinarily produced.

If you think this would be of any interest to Professor Holden,

you are at liberty to use this letter.

Sincerely yours,

Mary K. Curran.

California Academy op Sciences, )

San Francisco, Cal., March 26, 1889. )

Professor Holden:

Dear Sir: You are perfectly welcome to my slight observations,

which might have been more exact, and so of greater value, if,

being my first Total Eclipse of the Sun, I had not felt bound to

take a general view of the phenomena.

Some observations just made on mirror shadows have made
me think that possibly the apparent greater width of the light-

bands, as I remember them, was due to the merging of the

shadow into the dun color of the road—only that portion of the

band which was darker than it making an impression upon me.

Sincerely yours,

Mary K. Curran.

Note.—^The preceding letters have been communicated to Pro-

fessor W. Upton, of Brown University, at his request.

San Francisco, February 6, 1889.

Mr. Chas. Burckhalter, Ohahot University., OaUand^ Cal.:

Dear Sir: I have the pleasure to hand you herewith my report,

with a description of the results obtained during the recent Total

Eclipse of the Sun, as seen from Cloverdale, in Sonoma County,
Cal., on January 1st of the present year.

I first saw the Corona on the westerly limb of the Moon, but
cannot give the exact instant, as my attention was called away
for a moment during that time, and upon glancing up, the Corona
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was showing plainly. I did not attempt to note its duration after

totality. I had read that a very marked shadow of the Moon
could be seen traversing the landscape, as the moment of totality

drew near, and although I looked carefully for it, I could see no

such phenomenon, either before or after totality.

The light from the Corona was much brighter than I had antici-

pated, although not at all trying to the eyes. The inner Corona

appeared to me to be of a light steely-blue color, the outer of a

pure soft white, shading gradually off to nothing. I should judge

that the Corona at its maximum point extended about two diam-

eters of the Moon to the west of the Moon, and about one and one

half diameters to the east. There was a very perceptible fall of

temperature during totality.

With the assistance of Mr. E. P. Livingston, of Cloverdale, I

made five exposures, and will submit four of the negatives here-

with.

The apparatus used by me consisted of a Gibbs 5x7 camera,

mounted on my ordinary tripod, without other steadiment, as I

found no difficulty in getting the proper elevation.

My lens consisted of the front combination of a Darlot No. 2

rapid lens, having a focal length of seventeen inches; (normal

focal length, nine inches.)

I had six Blair feather-weight holders, and one dozen Sebd 25

sens, plates, one half with backs blackened, and one half without.

The lens was ‘‘stopped down’’ with P/32 diaphragm.

The negative numbered one,” which I hand you herewith, was
exposed for one second, being from the eighth to the ninth second

of totality.

No. 2, was an instantaneous exposure, made on the Slst second.

No. 3, was of ten seconds, being from the 53d to the 63d second.

The fourth negative which I made, being a duplicate of No. 3,

I have retained.

No. 5, was of one second duration, and exposure made one sec-

ond after totality had ceased.

These plates were all developed with the Burnham Formula,”

for development, taking from twenty minutes to half an hour each

in development; I noticed no difference in results obtained on the

plates with backs blackened from those without.

Respectfully submitted.

Geo. W. Dornin.
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San Fkancisco, January 25, 1889,

Mr. Charles Burckhalter:

Sir: I have the honor to present to you a report of my personal

observations of the Eclipse of the Sun on January 1, 1889, as seen

at Cloverdale.

The inner Corona was first visible to me, on the dark limb of

the Moon, 43 seconds before totality, and the outer Corona at 2(>

seconds previous to totality.

A drawing of the Corona was afterwards made from memory,

and handed to the committee.

My last sight of the outer Corona was 20 seconds after totality.

I did not see Sunflames at any period of the eclipse.

I could not see any shadow of the Moon, traveling in any direc-

tion.

The Corona appeared to me of a steely blue color, quiteintense

next to the Moon, and shading off at the extremities into the sky.

I did not notice the polar wisps with the naked eye.

I should judge that the Corona extended about two diameters

of the Sun (perhaps a little more) toward the west, but not nearly

so much toward the east.

My son, Alfred K. Gibbs, acted as recording assistant for me.
I exposed two plates successfully—one H. L. Passavant, sensi-

tometer 15, for one second, from 11 to 12; one C. I. P. Passavant,
sensitometer 22, for one second, from 31 to 32. These negatives

herewith to be forwarded to the Lick Observatory.

The lens used was a Lancaster’s Instantograph ” (single view
lens) 22 inches focus, and stopped to F/22.

The camera was a Gibbs,” 5X 7, with cone extension, mounted
on inclined board.

The exposures were made with the cap of the lens.

Trusting that these few facts may prove of some use to you, I

remain, sir,

Yours respectfully,

W. C. Gxbbs.

University of California, Colleoe of Dentistry, )

San Francisco, January 30, 1889.
J

Mr, Chas. Burckhalter:

Dear Sir: I transmit to you as part of my report on the Total
Eclipse of the Sun, January 1, 1889, four negatives of the Corona,
numbered and marked according to directions.
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I saw the Corona a few seconds before and a few seconds after

totality, but do not know how many. During totality the greatest

extent of the Corona seemed to be in general east and west direc-

tion, in width nearly equal to the Sun’s diameter, and in length

two diameters more or less from each side of the Sun.

I did not notice any Sunflames nor the shadow of the Moon on
the earth.

Assisted by my wife, I exposed five plates as follows:

No. 1. Passavant, H. L. from 5th to 6th second, time 1 sec.

No, 2. Seed, No. 26, from 20th to 22d second, time 2 sec.

No. 3. Passavant, H. L. from 48th to 59th second, time 11 sec.

No. 4. Seed, No. 26, from 74th to 86th second, time 12 sec.

No. 5. Passavant, H. L. from 102d sec. to 2 (?) sec. after totality.

The first tliree and the fifth are to be forwarded to the Lick

Observatory. The fourth was badly jarred. I used the rear lens

of the Daelot No. 2, the front lens being removed. The double

lens had a focus of 8^ inches; the one I used was 17 inches focus.

F
The diaphragm was | inches, or

The camera was an Anderson square, 5x7 in., extension front,

mounted on the inclined board and trestle provided by you.

Yours respectfully,

Clark L. Goddard,

1326 Chestnut St,, Oakland.

Fruitvale, Alameda County, January 29, 1889.

Charles Burckhalter, Esq,, Ohabot Observatory, Oakland, Oal:

Dear Sir: Herewith please find five negatives taken by me as

a member of your party, of the Total Solar Eclipse of January 1,

1889, at Cloverdale, Sonoma County, Cal. My recording assist-

ant was Mr. M. P. Donnelly, of Cloverdale.

I exposed six plates successfully, obtaining an impression of

Mercury on eacli one.

No. 1 was exposed 4 Hcconds, between the Oth and 10th second of totality.

No. 2 was exposed 10 seconds, between the 22d and 32d second of totality.

No. 3 was exposed 11 seconds, between the Sbth and 40th second of totality.

No. 4 was exposed 10 seconds, between the 55th and (j5th second of totality.

No. 5 was exposed 15 seconds, between the 70th and 85th second of totality.

No. 6 was exposed 8 seconds, between the 100th second of totality and the

4th second after totality.
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J

Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 are tho nogativos inclosed U» !)« forwarded

to the Lick Observatory.

The lens used was the back combination of a 1 !kck oxS, witli

diaphragm F/4, and an 18-incb focus.

The camera was a 4.1x6,^ WATKaimav, with a tin lulie 12

inches long for an extension, supported on inclined board ami

trestle.

The plates used for Nos. 1 and 2 were ftKKii No. 2(i; lor Ntw. It

and 4 Seed No. 22; and for Nos. 5 and 7 Sked No. 2(1,

Yours truly,

U. ?. (iUIMWIKtn.

Mr. Chas. Burckhadtbe, Ohahot Ohsmntory:

Dear Sir: I had tho pleasure to attend, as a member, the

Pacific Coast Amateur Photographic Association’s Kclipso Olmnr-

yation Expedition, which, under your management, set out for

Cloverdale, California, on December 111, 1H88.

It is unnecessary that I make any rtsferences to tin* general out-

line or preparations of the work undertaken. I will contino my
report to the results of my work and experiences, and eondensts it

so far as possible. As you are aware, few tlata were available to

guide us in selecting apparatus, or in determining what undhods

of working would give the best results; what plates to use, (tto.

Our work was of necessity wholly experimental.

’W'e had been assured by tho astronomers that our ordinary

cameras could yield results of considerable sciemtifio vahu}. With

this assurance, I made but little change in my regular photo-

graphic outfit.

My outfit consisted of tho following:

A camera taking a 5-inch by 7-in(sh plate.

A very rigid tripod, with special contrivance screvpi'd to the

head of tripod, whereby the camera could bo altered in jwsition,

both horizontally and vertically.

A VoiGTLANDER portrait lens number A II, 2-inch ajMjrture, with

back lens removed, which gave about 14 inches l>ack focus;
I’j,

diaphragm was used.

Six plate-holders, containing 2 Passavant IL L. plates, 8 Pass.\-

VANT C. I. P. plates, 2 Seed 22 plates.

The plate-holders were fitted with rods of brass screwed into

plate-holders between slides, and having buttons on ends to pre-

vent the entire withdrawal of slides.
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A finder, shade glasses, lantern, etc.

Having taken position in the field, I firmly imbedded the legs

of my tripod in the ground, drove a stake between them, and, to

secure greater rigidity, connected tripod head to stake with lash-

ings. The hinged rising board contrivance with adjusting screws

was placed upon tripod, the camera set, and found to be perfectly

steady. On an improvised table at my side I arranged (2 min-

utes before totality) my plate-holders, previously numbered, in

such order that the rapid and slow plates alternated. This com-

pleted my arrangements.

Before totality I, together with all other members, drilled in

routine of work to be done, using an empty plate-holder for expo-

sures. Mr. Geo. A. Story rendered me the greatest assistance in

recording my exposures upon a card furnished him for the purpose.

I regret to say that before and during totality I gave no special

attention to the Corona or phenomena in general, being over anx-

ious to secure the greatest possible number of exposures.

Before totality (I did not record first appearance) I saw a large

coronal ring extending from the side of the Moon. Its diameter

was much greater than that of the Moon, with a small segment

cut off where it apparently touched the Moon.

It had the appearance of a huge bright soap bubble, without

the iridescence. I had but a few seconds’ glance at the Corona

during totality, did not study its structure, and only noticed its

general outlines. I was very much surprised at the brilliancy of

the inner Corona, and the brightness of the sky. I had expected

greater darkness of sky, and less intensity of inner Corona.

I obtained seven exposures during totality, and one at four

seconds after totality.

Following is a list of exposures:

(Figures represent seconds after totality began.)

4 to 7—11. L. Hate—No. 1.

16 to 10-0, 1. P. Hate—No. 2.

30 to 82-H. L. Plate—No. 3.

40 to 44—0. 1. P. Hate—No. 4.

64 to 04—Seed 22 Hate—No. 6.

76 to 86—0. 1. P. Hate—No. 6.

07 to 98-0. T. P, Plate—No. 7.

108 to 109-0. 1. 1\ Hate—No. 8.

The manner of developing my negatives, in view of the results,

is not of sufficient importance to note here; suffice it to say that

processes were varied, using pyro and hydroquinon developers.
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Results about the same. Mercuiy is shown in all but last plate.

I shall not enter into any description of the plates. My negatives

. are to me disappointing in many respects.

First—The photographic image is more unlike the visual one

than I expected.

Second—The actinic effect of the sky was so groat as to fog

plates which had long enough exposure to show somewhat tlio

extent of the Corona.

Third—The reflection of the bright imago of the inner Corona
from the back of the lens completed the work of obliterating

structural detail, which the lens, from its nature of reducing the

image, tended to do. The lens, in reducing the imago, brought
the structural lines of brightness so close together that the spaces

between them were solarized. Take, for exami)le, the bruslies or

wisps of light radiating above and below the Moon. The hms
so reduced and brought together the images of those bright lines

of light on the sensitive plate, that their close proximity of l)right-

ness shed a halo over the shady intervening spaces, with the
result of complete solarization of the latter.

The negative image, therefore, shows the inner Corona as a
solid mass of light.

Fourth—The small extent of Corona on plates of oven the
longest exposure. An exposure which fogged the plate was not
long enough to register nearly the full extent of the visible Co-
rona. In fact, I believe the ends of the coronal streamers had
considerably less actinic power than had the sky, and I am con-
vinced that the Corona’s extreme light cannot be pliotographed
with an ordinary camera, unless, probably, the sky bo c.onsidor-
ably less bright than it was in this eclipse, and the sky aliotit

the Moon be shut off as much as possible by a hood or tube project-
ing in front of lens. Possibly these extremities of the streamers
may he photographed negatively ; that is, the coronal ends would
be lighter than the sky on the negative.

Generalizing from my experiences, I am led to believe that the
best apparatus for photographing an eclipse is such as will give
a magnified image of the Corona. Magnification is to my mind
the only method of obtaining a good negative of the inner Co-
rona its strong light must be spread over a large surface of plate
if you would register structural detail—the converse method might
be best for the outer Corona with its faint light. Such an appa-
ratus must be used for the outer Corona especially, as will, in
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giving an image, absorb the least actinic light, and must be made
to follow the Corona by clockwork.

This seems to me imperative in photographing the outer Corona,

For the actinic effect of the extremes of the coronal streamers is

so slight that with a stationary camera they have not force enough
to register an impression, moving as they do over the field of the
plate. In other words, enough actinic light waves are not piled

up’^ one iipon the other on the plate to make any permanent or

perceptible impression.

Further, the Corona alone as much as possible should be in the
optical field, all surrounding skylight excluded.

No one plate, of course, will satisfactorily register such ex-

tremes of intensity as obtain between the outer and inner Corona.
I have dwelt upon the disappointing features of my negatives;

whatever of value may be in the negatives I leave to discovery by
the astronomers to whom they will be surrendered.

In conclusion, permit me to say, that I shall always regard the
day of this eclipse as a memorable one; and, as a Native Son of

the Golden West, feel proud that our California climate acquitted
itself so well.

I cannot thank too highly or adequately express my obligations

to those gentlemen, yourself at their head, who so successfully

managed our expedition, who sacrificed themselves for the good
of all and the interest of science in the various duties of prepa-
rations, observing contacts, counting time and recording expo-
sures, etc., the labor without which our efforts would have been of
little or no value. I only regret that my efforts were nob more
fruitful to justify their labors.

To Mr. Geo. A. Story, who kindly recorded my exposures, I
feel particularly grateful, giving up, as lie did, time which he
might have devoted to admiring the eclipse. Ills kindness is the
more conspicuous, as he was a stranger to mo.
With congratulations to you, and thanking you for the' interest

you incited in, and the help you afforded this expedition, I remain,
Yours very truly,

James H. Johnson,

Secretary P. C. A. P, A.

San Pranotsco, Pobruary 13, 1889.
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Berkeley, .January 30, 1889.

Mr, Charles Burckhalter:

Dear Sir: Totality was seen by me as fifty-two was counted.

I did not notice the duration of Corona after totality; did not see

Sunflames; did not see shadow of Moon. C. W. Wilkinson was

my Kecording Assistant. I exposed five plates:

No. 1—1 sec., Passavant C. I. P.—14s of totality.

No. 2—1 sec., Passavant C. I. P.—34-35 of totality.

No. 3—4 sec., Passavant H. L.—()0“04 of totality.

No. 4—2 sec., Passavant H. L.—88-90 of totality.

No. 5—3 sec., Passavant H. L.—105-108 after totality.

Four negatives to be sent to the Lick Observatory; one was

broken, No. 3.

F
Lens, 8x10 Dallmyer, 12-|-inch focus; stop,

6x8 Anthony camera.
0. V. Lange.

To Mr. Chas. Burckhalter, Chahot Observatory, OaUand^ CaL:

My Dear Sir: Herewith I hand you two photographic nega-

tives of the Total Solar Eclipse of January 1, 1889, taken by me
at Cloverdale, California.

These negatives were obtained in the following manner: Taking
an ordinary 11x14 camera, I inclosed it in a wooden box open at

each end. This box was hinged at one end to a stout plank which
rested (when in position) on two wooden trestles. Under the other

end of the box, and between it and the plank, was placed a screw,

which, when operated, raised or lowered the end. At one side of

this end was placed another screw which, when operated, moved
the box in azimuth.

On top of the box I mounted a l-J-inch telescope, carefully

adjusted, so that when an image was seen in the centre of the

cross wires, it* was at the same time projected on the photographic
plate of the camera exactly in the centre.

I used a rapid rectilinear lens, made by R. & J. Beck, of 24
inches equivalent focus. In this I used a 3-inch diaphragm, thus
reducing the aperture to F/8. The plates were a special emulsion,
prepared by Dr. S. C. Passavant, of San Francisco, and registered

12 on Warnecke^s sensitometer.

At the beginning of the first count by the assistant, which I
learn was some 62 seconds before totality, I brought the Moon’s
image into the centre of the cross wires in the telescope, and by
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aid of the screws, above mentioned, kept it there. The wires

were placed in the form of an L, and enabled me to see the

slightest movement much more readily than if the wires were

crossed in the usual way. When “time^^ was called for totality,

I occupied the first 16 or- 16 seconds in looking at the Corona with

the naked eye, and again getting the image fairly centered. At

19 seconds after totality my assistant, Mr. J. W. Stanfokd, re-

moved the cap from the lens and at 60 replaced it, thus giving an

exposure of 41 seconds. During this time I kept the Moon’s image

as steadily as possible in the centre of the wires of the telescope.

After reversing the plate-holder and allowing the camera to cease

vibrating, the lens cap was removed at 76 seconds after totality,

and replaced as “time” was called at 104 seconds. This plate

had, therefore, 28 seconds exposure. T have marked the first plate

No. 1, and the second No. 2.
*

The plates were of course very much over-exposed. I used the

ordinary pyrogallic acid and carbonate of potash developer, mod-
ifying it, however, by using three times the usual quantity of

water. A normal developer would have produced a thin foggy

image, while restraining the action either by the use of bromide

or by reducing the volume of potash would result in clogging up
the inner Corona hopelessly. As development proceeded I was
compelled to add more water, the action being exceedingly rapid.

The image on the 41 second plate made its appearance in 7 sec-

onds, and was fully developed in 6 minutes. I did not observe

any difference between this and the 28 second plate worthy of

note.

An examination of the negatives shows the inner Corona a

mass of light without detail, while the extreme ends are devel-

oped into the light of the sky. This would seem to prove that

the limit of the photographic image had been reached in both

cases, and while the eye may have been able to discern the con-

trast between the faint light of the Corona and the sky for a

greater distance than the negatives show, the photographic value

of these faint rays seems to have been no greater than that of the

sky at the same point.

The planet Mercury is shown on both of these negatives.

Note.

—

See Figure 1 of this volume.

10

W. H. Lowden.
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San Pkancisco, February 1 , 1889.

Chas. Buecehalteb, Esq.:

Dear Sie: In answer to the circular issued by the President of

the P. C. A. P. A., I take pleasure in placing before you the fol-

lowing data respecting my work at the Cloverdale expedition.

Recording Assistant—Feank S. Weight.

Camera—Scovill’s “Albion” compact,

Lens—Morrison leukoscope—3-inch aperture—19 in. ecjtuivalent

focus—^no stop.

Plate— Eastman’s American film— sensitometer 22— trans-

ferred to and left on glass to avoid any possible aberration in

backing with the gelatine skin and stripping from tho glass.

Exposures—Ten in all—two before, four during, and two after

totality.

The two before and the two after totality were solarized.

The four exposures during totality were as follows;

No. l—Three seconds between the 18th and 21st of totality.

No. 2-~Ten seconds between the 34th and 44ih of totality.

No. 3—Twenty seconds between the 55th and 75th of totality.

No. 4—Fifteen seconds between the 86th and 101st of totality.

Herewith I send you two negatives for delivery to the I^ick

Observatory. No. 1. Three seconds exposure—between tho 18th
and 21st of totality, and No. 4, fifteen seconds exposure

—
^lietween

the 86th and 101st of totality.

N. B.—Instead of 'negatives I will hand you two corrosponding

positives made by Mr. Tyler through the camera, as soon as he
has them ready for me.

Being very busy with my camera and wishing to do good work
with it I paid no particular attention to the time before and after

totality, when the Corona was first visible to me. During the
duration of my exposures I observed the phenomena, but was
unable to distinguish any Sunflames as distinct from the rays
of the Corona.

I used no especial apparatus for the occasion, and with the
exception of turning back the front leg of the Fairy tripod and
bracing with string the front of the camera, I followed the usual
mode of procedure.

Very respectfully,

C. F. MONTEALKaEK,
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San Francisco, February 9, 1889.

C. BtJRCKHALTER, Esq.^ Chahot Observatory, OaMand, Cal.:

Dear Sir: I beg herewith to present to your consideration the

result of my photographic work and observations on the occasion

of the P. C. A. P. A. Eclipse Expedition to Cloverdale on January

1, 1889.

The camera used I especially constructed for the purpose. It

consisted of a quadrangular wooden tube 8"x8" and 32" long.

The front end had a head 1-J" thick, bored to carry the lens tube;

the hole was lined with velvet, which allowed the lens tube ample

latitude to slide, for fine focussing, without leaking light. At the

rear end was fitted the ordinary reversible back of a half plate

camera. The lens was the front combination of a Laverne R. R.

lens, reversed, the focus being 32 inches, and the diaphragm used

was P/22. In place of a tripod I used an inverted rectangular

channel, or trough, made of three boards, each 8 feet long, one

end of the channel resting on the ground and the other on a

trestle; this made a very rigid and exceedingly convenient stand.

The whole outfit was rudely constructed, but proved extremely

practical and thoroughly successful.

I made two exposures before totality, six during totality, and
one immediately after—nine in all, as follows:

No. 1—Some minutes before totality (exact time not noted).

Plate Passavant’s C. I. P., exposure of a second, timed with a

Newman shutter.

No. 2—Not quite two minutes before totality (exact time not

noted)'^, as the counting had not commenced, but it did commence
immediately after this exposure was made. Plate C. I. P., expos-

ure second.

No. 3—The exposure of this commenced on the first second of

totality and was of 3 seconds duration. Plate Passavant^s H. L.

of about 15 sensitometer register.

No. 4—Was exposed 4 seconds during the 20th to 24th seconds

of totality. Same kind of plate as the last.

No. 5—Had 6 seconds between the 41st and 47th seconds of

totality; also H. L. plate.

No. 6—Was. exposed 1 second from the GOth to Gist seconds of

totality; L. plate.

No. 7—Had only i a second exposure at the 78th second of

totality; H. L. plate.
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No. 8—Had 1 second exposure from 91st to 92d seconds of

totality, on H. L. plate.

No. 9—Was exposed a second or two after time was call(3d at

the 104th second; the exact time was not noted. This was on a

C. I. P. plate.

My assistant, who recorded the time for me, was the IToin Prank

*0. De Long. No difficulty was experienced in developing tlm

plates. Those taken during totality I treated as if under-exposed,

and used two and three times the normal quantity of potash and

soda.

I made no sketch of my optical observations, as I was too busy

making exposures. I may state, however, that I saw the Corona

9 or 10 seconds before totality and somewhat longer afterwards.

I beg to draw your particular attention to negative No. 2 (the

one with the clouds), as proof of what a narrow escape we had

from having our observations ruined.

Yours respectfully,

Wm. Letts Oliver.

San Francisco, January 31, 1889.

Mr. Charles Burckhaltee, Chahot Observatory:

Dear Sir: Plerewith I hand you my report of observations

made at Cloverdale, January 1, 1889, and at San Francisco, Jan-

uary 16, 1889, to ascertain the comparative value of the strength

of the actinic light during the Total Solar Eclipse of January 1,

1889, and that of the Moon twenty-five hours before full.

A plate registering 15, with Warneuke’s sensitomoter under
ordinary test (luminous tablet, lighted up with one iiudi of mag-
nesium wire, and after one minute’s rest, exposure of 30 seconds)

was cut into small plates, a and h.

Plate a was exposed by my assistant, Thomas Andrews, in the

same sensitometer, at Cloverdale, for exactly 15 seconds during
the totality of the solar eclipse (January 1, 1889), viz., from 41

to 56 seconds of totality. This plate a was kept in the dark until

January 16, when it was developed together with plate h.

Plate h was exposed at San Francisco, in the same sensitometer,

on January 15, 1889, at 8:30 p. m. to the Moon, at which time she
was at an altitude of about 22'’ (being the same as at the solar

eclipse) for exactly 16 seconds. This was 25 hours before full

Moon; the night was bright and clear.
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Plates a and h were developed together in a pyro developer of

normal strength (6 grains pyrogalot, 30 grains carbonate of

potash, 42 drams water), for 4 minutes.

Before fixing

Plate a showed 23.

Plate h showed 10.

This indicates, according to Warnerke’s scale, that the actinic^

light during the solar eclipse was 36 times as strong as that of the

Moon at the time above mentioned; or

Intensity of actinic light of full Moon—(25 hours) ==1.

Intensity of actinic light, middle of solar eclipse=36.

I am well aware that this test can not be considered a definite

cne, hut it may be regarded as a basis for future similar experi-

ments.

It is a known fact that the scale of the WARNEKKr; sensitoraeter

absorbs actinic light, on account of the pigment which is used in

its manufacture; the more so in the higher numbers, where the

pigment has very dark shades. Also, the shades of the different

squares are not perfectly reliable in all instruments. The War-
NBRKE sensitometer is therefore not well adapted for comparing

the intensity of light from different sources.

The future similar experiments, an instrument of the kind of

Vogel’s tube photometer would give more reliable results. How-

ever, such a photometer was not at my disposal, and the time

was too short to construct one.

Very truly vours,
Dr. S. C. Passavant.

San Francisco, January 1, 1889.

Mr . Chas. Burckhalter:

My Dear Sir: I desire to report to you as follows: In observing

the Total Eclipse of the Sun to-day under your instructions, I used

a 3^-inch telescope, Wray objective, power about 30. I called the

time of beginning and ending of totality and found its duration

104 seconds. My time exactly agreed with Mr. Comi^ton’s who
sat next to me in the field—^he observing with a sextant. There

was no appearance of Daily’s beads. The west limb of the Moon
was comparatively clear, and obscuration clearly marked. But

about three minutes before totality and before time was called

(which was about 100 seconds before totality), I observed the
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southern portion of the crescent of the Sun apparently split about

fwo fifths of the distance towards the northern cusp.

Thinking this an optical illusion, I brought it to the cetitre and

again to the side of the field, hut still observed it distinctly. It

was soon covered by the advancing Moon. I called the attention

of Mr. Compton to it immediately after the totality, and ho said

he observed it also.

As the Moon’s disc occupied almost the entire field of iny tele-

scope, I did not attempt to observe the Corona, lest in moving my
glass, laterally too far, I might lose the close of totality, to which
duty you assigned me.

The chromosphere seemed to me quite uniform in appearance

and I did not observe any marked solar protuberances.

I enclose a drawing of the Corona as observed by my son,

Launce H. Piekson, with a pair of powerful marine glasses, and
his report thereon.

Yours truly,

Wm. M. PlERvSCyN.

San Francisco, February 1, 1889.

Mr. Chas. Burckhalter, in charge F. C. A. P. A. Expedition:

Sir : I have the honor to send herewith four (4) 5x7 negatives
made by me of the Solar Eclipse at Cloverdale, January 1, 1889.
The negatives are all on Passavant’s H. L. plates, having a sen-
sitometer register of from 15 to 17.

The lens used was a Darlot rapid hemispherical doublet of
8|“inch focus, having the front combination removed, giving a
focus of about 17 inches.

The stop or diaphragm was F/8.

The development was made with pyro and potash.
Exposure as per card herewith, vi 25 .

:

Plate No. 1—Exposed 17 seconds, between the M and 20th
seconds of totality.

Plate No. 2—Exposed 8 seconds, between the 40th and 48th
seconds of totality.

Plate No. 3—Exposed 4 seconds, between the Slst and 85th
seconds of totality.

Plate No. 4—Exposed 1 second, from the lOlst to 102d second
of totality.

My assistant was Mr. Geo. B. Baer, who did the work assigned
to him with care and intelligence.
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In conclusion, I must say that personally I saw little or nothing

of the Corona, being so intent on exposing my plates properly that

I gave my entire attention to -them.

Yours very truly,

Gko. W. Reeb,

Vice-President Pacific Coast Amateur Photo. Asso.

San Francisco, January 31, 1889.

Mr. Chas. Burckhalter, in charge of Cloverdale P. Q. A. P. A.

Observing Party:

Dear Sir: My business engagements being such that I could

not take time to prepare any special apparatus, I either had to

use one of my view cameras, with the rapid rectilinear lens belong-

ing to it, or give up all idea of joining the photographic expedi-

tion. As this would have been a great disappointment to me, I

concluded to accompany the association and do the best I could

with a light, compact Hare (English) camera, 4|x6-J, fitted with

sliding plate-holders, Dallmeyer 6|x8^ rapid rectilinear lens,

11.30 in. equivalent focus.

On arriving on the field, I found that, owing to the projection

of the focusing screw below the bed of my camera, a trestle and

board which had been reserved for me, could not be used con-

veniently without nailing on several cleats. These not being

available, I concluded to use my tripod, and it proved entirely

satisfactory.

I followed the directions found in “ Instructions for Observing

the Total Eclipse of July, 1878,” contained in the report issued by

the U. S. Naval Observatory, and focused on the most distant

object I could find, and then turned my camera so as to bring the

image of the Sun in the middle of the plate, but a well known

photographer who was looking on informed me that I was badly

out of focus. Having considerable confidence in his judgment, I

changed the position of my ground glass, but think I made a

mistake in doing so, as I now strongly suspect I was in better

focus before the change than afterwards—at any rate my image

was much larger.

Being provided with comparatively slow plates (Passavant^s

H. L., sens. 17), I was detailed to give exposures of 10, 8, 6, etc.,

seconds, with the largest diaphragm P/8.684. This I did, but was

much surprised, on developing the plates, to find the image to be
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towards the lower righthand corner of the plates instead of in the

centre where I carefully placed it before exposure. Tlie cdiango

may and probably was caused by ajar of the cam(n‘a, but, at the

time, I was quite positive that it had remained rigid.

Having, of course, had no experience in developing negatives

of this kind, I used the normal developer recommended by the

maker of the plates, as appended below:

l>YRO-I)EVEM)PniL

Sol. T.

Distilled water 8 aiinces,

Sulphite soda 2 ounceH,

Citric acid 00 grains.

Pyrogallic acid I ounce.

Sol. It.

Carbonate potash C P 8 ouiu^eH.

Sulphite soda 2 ounccH.
Distilled water 10 oiuuuw.

Water 5 ounccH,
Sol. I 1 drauL
Sol. II 1 (inun.

Although watching carefully for the Corona, I did not boo it

either before or after totality. Neither did I soe any Sunllamcw at
any stage of the eclipse. Just before totality, we wewe told to

look for the shadow of the Moon approaching us from a south-
westerly direction, but neither I nor those in my immediate vicin-
ity observed it. This, I think, was owing to the fact that wc were
stationed in the center of a level field, and wore looking towards
some oak trees back of which was a ridge of low, rolling hills.

While busy making the exposures,! glanced hurriedly at the Sun
between times, being curious to see the streamers and colored
flames which it was predicted would bo visil)le. I was unable to
make out either, the Corona appearing to be a simple fringe of
light, of uniform width, surrounding the Moon’s disc. Figure 1,
Plate 24 (without the colors), in the report inontionod above, rep-
resents the eclipse exactly as it appeared to mo.
The exposures were

—

From 6th to Kith second; 10 sec.
From 40th to 48th second; 8 soo.

From JOOth to 100th second; (I sec.

Yours sincerely,

Geokuk Tashkika.
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San Fbancisco, February 20, 1889.

Mr. Chakles Burckhalter, Ohahot Observatory:

Dear Sir: As you are aware, the enthusiasm of the members

of the association has been roused by your description, in a

lecture before them, of the work accomplished in astronomy by

photography and the service that could be rendered eclipse-pho-

tography by ordinary apparatus used intelligently. The publi-

cation of further information in the press and by pamphlets

regarding the eclipse kept up this interest, and twenty-four mem-

bers volunteered assistance, to be made use of as you might direct.

As, with most of the photographers, my views of the eclipse

were confined to the moments available when counting seconds of

exposure, I saw neither Sunflames nor the shadow of the Moon

traveling, though the transition from the last glint of sunlight to

the partial darkness of totality was sudden, making the Corona

appear to burst into view. I counted seventy seconds after the

last call of time before the Corona disappeared. It appeared to

me like a film of light behind the Sun’s rays.

I had endeavored to attach my camera to a surveyor’s transit,

in order that the image might be of good size, but the weather

just preceding January 1st prevented my making experiments

on the Moon. This and lack of time prevented my finding the

exact difference between the chemical and the visual focus. The

transit was, however, taken to Cloverdale and used by Mr. Lewis

Tasheira. The result of his observations are shown in the sketch

marked “ A,” and as Mr. Tasheira is a civil engineer of note his

findings are unusually worthy.

“The sketch was made immediately after the eclipse, though

the general outline was sketched in during totality. My attention

was mainly diverted to the colorless protuberances of light which

projected beyond the inner Corona, as shown in my sketch. I

saw no color in the Corona and observed no change in its outline

during totality. It was visible to me sixty seconds after totality.

The smoked glass held by Mr. Edes in front of the telescope was

not of sufficient density to enable the eye to withstand the intense

light; otherwise the Corona might have been observed a few sec-

onds more. The instrument was an ordinary surveyor’s transit.

The image of the Moon nearly filled the field of its telescope so

that the full extent of the outer Corona could not be seen.”
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Special effort was made by Mrs. Lattha B. Bok, Mrs, A. W.
Truesdell, Miss Sylvia Rey, and Miss Nellie L. Treat, to

secure sketches of the Corona, if possible, in color. Tlu^ report of

Mrs. Roe shows how difficult it is to do anything with colors in bo

short a time.

It was my intention to procure a skehdi in crayoti showing

the colors of the Corona, but the light was so dim and the? tina?

so short one could not select the proper crayons. I end(?avor(?<l,

therefore, to secure the luminous impression of tlie Corona with

the colors at hand The sketch made afterwards from

memory is more correct in not showing any warm color in

the Corona.’^

Miss Sylvia Rey^s report shows the course followed by tlio

sketchers, and the general color effects:

As one of the party that observed the eclipse at (Jlovordalc,

I made a drawing of the Corona as it appeared to me during
totality. As the Sun’s disc became more and more ol)Hcur<Hl, thc^

landscape gradually assumed a peculiar appearance, miu?h nmem-
bling, at its climax, the effect produced by an electric light. The
sensation produced was the more weird and strange, accompanied
as it was by a sudden fall in the temperature. For a sliort period
preceding totality I closed my eyes in order to render them sengi-

tive. They should, therefore, have been able to detecd any colorg

which might have been visible in the Corona. The sky became
a cold steel-blue. The Moon’s disc did not appear black, and the
Corona was a luminous pearl color, the radiations conveying to
me the form given in my drawing (“ D ”).

“I had prepared to make a color impression at the iiini\ l>ut 1

found my colors useless. Since then I have endeavored to repro-
duce in color some representation of what I saw, but it m impos-
sible to give to the Corona that luminous silvery api)ftaraiKHR
intense where it immediately surrounds the disc and disBolvirtg
into the color of the sky.”

Miss Treat corroborates the difficulties in the way of sketehing
in color:

Through following instructions directing i:no to close my c?yes
a few minutes previous to totality, I lost some of the effect of the
diminishing light upon the landscape. I noticed, howeviw, im-
mediately preceding obscuration, that the surrounding hills as-
sumed a deep purplish hue. The atmosphere seemed to bo of
a greenish, metallic blue. I noticed also the extreme sharpness
of the shadows of different objects.
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The time available for sketching was so short I could only make
the merest outline of the Corona and without detail (“E’’). The

inner Corona appeared to me of an intense luminous metallic

blue. The streamers of the outer Corona were of an intense white

light, well defined for a certain distance and then fading away

into the surrounding atmosphere. Although I noticed no red or

yellow light in the Corona I have since found, in trying to make
a color sketch from memory (“F”) that to produce the intensely

luminous effect it is necessary to use the primary colors, red, blue,

and yellow. I have found it impossible to reproduce by any

method of coloring the intensely luminous appearance of the

Corona. My color sketch is simply suggestive of the general

effect.’’

When returning from Cloverdale in the afternoon of January

first, I secured from these ladies, collectively, by questioning them

individually, the following concensus of opinion.

The sky before totality was of a leaden blue color; during totality

it became lighter and more luminous as it extended to the Corona,

seeming to be illumined by its light. The light near the disc of

the Moon was of an intense luminous silver, with a bluish tinge,

similar to the light of an electric arc. The streamers of the outer

Corona, extending in an oblique direction, were similar in color,

though fainter, fading away into the surrounding sky. The disc

of the Moon appeared of a dark hazy purple, assuming a gaseous,

filmy aspect. At no time did it appear black. No warm colored

rays of light were seen at any time.

Mr. C. Mason Kinne’s remarks, accompanied as they are by an

excellent sketch (“G”) made while on the ground, are of value.

‘^The drawing as to diameter is as accurate as the eye and low

objective can make it. Color of inner Corona, a cold, steely blue,

fading into purple, red, and slight yellow. There was a slight

protuberance on the northwest limb. A small, reddish, purple Sun-

flame was seen near the north pole of the Sun.”

I would also draw your attention to the sketch of Capt. C. L.

Hoopee, of the U. S. revenue cutter Corwin also from

observations through a telescope and made within five minutes

after totality. The sketches of Mrs. A. W. Truesdell, W. C.

Gibbs, and Dr. C. L. Goddard, conclude the number of trust-

worthy drawings made by our party. All of them were taken up

as soon after totality as practicable. In the case of the ladies,

whose eyes were unaided, the drawings were untouched.
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To those accustomed to sketching probably hotter work could

be accomplished by devoting the short time of totality to close

observation, immediately afterwards, and without comparison of

notes making a detailed sketch of their impressions.

I exposed successfully six plates, all of them are forwarded

herewith. I note that an exposure of 6 seconds on a Fashavant

plate of 17 sensitometer (Plate No. 4), appears identical with a

6-second exposure on a Carbutt eclipse of 27 sensitometer. No.

3 was developed with a solution strong in pyro; the inner Corona

was brought up to sufficient density before the outer had fairly

started. The other negatives were developed with a diluted devel-

oper weak in pyro, and this seems the correct one for saving the

delicate half tones of the outer Corona.

I used an ordinary camera mounted on a trestle for steadiness.

Lens, Darlot’s Rapid Hemispherical No. 3; stop F/4().

Plate No. 1—1 to exposure 5 seconds.

Plate No. 2—16 to 24, exposure 8 seconds.

Plate No. 3—39 to 42, exposure 3 seconds.

Plate No. 4—56 to 61, exposure 6 seconds.

Plate No. 5—74 to 76, exposure 2 seconds.

Plate No. 6—88 to 96, exposure 8 seconds.

Mr. W. N. McCarthy was my recording assistant.

The association is indebted to Messrs. Britton and Rey for the

lithographed sketch cards kindly contributed by them and which
were distributed among the party. The tally cards used for

recording the photographic exposures were presented by Mr. J, V.
A. Rey.

In conclusion, let me congratulate you upon the success of your
arrangements. There was nothing lacking for our comfort during
our stay at Cloverdale, and not the slightest hitch occurred to mar
the perfect success of your carefully prepared programme.

Very respectfully yours,

A. J. Treat,

President P. C. A. P. A.

San Francisco, February 1, 1889.

Mr. Charles Btjrckhalter, Ohahot Observatory, Oahland:

Pear Sir: Herewith I beg to submit to you my contribution
for your report on the Eclipse Expedition to Cloverdale.
As my eyes were not protected, and employed in adjusting the

camera frorp time to time, I was not in a condition to make any
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observations of the Corona with the eye; in fact, it appeared to

me simply as two overlapping rings of light.

Recording assistant, E. B. Moore.

Plates exposed successfully: Three before totality, eight during

totality, and three after totality. Those exposed during totality

are:
No. 1 from (?)tli to 16th second—7 seconds.

No. 2 from 24th to 27th second—4 seconds.

No. 3 from 36th to 42d second—7 seconds.

No. 4 from 53d to 57th second—5 seconds.

No. 5 from 69th to 71st second—3 seconds.

No. 6 from 81st to 90th second—10 seconds.

No. 7 from 96th to 97th second—2 seconds.

No. 8 from 105th to 106th second—2 seconds.

The above exposures are from the record, but think that they

all represent rather longer exposures than were actually given, as

the shutter used worked quicker than the voice.

I hand you herewith three pieces of Eastman film representing

phases before totality. In one of these (though over exposed)

the Corona appears to show two glass positives representing nega-

tives Nos* 2 and 3.

On the negatives Memory is distinct, but not strong enough to

print. I have already handed you two plates containing four

negatives each, being Nos. 4 to 8, as above, and three exposures

made after totality; the number 8 appears to have been made at

the moment when the Sun began to reappear.

Description of apparatus:

All my exposures were made on Eastman films, and the two

large plates containing eight negatives are therefore reversed;

i. 6 ., the real face of the negative is against the glass. The camera

used was of home-made construction—a box 16 inches long, sup-

ported on a baseboard, hinged at the rear, and with adjust:

able struts for elevating the front. Fitted with a Green shutter,

opening on the pressure of the bulb, and closing on the release of

the pressure. Lens used was back half of a Dallmeyer type of

Rectilinear, with stop F/16, focal length about 16 inches. All

negatives made on Eastman’s extra quick stripping films, ex-

posed in a roll holder of same firm. Developed with hydroqui-

none and soda carbonate, weak.

Yours respectfully,
Edm. L. Woods,

Member of P. C. A. P. A.
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NOTES ON THE NEGATIVES DEPOSITIH) AT THE LICK

OBSERVATORY BY THE MEMBERS OE THE PACIFIC

COAST AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

By Jamks E, Keklkr.

The negatives obtained by the naembers of the Pacific Coast Am-
ateur Photographic Association were sent to the Lick Observatory ,

and are kept there for reference.'*' They have beexi used by Pro-

fessor Holden in preparing his description and diagram of the?

Corona, and by myself in studying the forms of the outer coronal

streamers. The full value of the work of the Association can only

be obtained by a comparison of the reports of its iiKUYibers with

the original negatives, but as this will not be possible for most of

those who are interested in the subject, I have prepared a descrip-

tion of the negatives in order to make the results as far as possible

available to others than ourselves. In all questions involving

photographic methods, I have sought the advice of Mr. IUunaed
and Mr. Burnham.

It will be seen, on reference to the report of Mr. Bueckiialtee,
that the work of the Association was arranged to producf) the
most valuable results of its members as a body, and that each
observer was not occupied in the comparatively simple process of
endeavoring to get the best possible general view of the eclipse.

In fact, the special work allotted to some of the observers made a
satisfactory picture impossible. Under this arrangement a fail-

ure to secure any given feature is as instructive and important as
a success.

Negatives by Ohas, B^ircichalter.

The beautiful negatives of Mr. Burgkhaltex{ require little com-
ment, as they have been partially described by himself and bv
Professor Holden. An attempt was made to reproduce his nega-
tive No. 9 by a photolithographic process, but the result lacked
so much of doing justice to the negative that the attempt wag
abandoned. In No. 3the outlyingwings of the Corona on the west
extend as far as 48' or 50' from the Moon’s centre. This is also
the best general view of the Corona. No. 6 is very dense in
the inner Corona, but does not have the same extent as No. 3.

* Or returned on the request of the owners.
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The prominences are particularly well shown in No. 5 and No.
11. In the former they are a little over-exposed.

In No. 5 the polar rays are shown very nearly to the Moon’s
limb. The greatest extent of the Corona on this plate is 35' from
the centre.

No. 11 is a very interesting plate. The exposure ended at the

instant of third contact, and the reappearing photosphere has pro-

duced an aureole around the point of contact, due to total reflec-

tion at the back of the plate. That the contact had just occurred,

is shown by the circular shape of the aureole and the excellent

definition of the chromosphere above the point, close to which is a

large prominence with a detached portion floating near its summit
(the same prominence as drawn by Mr. Brasheae). The entire

depth of the chromosphere is therefore shown at the point of con-

tact. Placing the plate on the measuring engine of the Lick Ob-

servatory, I made the following measurements:

Diameter of Moon’s image =0.7760^»=

Outer edge of chromosphere above limb of Moon =0.0106 =

Summit of prominence above limb of Moon =0.0260 =

Outer point of detached portion above limb of

Moon ..=0.0326 =

2000"= miles,

27.3 =12,100 miles.

67.0 = 29,700 miles.

84.0 =37,200 miles.

The heights are probably somewhat too great, on account of a

slight solarization of the limb of the Moon.

The diameter of the image of the Moon in Mr. Burckhalter’s

negatives (0.78 inches) is greater than in any others which have

been sent to the Observatory.

Negatives by George W. Dornin,

Mr. Dornin has contributed four negatives.

No. 1 shows the coronal streamers extending 40' from the

Moon’s centre. There is very little detail.

No. 2, an instantaneous exposure, shows merely the inner Co-

rona, as a ring about 4' wide. The camera appears to have been

jarred in exposing, as the prominences have left short trails in a

nearly vertical direction.

No. 3, exposed 10 seconds, shows the trumpet-like extension of

the western streamers pointed out by Professor Holden in figure

1. They can be traced to 90' from the Moon’s centre. Mercury

appears as a strong black dot.

No. 5 was still exposed at the end of totality and has somewhat

the same appearance as Mr. Burckhalter’s No. 11. The expos-
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ure was however continued longer, and the Corona on the side of

the reappearing Sun is nearly obliterated.

Mercury can be seen on this plate also.

These plates do not show the polar rays separately. Either the

focus was not perfectly sharp, or the camera was vibrating slightly.

The latter appears to be the more probable explanation, as an

ordinary light tripod was used.

Negatives hy W. Q. Gihhs.

Both of the negatives hy Mr. Gibbs were made with a small

aperture and short exposure, as will be seen by referring to his

report. They are remarkable for the excellence of definition.

The polar rays are particularly well shown in No. 2, the more

sensitive plate, in which also the extent of the Corona is greatest,

the western streamers extending 26' from the Moon’s centre.

’ Negatives hy Clarlc L. Goddard.

No. 1 shows the inner Corona, extending 25' from the Moon’s

centre, on the west side. At the poles the beginnings of the

brushes of light are shown, but not very distinctly.

No. 2. Polar rays not shown separately. Greatest extension

of Corona 45' from the Moon’s centre.

No. 3. Best general view. Polar rays not shown separately.

Mercury appears as a sharp black trail nearly 3' long. The great-

est extension of the Corona is 50' from the Moon’s centre.

No. 5 is much like No. 2, except that the Sun appeared during

the exposure. The coronal outlines can still be seen. Merctmj

is not certainly shown.

Negatives by 0. P. Grimwood.

These negatives are somewhat alike, all having been made with

long exposures.

No. 1. The greatest extension of the Corona is 65' from the

Moon’s centre. The polar rays are indistinctly shown.

No. 2. The Corona extends 60' toward the west. Polar rays

not separately shown.

No. 4. Much like No. 2.

No. 5 shows the greatest extension of the Corona, 62' from the

Moon’s centre. Polar rays not shown.

No. 6. The sun reappeared during the exposure, but the coro-

nal outlines persist. The polar rays are very indistinctly shown

.

Mercury appears as a short black trail on all these plates.
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Negatives hy James H. Johnson.

No. 1 is a good general view of tlie Corona. The polar rays

are indistinctly shown.

No. 2 is very sharp and distinct—probably as good a picture as

could be obtained with so small an image. The greatest extent

of the Corona is 40'.

No. 3 is like No. 2, but is not so sharp.

No. 4 is much like No. 1, but the density of the image is less.

No. 5 is a good general view, and shows a considerable exten-

sion of the Corona (55'). The polar rays are shown, although

blurred by the motion of the image.

No. G shows the greatest extension of the Corona (60'). The

|)olar rays are not separately shown.

No. 7 is sharp, and much like No. 5.

No. 8 was caught by the returning sunlight, and the camera

was badly jarred. It shows but little.

MercMry appears on all the plates but the last.

In transmitting these negatives to the Lick Observatory, Mr.

Johnson called attention to the fact tliat three of the plates (Nos.

3, 6, and 7), show specks in position angle about 225°, which coin-

cide when the plates are superposed, and that it was possible that

theses might l)e photographic images of some unknown object near

the Sun. The distance of the speck from the Moon’s centre is

about 50'.

The plates were therefore carefully examined by Professor Hol-

DKN, Mr. Barnard, and myself, and compared with other nega-

tives. Tlie conclusion which we reached was, that the specks

were accidental, for the reasons briefly stated below:

1. The speck on Plate No. 3 under a magnifying glass does not

present the appearance of a photographic image.

2. The distances of the specks from the Moon’s centre, although

in close agreement, differ too much for photographic images of a

real ol)ject.

3. The speck does not appear on Plate No. 5, although Mermry

is well shown, and this plate is quite free from accidental specks

and l)lomiBheB.

4. The speck docs not appear on the negatives of Messrs. Bubcx-

HALTKE, iRKnAND, Lanois, and Lowden.

5. There is no corresponding speck on Mr. Barnard’s Plate 0,

although this is the only plate in our possession which shows the

star O' Saqittarii,

11
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Negatives by 0, V. Lange.

TliG four negdtivos sGnt by Mr. Lange aro morG alike tban. tbo

considerable differences in the exposures might lead one to expect,

probably because the short exposures were made on quick plates

and the long exposures on slow ones.

No. 1 is the best general view. Greatest extent of Corona, 55'.

The polar rays are fairly well shown.

No. 2 shows the greatest extent of the Corona, 60' from the

Moon's centre. The outer ends of the polar rays can be sepa-

rately distinguished.

No. 4 is much like No. 1.

No.. 6 was caught by the returning sunlight. The outlines of

the Corona remain the same, where they are not obliterated by the

fogged circle around the point of reappearance. The polar rays

are well shown.

The focus in these negatives appears to be very sharp. Mer-

cury shows in all the plates as a very small and nearly round point.

Negatives by William LL Lowden.

The negatives of Mr. Lowden have been fully discussed by

Professor Holden in the introduction, and it is unnecessary to

repeat the description here.

Negatives by 0. F. Montealegre.

The original negatives were not sent to the Lick Observatory.

Of the two positives sent, No. 1 shows the Corona extending 46'

from the Moon’s centre, and No. 2 shows the Corona as far as 75'.

The motion of the image was considerable and little detail appears.

Mercury is beyond the limits of the plate, in both positives.

Negatives by William Letts Oliver.

These have not been sent to the Lick Observatory.

Negatives by Dr. S. C. Passavant.

The plates exposed by Dr. Passavant for obtaining a measure

of the actinic value of the light of the Corona and sky during

totality have been described in his report. Two negatives of the

Corona which were also made are not there described.

Plate No. 1 (Passavant C. I. P.) was made with a Steinheil

aplanatic lens of 11.2 inches focus, and a stop reducing the aper-

ture to F/8. The exposure was about second at the 7th second
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of totality. The inner Corona is shown as a ring of light 3' in

breadth at the poles and a little greater at the equator. The
camera was vibrating a little at the time of exposure as the proni-

iiiences have left short trails.

Plate No. 2 (Passavant C. I. P.) was made with the same
apparatus, hut with 4 seconds exposure, from the G4th to the 68th

second of totality. It is a good general representation of the

Corona, notwithstanding the small size of the image, but the polar

rays are obliterated by the motion during exposure. The great-

est extent of the Corona is 80' from tlio Moon’s centre.

The outlines of distant trees are very distinctly shown on the

same plate, and also the clouds near the horizon, where the actinic

eftect is much greater than in the sky near the Corona.

Negatives by George W. Reed.

No. 1 shows but a small extension of the Corona, notwithstand-

ing its long exposure, probably because the development was not

continued long enough for that purpose.

No. 2 resembles No. 1, but shows the details more distinctly.

The extent of the Corona is somewhat greater.

No. 3 is like No. 2.

No, 4 shows the smallest extension of tlie Corona. The polar

rays are not separately shown. Ifemtn/ appears on all the plates.

Negatives by George Tasheira.

The negatives of Mr. Tashrtra arc much out of focus, probably

for the reason given in his report.

Negatives by A. J. Treat.

Plate No, 1 shows polar rays fairly. Corona extends 45' from

the Moon’s centre.

No. 2—Excellent general view.

No. 3—Shows but little.

No. 4—Much like No. 1.

No. 5—Best general view. Much like No. 2. This plate shows

the greatest extension of the Corona, 60' from the Moon’s centre.

No. 6—Is much like No. 1,

Mercury is shown on all of these plates. Trees in the landscape

are shown in all except No. 3.
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Negatives by E. L. Woods.

The negatives made by Mr. Woods during totality are fair

general views, showing indistinctly the polar rays.

Two plates exposed before totality show the entire outline of

the Moon on the background of the Corona. One of these was

made but a few seconds before second contact, the other much

earlier. Unfortunately the time was not recorded, so that it

is not definitely known when the plate was exposed. Mr.WOODS

thinks it was made some time during the count, that is, at less

than 52 seconds before totality. Prom the measured distance

between the cusps of the solar crescent I have computed the time

before second contact to be 72 seconds, but the solarization,

or spreading of the photographic image, makes this method

inaccurate. It will be seen, on reference to Mr. Burckhalteb’s

report, that at 70 or 80 seconds before totality the Sun was

clouded, and it was not until about half a minute before totality

that the clouds passed away. Mr. Woods’ negative shows light

clouds just clear of the east limb of the Moon, and from this I

have concluded that the exposure was made 30 seconds before

totality, or possibly a little earlier.

After examining these and other photographs of the eclipse in

the possession of the Lick Observatory, it seems to me that the

following general conclusions may be drawn:

1. On account of the granulations in the plates, but little detail

can be expected in a photograph of the Corona, in which the

image of the Moon is less than a quarter of an inch in diameter,

no matter how carefully the focus may be adjusted. In the future,

if the object is to secure a representation of the more delicate

coronal details, cameras should be employed in which the diam-

eter of the Moon’s image is half an inch or more, this implying

a focal length of at least 54 inches. If only the general form,

or the greatest extent of the Corona, or a measure of the bright-

ness of large areas of sky is desired, small cameras may be used

to advantage.

2. With, the average lenses and plates used during the recent

eclipse, the “instantaneous” exposures show only a narrow ring

of the inner Corona. In order to give an idea of the exposure

required for a satisfactory picture, I have selected a number of

negatives which give the best general view of the Corona, and

tabulated the corresponding data below. By best general view

I mean that one which most satisfactorily represents the appear-
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ance and details of the Corona as a whole, so that it would be

retained if it were necessary to dispense with all the plates but

one.

The fifth columTi gives the actual length of exposure, and the

sixth column the exposure reduced to an aperture of one fifteenth

of the focal length, which is the xxsual ratio in achromatic tele-

scopes, No attempt has been made to introduce a correction for

the sensitiveness of the plates, as the sensitometer tests of different

makers are not uniform.

Roduood
Nkoative. Focuh. Plato.

ExpOB-
uro. -k

Remarks.

m. s. s.

E. E. Barnard, No. 0. . 48.f} 27.9 Seed, No. 20 4.5 1.3

(JliarloH Bur(;khalter,
No. 3 84.0 8.0 Passavant 0. I.

F., No. 23 2.0 7.0 lleflector.

Charles Burcklialtcr,
No. 9 84.0 8.0 Pa.ssavaiit H. L.,

No. 15 5.0 18.0 Reflector.

L, Hutchinson, No. 0. 31.0 1 13.8 Cramer’s Light-
ning, No. 30 12.0 14.0

Jas. H. Johnson, No.2- 14.0 10.0 Passavant 0. T.

P,, No. 23 3.0 2.0

0. V. Lange, No. 1— 12.6 10.0 Passavant 0. I.

P., No. 23 0.25 0.2

Emmet KixfonhNo.t 25.0 12.5 Cramer’s Light-
ning, No. 40'

—

2.0 2.9

A. J. Treat, No. 5-.-. 12.0 40.0 Carbutt’s Eelipse,
No. 27 2.0 0.3

It will be seen that the reduced exposures vary greatly, owing,

probably, to different methods of treatment in developing, or to

differences in the transparency of the atmosphere at the places

where the photographs were taken. On some of the plates the

images are so small tliat it is difficult to form any correct judg-

ment as to the character of the picture. With the larger appa-

ratus the best general results were obtained with an exposure of

several seconds. Longer exposures show a greater extension of

the faint outlying streamers, but no more of the Corona within

the 60' circle.

3. The best negatives of the Corona in the possession of the

Lick Observatory show details near the poles of the Sun whose

width is otdy xiir diameter of the image of the Moon, or

about 20"—for instance, fairit polar rays of this width alternating

with darker spaces. These details would be obliterated by a

motion of the imago eciual to this amount, which would require

1| seconds of time, if the camera were fixed. As the exposure
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required for the impression on the plate is longer than this, it fol-

lows that with the dry plates ordinarily in use an equatorial

mounting with clockwork is necessary in order to produce the best

results. Many negatives in the possession of the Observatory

show the truth of this. They would have been very satisfactory

if the image had been kept in position.

4. The polar rays were at about the limit of perception with the

naked eye. They are shown in sketches by some good observers,

and not by others. They were noticed by nearly all who had the

slightest optical assistance.

James E. Kbeleii.
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FAR'l' IV. ABSTRACrS HY MR. ]. M KliEI.IiR OP THIi

MISCliLLANHOUS OBSERVATIONS COMMUNICATED
TO THE LICK OBSliRVATORY.

LAUHAN(iKD ALI’IIAIiKTUlAIirA’ BY TOWNH.]

Aiamki)a, Alameda County, Cataeounia.

R It, 7av, i ., OlKservor.

The phases of the partial eclipse were photograplied by expos-

ing at regular intervals 15 minutes, the camera reitiaining fixed

in |)osition. Eleven views of the Hun are thus shown on the same

plate.

ANTIO(.ni, (.loNTEA COHTA (JoUNTY, CaLIB’ORNIA.

Wm. WiftorN Bmitii, ObHcrvor.

The colors of the sky aiid landscape were noted during the par-

tial eclipse.

BARTLF/rT Sluuwm, Lakk Gounty, Galifornia.

F. Mc'Gkk, Ohnerver.

A sketch of the Corona as soon with th(! naked eyo was mado

during totality, showing fish-tail 8troanu*ra extending about 1-J

diameters from the Sun toward the east, and west, and position

of prominon«508 . The Corona is described as being brighter east

of the Moon during the first third of totality, and brighter on the

west side during the last third. The inner Corona was somewhat

brighter than the full Moon in a clear sky, and extended from

iV to Tr of the radius of the Moon outward.

The duration of totality by watch was 1“ 54“.

Babtlett Spbinoh, Take County, CArai-’OENiA.

Mbh* 0. B. Jtlir-i/, Observer.

A sketch of the Corona as seen with the naked eye was made

during totality, showing the fish-tail o(iuatorial streamers and the

polar rays.
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Baetlett Speings, Lake County, Califoenta.

Fredeeiok Klays, Observer.

A sketch of the Corona was made during totality, with the

naked eye. The general outlines of the streamers are very nearly

as in the photographs. On the west, the streamers extend three

diameters from the Sun. No polar rays are shown.

Bartlett Springs, Lake County, California.

F. B. Staples, Observer.

The Corona was observed with the naked eye while turning the

photometer wheel for Mr. Leuschner, of the Lick Observatory

party, and a sketch made from memory immediately after totality.

It shows the fish-tail streamers extending a little more than 1-|

diameters from the limb of the Moon. The polar rays are not sep-

arately shown.

Bartlett Springs, Lake County, California.

George W. Yount, Observer.

An oil sketch of the Corona was made during totality, and

another with corrections immediately afterward. The fish-tail

streamers and the polar rays are well shown, the greatest exten-

sion of the former being nearly two diameters of the Mion toward

the west. The northeastern streamer is the shortest, and is

straight and narrow, as in the photographs.

The background (previously prepared) on which the first sketch

was made, is of a yellowish brown color, like that of the plates in

the Report of the Total Eclipse of July ^9
^
1878. hj the U. S. Naval

Observatory. In the corrected sketch it is a dull leaden blue, and
the Corona has a slightly yellowish tinge. The outlines of the

Corona are in remarkable agreement with the photographs.

The observer has had much experience in rapid oil sketching.

Berkeley, Alameda County, California,

E. M. Hilgaru, Observer.

Shadow bands were observed near the time of greatest obscura-
tion (about 1^) for one and a quarter minutes. The width of the
dark band was about one inch, and the distance between them
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from 7 to 9 iiieliOB. Between the prominetit dark bands were

faintcT or secondary lines from to | inch in l)readtln They ran

from i^ast to west, somewhat faster than a man conld run, and

vanisluMl (fuite suddenly at B' 49“ 14|'’ Btanclard Pacific Time.

Thc‘B(^ liands resembled the lujat waves rising from a prairie

plain on a hot day.

Bhrkrlky, Aiamkoa County, Caliroenia.

By Prof. Fuank SoiiLi^i.

It was tlie intention at this Observatory to got the times of first

and last contact of the Moon with the Bun as accurately as possi-

ble, using tluj tMpiatorial telescope to throw with a power of

seventy-five diameters the iitiages on a fine white paper screen.

Also to observe general atmoaplieric and meteorological plie-

nomena.

The sky was little obscured by clouds at sunriRO, and those

wore of a ratlier light, fleecy nature. A cool wind was blowing

from the north, promising clear weather. But as noon drew near

lauivy cirro-cumulus clouds came up from the southoast and cov-

ered the Bun. This was a flock-wool sort of cloud, with dark

patches and lighter ones intervening. Occasionally the Bun would

lireak through and show cpiite a sharp image, but a portion of

cloud a little^ denser than the average covered its face at first

contact at^l we were only ahh^ to place it at between 24 and 25

minutes aft(?r 12, 1'acifio time. If the cloud spot had boon put on

intentionally, it could not have been better timed to cause the loss

of first contacit.

Shortly after first contact the sky cleared somewhat, although

a briglit ha!50 still was surrounding the Sun. Tlio sky gradually

took a sombre tint, which at maximum oIiBcuration resembled

the light of an autumn sunset. Vapors condensed in the air and

the temperature fell rapidly. The clouds near the jxenith remaincal

white in color, but those near the horizon, particularly In the west

and soutliwost, under the Sun, had a pale rose tint The new green

grass looked very yellow, approaching toward a russet tint, and

the trees and foliage had a dark, sombre hue. Th(3 illumination

at time of greatest obscurity was like that from a very powerful,

wide-Bpreading electric light.

For about 8 minutes, at the middle of the eclipse, the delicate

shadow bands, resembling heat waves in the atmosphere, were
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seen running along the ground from south to north, the undula-

tions in each wave being from east to west. The breadth of each

wave from north to south, as marked on the ground near the

Observatory and on the south wall of that building, was about (>

to 8 inches. They were very noticeable, and generally remarked

by numerous spectators standing near the Observatory.

The chill in the air became very great, and a breeze from the

north sprang up.

As the afternoon wore on, the large clouds around the Sun

seemed to be dissipated, and the fourth contact was easily and

accurately obtained as 3 hours, 8 minutes, 54 seconds, Pacific

time. The sky was, however, somewhat hazy, and became more

so toward sunset.

A standard thermometer, carefully shielded from direct sun-

light in a box with a curtain, showed that the temperature of the

air fell from 65.5“ at 12:24 p. m., to 49“ at 2 i\ m., and then rose

rapidly to 57“ at 2:44, showing a rapid reduction of air tempera-

ture by interposition of the Moon.

I could not see the Moon just before first nor just after the last

contact, even with the sun-prism inserted in the equatorial and a

light blue glass slide over the eyepiece.

By a cap the aperture of the telescope had been reduced to

three inches.
Out-door Thermometer.

Number

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10
11
12

Time.
^

I

Eeading.

12i> 10m (m Fab.
12 24 (55.5

12 40
1

(5(1.5

12 55 6(5.6

1 10 (55.9

1 25 58.3

1 40 56.0

1 64 51.0
2 0 49.0
2 44 57.0
2 56 67.0
3 10 58.8

Read by Gael Rabe, with the exception of No. 10, which was read by me.
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Wetrhnlb ThermomHer, No. Qreen, N T.

NtlMBKE. Tiuui. Heading.

12h l,()n» 47.0 Fab,
12 25 4(15

12 41 4(5.5

12 5(1 47.0

1 11 47.4

1 2(i 40.9

1 41 47.0

1 55 40.0

2 50 45.76

2 55 40.5

3 10 40.0

Hiinu!! render, ext*ej»t No. IK read by mo.

ThermomHer. No. (jrreen, N. F.

Time. Heading.

12ii 12«» 56.0 Fah.
12 25 5(5.0

12 41 55,9

12 5(5 5(1.0

1 11 50.2

1 2(5 51.0

1 41 50.8

1 55 50.0

2 50 40.75

2 5(5 50.0

3 11 50.5

Hnnici oliHiirverH an In preceding caHOH.

Tho drawing on the right is a tracing of the record of tlie Dea-

i»KE thormograpii of the older type, which was exposed to the

direct action of sunlight during tho whole day. The o’clock must

he diminished by 35 minutes, as the clock and dial were too fast

by that amount. [Sketch omitted.]

In case tho matter is of interest to you, I can send the dial

sheet down to you by mail.

The dial on tho n«w thermograph in tho louvre-box showed a

small progressive diminution of temperature during the eclipse.

This dial I can also loan to you, if you desire it.

Casi’ak, Menhooino County, CAiupoimiA.

H. B. l^Minnrea, Observer.

Two nogatives were obtained during totality, with a No. 3, 1).

Dauumeyee lens, inches in diameter, stopped down to If inches,

and having a back focus of 104 inches. The plates used were
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Passavant “H. L.” or ordinary slow plates. The first exposure

was about 12 seconds, the other, 32 seconds. A shift of wind just

before totality carried the condensed steam from a sawmill 300

yards distant, across the face of the Sun, which probably accounts

for the entire absence of the outer Corona in the negatives, not-

withstanding the long exposures. The same thing would also be

produced by insufficient development.

The trails of the prominences are very distinctly shown.

Chico, Butte County, Calxfoknia.

0. W. JASPEE, United States Deputy Surveyor, Observer.

Positions of prominences were observed during totality with a

Heller <fe Brightly transit, and drawings, with descriptions,

were sent to the Lick Observatory.

Cloverdale, Sonoma County, California.

Ohas. M. Bakewell, Observer.

Observations of Extreme Outer Corona, Eclipse January 1, 1889,

Place of observation, hill one half mile northeast of Cloverdale

Station, Cloverdale, Cal.

Instruments, ordinary field glass, and black disc, with projec-

tions at intervals of 60“, fastened to an 8-ft. pole.

Distance from eye to disc, 5 ft. 5 in.

Size of disc, 1.56 in.

.‘.aug. diam. of disc is 82'+ or more than 2i times diam. of

Sun.

Consequently, in addition to the inner Corona, the more appar-

ent wings and streamers of the outer Corona were effectually

obscured. When “ time was called, the cloth which had been

placed over my eyes '5 minutes before, was removed with my eyes

in position, so that the rays from the brighter portion did not

strike them at all; so that they were exceedingly sensitive and

ready to receive impressions of the extreme parts of the outer

Corona, if such there might be, though very faint. During about

the first half of totality, I could discern nothing but a very faint

glow extending uniformly in all directions an indefinite distance

from the Sun. But just as I was despairing of seeing anything,
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and r(»gr«t.ting that I hud not boen content to view the ‘‘ glories of

the ellipse” like any lay observer, there appeared, very indis-

iine.tly at first, a <piadrilateral figure surrounding the Sun (or,

more properly speaking, surrounding the projection of the black

disc on tlio Suti and its surroundings). It was somewhat rounded

on the top and liottom, and here extended about % the diam. of

tile disc btiyond the disc’s edge. To the east and west it extended

considcraliiy furtlier, to about one diam. of the disc, and here it

tapered into dccid(Hl points. During tl»e remainder of totality,

ttiis faint illumination appeared to grow brighter and was more

easily distinguished from the surrounding region, until it pre-

sented a decided clear ctut image, as seen in tlie accompanying

figimi.* The color of this image was a very faint milky white.

It was entirely uniform, not striated nor crossed by any lines, and

not f»r(H)ptibly brighter near the limb than at the circumference.

The sky outside the image was not a pure blue, but faintly tinged

witli wliite.
, . * ii, +

The uniformity of this appearance would seem to intimate that

it continued in toward the Sun, and formed a, background to the

brigliter parts of the Corona. The fact that it was not observed

by the observers of the brighter Corona would not vitiate this

(sonoluBion, because its com.parativc faintness would render it

invisible. This, as well as its general outline, and the fact that

it is apparently an addition to the Corona, would seem to indicate

that it was tht! reflection of the Corona on some intermediate

substance, or possibly on some filmy, almost invisible mist m
front of the Sun. If this latter he the true explanation it would

form an oxoollent proof that the Corona is a solar appendage,

i. c., is not due to our atmosphere, had this question not been

already settled beyond a doubt.

But the fact that on this imago there were no lines, nor rough-

nesses, nor anything more than the mere

spending to the brighter Corona, would seem to indicate that this

fainter appearance, too, was due to some solar matter.

Chaeues M. Bakewhtx,

Class of 1889, College of I^etters, of California.

* Ofttitted.
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Note on Mr. Bakewell’s Observation.

The faint illumination which was seen outside the disc used to

screen the Sun was probably as Mr. Bakewell concludes, due to

the presence of reflecting particles between the Sun and the point

of observation. These particles might, however, have been in our

own atmosphere, that is, the appearance might have been due to

haze. It would not be noticed by other observers for the reason

given by Mr. Bakewell. The boundaries of the quadrilateral

figure around the disc are roughly equally distant from the nearest

bright portions of the Corona, and this fact is in favor of the above

explanation. It is of course possible that the appearance was

caused by particles in space around the Sun.

The outlying streamers of the Corona should have been visible

beyond the limits of the disc.

Cloverdale, California.

F. H. Carssow, Observer.

A drawing of the Corona was naade with the aid of a 19-incli

Y level by John Roach. It shows the fish-tail equatorial stream-

ers, the polar rays, and the principal prominences; also, a large

streamer occupying the position of rays 96 to 103 of the Index

diagram, Figure 1, which does not appear in the photographs.

Clovekdale, California.

Walter M. Gary, Observer.

A naked-eye sketch of the Corona was made, showing the gen-

eral outline.

Cloverdale, California.

Dr. G. Gerlach, Observer.

A naked-eye sketch of the Corona was made, showing some-

what convergent fish-tail streamers extending about one diameter

on each side of the Sun. The color of the Corona in general is

given as white.
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0LOVKia)Al.E, CAMFORNrA.

W, 0, (hnuH, Observer.

A sketch of the Corona was made from memory after the

eclipse, showing a general extension in the piano of the ecliptic.

0 r.0V K HI)A LK
,
Cat. timiiN ia

.

Dr. (\ L. OoDDAiiD, Observer.

A naked-eye sketch of the Corona was made from memory

after the eclipse, sliowirig a general equatorial extension.

GlOV'RRDAT.K, CAt.IFOHNIA.

Oupt, (X L. Hoorim, IT. B. K. M., Observer.

The Corona was viewed with a small telescope, and a sketch

made from memory after totality. It shows the fisli-tail equa-

torial streamers extending about I J diameters from the Sun.

Clovehdalk, California.

IxlNCOI.N HoTCIUNBON, J. 8. HCTOniNHON, K 0. IltTTnHINHON, M, II. DlWPTBKR,
II. II. DKMiwRit, W. y. Kkllocc, ObnerverH.

Report of Mr* Lincoln HtUchinson.

San Fiungtbco, January 16, 1889.

Prof B. 8 . Holdisn, Director TAck Olmrvatory^ Mt. Hamilton:

Dbae Sir: In accordance with the general request contained

in the pamphlet issued from your Observatory in regard to the

Total Solar Eclipse of January 1st, a party of eight or ten was

organised about one month ago to make a few amateur observa-

tions of tlrnt eclipse. Our point of observation, which was chosen

several days in advance, was on what is known as ‘‘Bald Moun-

tain,’’ about two miles in a direct line, and twelve degrees west of

south (not allowing for the variation of the compass) from the

town of Clovordale. Our elevation, by barometric measurement,

was about 1,000 feet above Cloverdalo, and 1,300 feet above the

sea. The day of the eclipse was clear and calm. In the valley

there was quite a perceptible mist, but as our greater elevation
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raised us above it, there was nothin? to interfere with our view of

SreoJJse. Tl..» were . few light cloud. the -mcphere,

hnt flonarentlv there were none between us and the bun.

W?Ld you herewith our separate reports of the observatlous

taken, together with our photographic negatives and the rough

notes and sketches made during the period of totality We did

not attempt to take any observations during the partial phases of

the eclipse.
Photographs.

Lens: A 2i-inch acromatic lens, taken from an ordinary spy-

glass, and having a focal length of about 31 inches, fhe outer

Lface of the glass was covered by a black card-board diaphragm

having a round hole in the center about eight-tenths of an inch

in diameter. . .

Camera: A Blaie “ Tourograph ” camera, with an extension in

front to accommodate the focal length of the lens.
^

Plates: Cramer’s lightning gelatine plates, sensitometer 30

(6"x7"), carefully marked to distinguish the top from the bottom,

and numbered as in the accompanying schedule.

The camera was mounted on a wooden tripod, and firmly

propped to prevent shaking.

By numerous experiments in photographing the Moon, and

light clouds, and a study of the suggestions contained in the Lick

Observatory pamphlet, and in the United States Naval Observa-

tory Report of the Eclipse of 1878, a series of exposures was

decided on, ranging from the quickest possible hand-exposure to

20 seconds, and a programme was settled upon and adhered to

on the day of the eclipse. The exposures were made by lifting a

black curtain which hung in front of the lens, and were timed by

the seconds-hand of a watch, a lighted lantern being used so as

to see the watch dial distinctly.

The strips of paper pasted on the negatives show the top of the

plate as it was exposed, and the accompanying schedule gives the

details of the exposures, developments, etc. The pktes were

developed by Jambs S. Hutchinson, special attention being given

to bringing out the details of the outer Corona.

James S. Hutchinson,

Lincoln Hutchinson, U. C., ’89.
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11. H.—Just tn^fore the commencement of totality I watched

car(‘fiil!y to hoc the nhatlow of the Moon paBsing over the mount-

airiH» tnd wan unable to attything of the kind; l)ixt just after the

close of totality, I Haw (listhictly niimorouB diffraction bands pass-

ing Xinj rapidly over the ground atul giving it a wavy appearance.

The baiulH were perhaps two feet apart, were very narrow, and

pasHcal in a. dircadioti from w(‘Bt southwest to east northeast.

In actumlance with a suggestion in the U. S. Naval Observatory

dirtjctioiiH thr observing the ecjlipse of 1878, the following instrii-

numt was prepared ami placed in charge of Waltku Y. Kellogg:

a siraighi stick was divided by prominent lines into inches, and

theses W(‘re nundxwial from the taaitre of the stick towards both

ends, A string exacdly eighteen inches long was tied to the cen-

tre of the stick, and the otluu’ end was knotted, so as to bo lield

eonvtmiently between the teeth. This knot was held between the

teetli, axul the string stretched tight, the stick being held perpen-

di(*ular to it and exactly opposite one (jye (the other being closed)

.

The ermtre:^ of the stick was then held so as to appear directly

over the centre of the Moon^s disc, and the distance in inches

rcaid 00', to any star or planet which appeared close to the Sun

during the total phase of the eedipse. Mr. Kellogg observed a

bright star one inch from the center of tlie Moon and a little

below a liorijsoiital lino drawn from the centre of the Moon to the

lofi^

Tliis observation was made with the naked eye.

Ltncoln Hutcutnson.

*Marcnu*y,
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Notes on Mr. Hutchinson’s Negatives.

The image of the Moon on these negatives is nearly 0.3 inches

in diameter, and although the definition is not perfectly sharp,

owing to the nature of the lens employed, they would have shown

a large amount of detail if the camera had been provided with

an equatorial mounting. As it is, the detail in the long exposures,

especially near the poles, is obliterated by the motion of the image.

Plate No. 1 appears to have been jarred in exposing, as the image

is double. Mercury appears on all the plates except No. 1, and

makes a strong trail on No. 7, as do also the prominences. On

No. 7 the greatest extension of the outer Corona is 60' from the

Moon’s centre. The polar rays are best shown on No. 5, with six

seconds exposure, but even in this the motion of the image has

blurred the outlines.

Report of Mr. J S. Hutchinson.

Station—A hill about two miles southwest of town of Clover-

dale; 1,000 feet elevation above the Sonoma Valley.

Provided with a good marine glass and piece of smoked glass,

I stood intently watching the advance of the Moon across the

Sun’s disc. When only a hair line of light was visible, could see

nothing but the dark face of the Moon until the instant of totality,

when, like a flash, a gorgeous halo appeared, I Judged one eighth

of the diameter of the Moon. The smoked glass was discarded

and the magnificent sight viewed with the naked eye. The color

next the Moon was silvery white, then a bright pink shading off

into yellow at the outer rim. A second or two later, streamers of

yellow light appeared to shoot out right and left, extending from

the outer rim of the halo a distance equal to one and a half times

the Moon’s diameter at the upper and lower edges of this band

of light, while the middle portion was much shorter. Two stars

were visible to the eye. At no time was darkness so great that I

could not read the time by my watch, and see the configuration

of the landscape; it appeared as if seen through a glass densely

smoked. I failed to catch sight of the sweep of the black shadow

across the country, although our location was selected expressly

with a view to watching for this. A few minutes preceding

totality, and just after, rainbow hues appeared to the right and

below the Sun at some distance.

J. S. Hutchinson,

Cloverdale, Cal.

January 1, 1889.
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Report of Mr. E. Q. Hutchinson.

Enclosed are reports of barometer, thermometer, and stop-watch

readings, taken on “ Bald Mountain,” a few miles south of Clover-

dale, California.

Instruments used;

Barometer—London standard compensated pocket aneroid. This

was regulated on Monday, the 31st of December, by Thomas Ten-

NENT.

Thermometer—A self-registering thermometer.

Stopnvatch—Large faced watch, made in Locle, Switzerland;

tlie second-hand being full diameter of face.

My barometer was divided into tenths, so that I could not get

tlie exact reading, which was just a trifle short of 29-inch mark.

I noted it some time prior to totality, and also after totality, and

could not detect any change at all in the needle from readings

given on card.

The thermometer remained unmolested for 15 or 20 minutes

after totality, and thus registered the lowest point. It was hung

on the branch of a tree, and was in the shade. When taken down

the mercury had commenced to rise.

As totality approached, I held my watch up in front of me
against the smoked glass, and was thus able to keep both the Sun

and it in view at the same time. I checked time with Mr. R. R.

Demi’stee, exactly, and started my watch. As the end of total

obscurity drew near, I again held my watch up in front of me,

and again checked “ time/' but failed to stop the watch until four

(4) seconds after. The face was in plain sight, and the second-

hand being the full diameter of the face, I had no diflficulty in

counting the seconds between ^Hime,” and when the watch was

stopped.

I feel confident that the time of totality was 1 min. 4.1^ sec.,

provided “time" was called correctly, and we were very careful

in this, but of course had no experience of this kind before.

Just prior to totality the light clouds in the vicinity of the Sun

(the sky all around the Sun was filled with very light clouds, but

there seemed to be none directly between us and the Sun) to the

southwest, or in the path over which the Moon had just passed,

were colored with all the colors of the rainbow. This coloring

seemed to be taken on suddenly, and I do not think changed or

increased any. '

.

No wind was blowing, the atmosphere being exceedingly quiet.

I did not notice any deposit of dew.
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The Moon near its centre seemed to be of sea-green color the

edges appearing very black. This was noted and spo en o ly

'Thf innl^ CoroL appeared very suddenly, and completely

encircled the Moon’s disc. It was much brighter than the outer

It extended out about one sixth of the diameter of the Moon, and

was equally bright throughout the whole cncle.
_

The outer Corona extended out on two sides of the Sun in
^

path the Moon was traveling; that to the southwest appearing

considerably the longer, the longer streamer extending out about

one and a third times the diameter of the Moon. The outside

edges of the streamers seemed the brightest.

According to instructions given in the Naval Observatory Ke-

port for the Eclipse of 1878, 1 prepared several papers for draw-

ings and gave to those of the party who expressed a desire to

attempt a drawing of the Corona. They were instructed to give

special attention to the direction and extent of the outer Corona.

The ink lines on the drawings were extended beyond the cir-

cumference of the black center 1|", corresponding with its diame-

The lines are at an angle of 30 degrees. The results are poor.

Yours very respectfully,
E. Cl Hutchinson.

Care Giant Powder Co.,No. 30 California Street, San Francisco,

California.

Stop Watch.

1st stop,l lir.,0 min.,0 sec,

2d stop, 1 min.,45J sec.

(4 seconds too long).

Thermometer.

1 hr., 29 min 61° Fahr.

1 hr., 35 min 50° Fahr.

1 hr., 53 min 48° Fahr.
Self-registering.

Barometer.

1 hr., 20 rain 29 in.

Ihr., 36 rain 29 in.

1 hr., 42 rain. -29 in., slack.

1 hr., 44 min.-29 in., slack.

Ihr., 48 min.. 29 in,, slack.

1 hr., 51 min.-29 in., slack.

Report of Mr. M. R. Dempster.

36 Glen Park: Avenue, \

San Francisco, January 16, 1889. j

I accompanied a party of amateur observers, which went to

Cloverdalefrom this city on January first last, to observe the Total

Eclipse of the Sun which occurred on that day. The list of the

members of our party, a description of the instruments used, and

a description of our point of observation, having been written by

Mr . Lincoln Hutchinson, I will confine my account to the part of

the work I performed and to the occurrences I witnessed.
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I had volunteered to take and record the time of second and

third contacts, the instants of their occurrence being given by my
brother, Roy R. Dbmpstee, who observed them with a telescope.

The watch used was one made by Jules Jurgensen, of Copenha-

gen. I was provided with a small sheet of paper, mounted upon

cardboard and having marked upon it the hour, and spaces for

minutes and seconds for each contact.

When the time for totality had nearly arrived, I took my posi-

tion near my brother’s telescope, lying flat upon the ground, and

holding the watch before me, directly in the light of a dark lan-

tern, which was under my face. My brother notified me about

thirty seconds before the Sun’s disappearance, and I began count-

ing the seconds aloud, and continued counting until he called

“ time.” I noted the exact second, and then looked up at the

eclipse. Immediately after, one of the party asked me what

the time was; I told him “23 seconds,” and at once wrote the

figures in the proper place, and then examined the watch face to

ascertain the minute, which I thought to be 47 minutes past one,

and wrote that on the paper also. I then spent a few seconds

observing the eclipse, and when my brother notified me that total-

ity was nearly oyer, I again began counting seconds. Upon his

calling “ time,” I noted the exact second, and wrote it down at

once, and then ascertained the number of minutes past one, and

wrote that figure in its proper place. The memorandum reads

as follows:
Contacts: Total, lii 47“ 23*.

End, 1 48 5.

It is evident that I made a mistake of one full minute in the

time of totality. On my original memorandum, sent herewith, you

will observe that I have made a correction, but I now doubt if the

correction is in the proper place. Inside of fifteen minutes after

totality, I performed a subtraction to ascertain the length of the

total eclipse, when I discovered that I had made a mistake of one

minute in writing the figures. I concluded the mistake was made

in the time of third contact, and made a note to that effect on my

memorandum; but since returning home my friends have learned

that if the mistake is in the time of second contact instead of the

third, the time at which the eclipse occurred will be very near the

time it was predicted for at our point of observation.

The watch used was a few seconds slow by the Lick Observa-

tory time. We are not sure of the exact number of seconds of
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its error, by reason of the unsatisfactory telephone service between

this city and the Observatory.
^ _

Probably the only value of my work will be for ascertaining

the duration of the eclipse. I think it is accurate in regard to

the seconds. I paid particular attention to getting them correctly

and thought but little of the minutes, and in my hurry to get a

few moments for personal observation I probably made the error

in the time of first contact of totality.

Shortly before totality I saw, with others of the party, rainbow

colors in a thin cloud very near the Sun.

While counting the seconds, before second contact, the darkness

increased so much that I could not discern the fine marks on the

watch face by sunlight, and had to trust entirely to the lantern

for a few beats; but apparently the light increased immediately

so that I could dispense entirely with the lantern. I counted the

seconds for third contact entirely by natural light. Probably

there was no increase of light immediately after totality began,

and it may be I was led to think there was an increase because

my eyes had become accustomed to the darkness.

During totality I saw two stars, undoubtedly Venus and Mars;

and some seconds after totality I noticed diffraction bands pass-

ing over the ground from southwest to northeast.

Yours very respectfully,

M. R. Dempster,
Mr. Lincoln Hutchinson.

Report of Mr. Roy R. Dempster.

1 observed the eclipse through a spyglass, object glass 1-J inches

in diameter, focal length about 1 foot 1 inch. Just before totality I

observed that the Sun’s crescent was broken into small parts. I

then removed the smoked glass which I had held ip my hand
between my eye and the eyepiece, and called ‘‘ time” just as the

glare disappeared, I think exactly on the second. Several red

prominences projected beyond the Moon. I had no difficulty in

telling the time of ending. Before the total phase I saw prismatic

colors in a cloud a few degrees from the Sun. I could se^ no well

defined shadow, but a few seconds after calling “ time ” at third

contact saw the diffraction shadows crossing the ground. The
above notes were written immediately after totality.

Roy R. Dempster.
Mr. Lincoln Hutchinson.
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Meteoroloffical Observatmis hy Eoy It. JDempster.

Time, Dry Bulb. Wet Bulb.

111 lor c.
10

7°0.

1 35 6

1 42i..- - 94

9|

6

1 44 6

1 48 - 9 5|

1 51 6

i 58 (?) 6

Cloverdale, California.

C. Mason Kinne, Observer.

A naked eye drawing of the Corona was made, showing slightly

divergent equatorial streamers of the fish-tail shape, extending

nearly two diameters from the limb of the Moon. The polar rays

are also shown. The color of the sky is described as a ‘^steely

Mue.^’ See also report of A. J. Treat, p. 153.

Clovebdale, California.

IjAIVBENoe H. Pibbson, Observer.

The Corona was observed with a powerful marine glass and a

drawing made after totality. It shows the fish-tail streamers

extending about diameters from the Moon, and the polar rays.

OLOVERUAnE, California.

Miss Sylvia Eey, Observer.

A naked -eye sketch of the Corona was made during totality,

showing the fish-tail streamers slightly divergent on the west side,

and slightly convergent on the east side of the Moon. Polar rays

faintly indicated. See also the report of A. J. Treat, p. 153.

Cloverdale, California.

Bmciaet Bixfobd, Observer.

Six negatives were secured during totality, with a lens taken

from a terrestrial telescope, having an aperture of 2 inches and a

focal length of about 25 inches.
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No. 3. Exposure P Oramer lightning plate, sensitometer, 40.

No. 4. Exposure 2® Cramer lightning plate, sensitometer, 40.

No. 5. Exposure lO Kingston special, a slow plate.

No. 6. Exposure 12s Kingston special, a slow plate.

Normal oxalate and iron (1 to 6) developer; and development

continued to from 10 to 15 minutes.

The images of the Moon, about 0.2 in. in diameter, are not per-

fectly sharp, owing probably to the nature of the lens employed.

The exposures are well chosen to bring out the details of the inner

and outer Corona, but much was lost by the motion of the image.

Mercury is indistinctly shown in the first two negatives.

Cloverdale, California.

Miss M. C. Robertson, Observer.

A naked eye drawing of the Corona was made, showing a gen-

eral equatorial extension.

Cloverdale, California.

Mrs. Laura B. Roe, Observer.

Two colored sketches were made, representing very satisfac-

torily the appearance of the Corona to the naked eye. The fish-

tail streamers are yellowish in tint; the sky is bluish green. The
polar rays are not separately shown. See also the report of A. J.

Treat, p. 153,

Cloverdale, California.

Lewis Tasheira, Observer.

A naked-eye drawing of the Corona was made, showing con-

vergent fish-tail streamers on the east and west of the Sun, and
two prominences. Extent of the streamers, one diameter from
the Moon’s limb. The polar rays are not separately shown.

# Cloverdale, California.

Miss Nellie L. Treat, Observer.

A naked-eye sketch of the Corona was made during totality,

and an oil sketch afterwards. The color of the inner Corona is

an intense, luminous pale blue,” and the coronal streamers are
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slightly tinged with yellow."^ On the west the equatorial stream-

ers extend about l-J diameters from the limb of the Moon; on the

east, less than one diameter. The northeast streamer is short.

The color of the Moon is deep purple. No polar rays are shown.

The pencil sketch shows the southwest edge of the outer coronal

streamer as far as 89' from the Moon^s centre.

Cloverdale, California.

Mrs. A. W. TutrESBELL, Observer.

A naked-eye sketch of the Corona was made during totality,

showing fish-tail streamers extending east and west of the Moon,

those on the west to a distance of 1| diameters. The eastern

streamers are shorter. The polar rays are indicated.

Cloverdale, California.

Dr. J. H. Wythe, Observer.

The Corona was observed with a 2-J-inch telescope, having a

power of 50 diameters. A pencil sketch was made during totality,

and a water color sketch afterward. They show a general equa-

torial extension of the Corona, and radial polar rays on the

northern limb of the Moon. On the southern limb they are

merely indicated. Two prominences are shown.

The cusps of the Sun, just before totality, were blunted. This

was also seen by other observers.

Contacts were observed as follows:

First contact. --

Second contact.

22'® 30s.

.1 40 45 .

Watch correction not given.

CovELO, Mendocino County, California.

E. B. Bateman, M.D., and Hermann Puck, Observers.

Beginning of eclipse 0^ 19^® 45s
^

Beginning of totality 1 35 3 1

Duration of totality 0 1 17

Duration of eclipse 1 47 29 J

[No watch correction given

by the observer.]

Clouds prevented any observation of the diffraction bands. Two

drawings of the Corona were made.

*See however the report of A. J. Treat, p. 163.
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Emigrant Gap, Placer County, California.

F. W. Leach and J. H. Garby, Observers.

The following record was made of the times of contacts:

First contact 12^ 21 ^^

Second contact 1 52

Third contact 1 53

Fourth contact 3 07

No description of methods is given.

Grass Valley, Nevada County, California.

W. W. Deamer, Observer.

The duration of totality was observed by means of a piece of

smoked glass and an ordinary watch, and found to be 1“ 11’.

Healdsburg, Sonoma County, California.

Geo. Edward Hall, Observer.

A number of prints from negatives and photographs of drawings

were sent to the Lick Observatory. The photographs of the Corona

were taken with apparatus not d.escribed, but the lens must have

had a focal length of about 30 inches. A general equatorial

extension of the Corona is shown.

Hoplajsii), Mej^docino County, California.

. B. Rodolph and 0. B. Ferrine, Observers.

Contacts were observed, photographs taken, and general phe-

nomena of the eclipse noted. The station was 4 miles N. 46" E.
from Sanel Mountain, near Hopland.

Contact Observations .—The first and fourth contacts were
observed with a spyglass magnifying 16 diameters

;
the second and

third were observed with the naked eye. The watch which was
loused was compared with the Merchants Exchange clock in San
Francisco, on Becemher 31, 1888, and again on January 2, 1889.
In this interval it had gained 30 seconds, and the watch correc-

tions at the time of the eclipse were obtained by interpolation to
the nearest second.
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Contact. Observed Time. Watch Correction. Pacific Time.

1 121'' 22“‘ 28s -10s 12h 22m 18s

0; 1 46 28 —11 1 4() 17

3 1 48 28 -11 1 48 17

4 3 () 54 —11 3 0 43

General Observations .—The sky was entirely cloudy at 11 a. m.,

but clear at time of first contact. It was clear during totality and

at the fourth contact, and occasionally obscured between these

times.

As totality approached, the light became first yellow in^tinge,

then a deep orange, and finally a livid light preceded the second

contact. A reddish flash was noticed just as the last ray of sun-

light disappeared. The Corona shone with a soft, silvery light,

slightly tinged with blue, especially in the outer streamers. It

appeared to be suspended in space, and much closer to the Earth

than the Moon. Surrounding objects were plainly visible during

totality. The temperature was lower and a decided chill was felt.

The height of the station above sea level was 677 feet.

Photographs.—Eight negatives were obtained with the back com-

bination of a Sutter lens, No. 3, having a focus of 16 inches.

The image of the Moon on the negatives is about 0.16 inches in

diameter.

Numi)or of

Negative.

j

Stop Used. Lens. Expofluro. Developer.

9, Butter No. 3 2« Hydroquiiione.

4 No. 2 Sutter No. 3 () Hydroquinone.
.n No.2 ^-.Sutter No. 3 10 Hydroquinone.
a - E/32 Sutter No. 4 12 -...Pyro-potaBh,

7 No.2 Sutter No. 4 (]

8 -..No.2 Sutter No. 4 2 Hydroquinone.

^ —

The plates used were Seed No. 26.

No. 2 shows the inner Corona to about curve a of figure 1,

Plate III. No. 4, with 6 seconds exposure, is about the same as

No. 2, perhaps on account of shorter development. No. 5 with 10

seconds, and No. 6 with 12 seconds exposure are alike except in

size, No. 6 being much smaller. Both show the planet Mercur'ifi

indistinctly. No. 8 shows only the brightest part of the inner

Corona, as far as curve h of the photometric diagram, figure 1,

Plate III.
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Kibesillah, Mendocino County, California.

H. E. Whipple, Observer.

i ni' 2.')“' 62
The eclipse began at ”

Totality began ,
“

Totality ended-- ^

Duration of totality

Correction to watch not given. Clouds prevented observation

of the fourth contact.

The Corona appeared to be brightest above the Moon.

Liegan, California.

Report of 0 . W. Irish, U. S. Surveyor-General of Nevada.

U. S. Surveyor-Gene raiAs Office, \
Reno, Nevada, March 16, 1889, j

Professor Edward S. Holden, Director Lich Observatory, Mt. Ham-

ilton, California

:

My Dear Sir: With this I am pleased to enclose my written

description of my observations of the Total Solar Eclipse, made

at Liegan, California. I shall in a day or two make a few more

positives and send you.

Very truly yours,

Charles W. Irish.

Total Eclipse of the Sun, January 1, 1889, as observed by the Nevada

State Observation Party.

Liegan, California, at the present terminus of the California

and Oregon Railway, was our station. It is a new town situated

on Section 13, in Township 27 N., R. 16 E., Mt. Diablo meridian,

and is six and one half miles west from the 120th meridian. The

longitude in time is approximately 8^ 0”" W.; latitude, ap-

proximately, 40° 9|' N.
;
altitude, 4,050 above the sea. The alti-

tude was given me by L. F. Warner, Esq., Chief Engineer of the

Northern California and Oregon Railway, and is determined with

accuracy by engineers’ levels.

I The weather for several days before the Ist was very cloudy, so

much so that only an approximate meridian could be obtained,

and no observations of precision could be made for obtaining

local time until noon of the 1st; clouds attended us then and
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until time of 1st contact, but did not materially interfere with us

after that.

The upper regions of the atmosphere were much disturbed Iby

a warm southeast current coming in contact with a cold one from

the west. This gave the air in the vicinity of the eclipse much

tremulous motion at about the time of 1st contact, hut during

totality and on to the end of the eclipse it was hardly noticed.

After 4th contact clouds again gathered, and at sundown shut the

sky entirely from view.

I was assisted by Professor C. W. Fbiend, of Carson, Nevada,

who took the contacts, assisted by Hon. Tbemnor Coffin. I

myself took the contacts, assisted by Mrs. 0. W. Ibisi-i.

I put the photographic work into the hands of Professor L. P.

Butler, of Reno, Nevada, and Mr. James W. Moffat, Civil Engi-

neer, of Silver Peak, Nevada.

Professor Butler was assisted by Mr. Sidney Pinniger, who

changed the plate-holders for him, and Mr. Moflf’at by Professor

W. McN. Miller, of the Nevada State University, who performed

the same service for Mr. Moffat.

Professor Miller joined the party for the purpose of making

meteorological observations of his own, and as I was short a man

for the photographic work, he kindly volunteered for the purpose.

Mr. J. 8. Hawkins, of Carson, Nevada, by means of a sighting

tube and tangent screw attached to the platform upon which the

photographic cameras were fixed, kept these instruments pointed

upon the Sun, and Mr. L. F. Varner called the times the ex-

posures began from the face of the chronometer and recorded

them.

As I was watching for 1st contact, I had the good fortune to

catch a view of the Moon as it closely approached the Sun. I

could not see the entire body of the Moon, but only a crescent

formed part of it. An arc of about 45" in extent was plainly seen;

it was of a silvery gray tint, very sharp and well defined on edge

next to the Sun and fading away to invisibility, and was lost at

about 20" each way from the point nearest to the Sun. It was in

breadth one third the diameter towards the center of the Moon

from the advancing edge. Thus I was able to call time of exact

1st contact, and half a second later saw the black edge of the

Moon’s disc overlap the brilliant limb of the Sun.’^

* I have aalced General Ir-isii for drawings of this appearance, but he Las not

yet forwarded them.—E. S. H.
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The photographic party now began their work, taking several

drop shutter views of the partial phases.

As the total phases approached closely, I could plainly perceive

that yellow rays predominated in the waning sunlight, and things

illuminated by it wore the ghastly livid look, as if illuminated by

a salted flame. The landscape partook of this deathly pallor. A
few seconds before 2d contact, diffraction bands began to appear,

their lengths disposed north and south, and their motion towards

the east. I saw them at first faintly depicted upon the canvas

of my tent, and as they brightened they were seen creeping along

the ground surface; their motion, I judged, was about from six to

ten feet per second eastward.

When the instant of 2d contact came, the Sun’s chromosphere

seemed to leap out of that point of the Moon’s limb where con-

tact took place, and springing around the circle of the Moon in

opposite directions, clasped it as if in a loving pair of arms. At

the same time the Corona, which before was faintly seen, flashed

out upon the ashy purple sky. At the end of the article I give

four sketches^ of it, made by members of the party, 2d and 3d

are duplicates.

The Corona had two double pointed rays, one of them about

tangent to the Sun’s upper limb, the other tangent to the lower

limb. The outer edges of these were straight lines 'or nearly so;

they appeared to me to be exactly parallel, and if they deviated

in their lengths from a straight line, it was where they came in

contact with the Sun’s limb, where they seemed to curve outward

around it. The rays had a direction in space, upward from a line

through the Sun’s centre parallel with the horizon, of about 27°,

rising towards the east. The westward point of the upper ray

reached out towards the west about diameters of the Sun from

its centre, and the eastward point towards east 1^, the westward

point of the lower ray 2, and its eastward point l-J such diameters.

The inner edges of these rays curved inward toward each other,

and meeting, formed a fringe of pure white light to the Sun’s limb,

about one half diameter broad. The two western rays, together

with the included fringe, were by far the brightest part of the

Corona, while the two eastern were, with their included fringe, the

faintest.

* Omitted. These sketches are reproduced in the Sidereal Messenger for April,
1889l
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The upper eastern ray was much the weakest of all. The Corona

in density, brightness, and species of its light, reminded me
strongly of the great nebula of Orion, when I view the latter with

my 4-inch telescope, with a power of 20 times. I saw several

stars in vicinity of the eclipse, twinkling brightly, and on looking

overhead, eastward and northward, saw many more, but I was too

much occupied in sketching the Corona to take any note of them.

The Sun’s polar rays flashed out in a broad light fan from both

polos, extending, as I judged, three fourths of a diameter; they

blended with the Corona’s light, and gave to that its outward,

curved appearance. I paid but little attention to the Sun’s chromo-

sphere, as I had not the time to do so. The red prominences were

<|uite evident to the unaided eye, principally on the western limb

of the Moon.

A short view of them with my telescope showed the two, which

were noted by the observers by naked eye observation, to be enor-

mous in proportions; the one in the axis of the upper western ray,

was sharply spear-shaped, and of quite recent formation. Its

shape and appearance reminded me strongly of a view I had some

years since of the formation of just such a figure on the Sun’s sur-

face in pure white. The other prominence appeared in. the axis

of the lower western ray, was cone-shaped, the apex bent upward

somewhat, and from it there floated off three beautiful roseate

clouds, in the direction to which the bended apex pointed; these

clouds were cumulus in form.

A number of small and very red prominences appeared in the

axis of the lower eastward coronal ray; they seemed to be just

forming. In base of the upper ray, near to its edge, appeared a

cone-shaped prominence, having a hue of ashes of roses; it was

evidently dying away, for it seemed to be settling down to the

. surface of the sun.

The red points of other prominences could be seen peeping up

from behind the black limb of the Moon, but I took no further

note of them. The chromosphere to my eye had tlio appearance

of a rose-colored spherical shell enclosing the sun at a distance of

one twentieth of his diameter, from him, lighted up by roseate

fires, which were hidden from my view by the dark body of the

Moon. After third contact, I watched the parts of the beautiful

scene as they one by one faded from my view.

The chromosphere parted at the point of third contact and with-

drew each way from it to disappear at the opposite side of the

Moon.

13
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B di..ppe«ed altogether m eboet 3 eecends. “ ^M Corona lingered, itt ea.teri. raye

seconds, and its brighter western rays in about 20 seconds

*The*'d£tion bands and the retreating shadow now claimed

my attention. The bands seemed brighter than before totality,

and danced along like reflected sunlight from faint ripples of a

broad water surface. Their peculiar motion caused me to remark

that their origin might be discovered in. the

motion of the air, described at the beginning of the eclipse, li e

shadow was seen creeping away eastward over the plain and along

the mountain side, its motion not as swift as I

appear. I had no trouble in following the limb of the Moon to

exact fourth contact, and continued to see the slaty gray crescent

for about three seconds after that.
_

Again the photographic party took photographs, at convenient

intervals of time, of the now declining eclipse, and observers coin-

pleted their sketches before the flgures faded from memory; this

was religiously done; no comment or communication with each

other until it was done. At noon of the 2d, we secured two relia-

ble observations for time over our approximate meridian, and

having in the forenoon pulled down our camp and packed our

instruments, we left on the N. C. and 0. train for Reno.

My observed times of the four contacts, referred to the chro-

nometer and corrected for its rate, and differences between noon

of the 1st and 2d, by our approximate meridian, were as follows:

1st, 0^ 29“ 0#.6 p. M. J anuary 1, 1889.

2d, 1 51 15 .0 p. M. January 1, 1889.

3d, 1 53 00.6 p.m. January 1,1889.

4th, 3 09 55 .6 p. M. January 1, 1889.

Professor Friend and Hon. Tremnob Coffin jointly report as

follows: “Diffraction bands were not noticed at the beginning of

totahty; the Corona on each side of the Sun somewhat resembled

an enlongated tail fin of a fish, with the outer edge_ fairly well

defined, and with the inner edge shadowing off into invisibility.

The four points seemed to extend out into long, single hair-liko

rays of indefinite length, losing themselves in the brighter outer

sky. Point d (figure 2) was discernable for at least two diam-

eters of the Sun. The relative lengths of the four points were

in the order, d, 5, c, a. The rifts in the points a-c and h-d wore

deeper, or extended nearer to the Sun’s limb, towards the line
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than on the side of the line c-d. I made no attempt to

observe anything except the form and appearance of the Corona,

and to look for the diffraction bands before and after totality.

The sketch (No, 3) was made in camp at Liegan, on the morning

of January 2; it would be difficult, if not impossible, to represent

the Corona as it really appeared. In color, it was a very light,

soft yellow, with a greenish tint. The points of the Corona,

especially the lower right-hand point, seemed to extend out into

long luminous hairs, which appeared to float in space. There

was a gradual decrease of light from the limb of the Sun to

outer limits of the Corona. Referring to sketch (No. 2) there

was no sharply defined outline, except a part of line a-h
;
lines

a-h and c-d should be a little nearer or quite parallel, by widen-

ing the space between a and c, and narrowing the space between

6 d. The lines across diagram and about the eclipse are intended

to represent very light cirro-stratus clouds, nearly all other parts

of the sky clear. The approach and recession of shadow not

clear cut nor well defined. The light faded gradually into dull

twilight, and vice versa
j

diffraction bands not noticed before

totality, but sharply defined for four or five seconds after third

contact; they were without perceptible onward motion. They

appeared like the quivering light cast upon a w’^all by innumerable

wavelets upon nearly still water in sunlight.

No candle was necessary for the reading of my watch, or to

make the drawing during totality. Two small red prominences

were seen by the unaided eye. The Corona was not visible before

second, nor after third contact. Times of observation by Professor

PbIEND:
1st, 0^1 29^n 03« .4, January 1, 1889.

2d, 1 51 10 .3, January 1, 1889.

3d, 1 53 00 .3, January 1, 1889.

4th, 3 09 38 ,4, January 1, 1889.

Professor Friend concurs in the foregoing which I have written.’^

Very respectfully,

Tremnor Coffin.

Reno, Nevada, January 25, 1889.

Gen. C. W. lursn, Director of Eclipse Observation Party

:

Sir: I have the honor to report to you the result of nay part in

the observation of the Total Eclipse of the Sun on the 1st instant,

at Liegan, California. I, by your direction, took charge of the
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Daelot single view lens and camera. The glass was 18 mches

back focus and was about 3 inches in diameter with a maximum

atou onenii^g 1 inch in diameter. It was provided wi h two stops

^smaller diameters, but all the work upon the total phase was

done with the full opening of one inch. I was assisted m the

work at the camera by Prof. W. McN. Millee, who changed plates

for me and managed that part of the work, while I made the ex-

posures and counted the times of the same by the second hand

of my watch. Attached is a tabular statement, giving the history

of each plate. It is as follows:

Photographicplates exposed by J. W. Moffat, O.M., and Prof. W. McM. MUler, xoith

the Darlot lens.

Plate No.
Ghron. Time the

Exposures Began

7 11^ 12“^ Ob
8 1 16 46

9 1 21 02

10 1 47 4(5

11 1 51 16

12 1 51 28

13 1 52 02

14 1 53 58

15
16

1
'5^ 01

19 1 58 01

20. 2 22 47

21 2 50 48

Time
Exposed.

KomarkH.

Inst.

Inst. --

Inst. -

Inst. -

4 secs.

5 secs.

7 secs.

5 secs.

5 secs..

Inst.

Inst.

Inst. ..

.View of observation of grounds.
Partial phase covered by cIondM.

...Partial idiase, good definition.

IsliowH fan-shaped liRht.
T(>tality.
Totality.
Totality.
Totality.

. Not exposed.

’ciuiihVbv at end of totality and mrred.
Same as ISO. 1,0.

.Sim covered by thin clouds.

All the plates used during the observation of the eclipso were

Seeds, sensitometer No. 26, and were developed hy myself and

Prof Butlee, who will give description of the developer used
;

it

is a weaker one than is usually used upon these plates.

I would call your attention to the peculiar fan-shaped light

shown by Nos. 10 and 19, which were exposed within 4 and 5

minutes of totality; No. 10 before and No. 19 after that event.

Respectfully yours.
.Jas. W. Moffat, C.B.

Gen. C. 'W.Ieish, Director of the Nevada Eclipse Observation Party:

Sir; I take much pleasure in reporting to you in conjunction

with Mr. Moffat the results of our photographic work on the

recent eclipse, January 1, 1889.

The following table shows a history of the plates which I ex-

posed at the time of total observation, using a Stttee lens, Swiss

make. No. 3, of the doublet form, 3-inoh full opening of the front
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combination, and 16 inches back focus. I was provided with three

stops, but I used the full opening of 3 inches during the work

upon totality. I made the exposures and timed them by count-

ing (mentally) the seconds. It was a happy conception of yours

to experiment with the cameras and lenses, by making exposures

of some plates sighted upon Mt. Rose, fifteen miles away, after

sunset, and the stars had shown themselves in the evening twi-

light. Upon development of these trial plates, the mountain ridges

and slopes, together with the figures of the pine trees, came out

clear cut, and with an exposure of only five seconds with full aper-

ture of the lenses. The developer used upon the trial and eclipse

plates, was that of Prof. Netwon, “standard dry pyro” as follows:

One oz. carbonate soda dry, one oz. carbonate potash dry, one oz.

sulphite soda dry, ten oz. of water, six grains of pyro dry; put into

four ounces of water and dissolved, to which add two drams of

the alkali solution
;
the mixture makes sufficient developer for a

5x3 plate.

I think. General, that we may congratulate ourselves upon hav-

ing attained such perfect results, photographically, of all the

phases of the eclipse, while using the rude and hastily improvised

stand and appliances, fashioned from materials found upon a

desert waste.

In conclusion, I have to say, that all the plates, whether shutter

or cap exposures, show images which came out quite vigorously

during development. The cap exposures made during totality

with open lenses though so variously timed, obeyed the re(iuire-

ments of devolopiirent easily and without any forcing or prolonga-

tion of time or patience.

The axis of the platform on which was fastened the cameras in

use, was so arranged that the Daklot lens, being placed over the

pivot about which the whole apparatus revolved, showed less move-

ment and disturbance from the jarring incident to removing and

replacing the plate-holders in the camera, than did the Suter

lens, which was further away from said pivot. I would infer from

this, that every camera in such use should have its own separate

support.

The following is a tabulated statemoTit of the plates exposed by

me. I took no photographs of partial phases, having no drop

shutter to my lens:
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Plate Xo. Cliron. Time.
Time

Exposed
EeniarliS.

33
3t -

Ih 51“^ 15"

1 51 41

1 52 08

1 52 22

3s

4
1

Excellent, good definition.

shows signs of jar

35--
31

6

37
38

1 52 44

1 53 01

3
2 Caught by end of totality, excellent delinit’n.

Sincerely yours,
Butler.

In preparing for photographic work upon the eclipse, I was

ably seconded by Prof. Butlek, whose long experience in the

lights and shadows of the mountains of California and Nevada

was a training much needed for such work. He cheerful^ con-

sented to assist, and together we made experimerits with the two

lenses selected for our work, by exposure with Seed plates

after sunset at times selected by myself, at which the da,rkness of

receding twiligtit was first a little brighter than I had in former

experience with total eclipses observed the light on such occa-

sions to be; and second when the still fading twilight was surely

a shade or two darker. To this end I selected the pine covered

slopes of the Sierra Nevadas, distant about fifteen miles. The

newly fallen snow caused the black pine trees to stand out boldly

in relief on the sides of the mountain known as Rose Peak. We
focused the cameras carefully upon clouds, which hovered over

the mountains in bright sunlight, and marked the position of the

plate carriers, and then on the evenings of December 27th and

28th, preceding the eclipse, we pointed the cameras upon the

mountain selected, and at 25 minutes after sundown, at a time

when the unaided eye could clearly make out the pine trees on

the mountain sides, made exposures with the medium stops of

five seconds; at thirty minutes after sunset, exposures of ten

seconds, at a time when I judged by the eye that the darkness

was about as we might expect it during the eclipse; and again at

forty minutes, when the pine trees'had lost their forms to the eye,

and only the bulk of the mountain could be outlined upon the

sky and clouds as a background. At this time we made expo-

sures of from 5 to 10 seconds, with full opening of lenses, getting

negatives which not only gave an outline of the clouds and moun-
tains, but also of the pine trees on the darkly shadowed slopes.

The figures of the pines are clear cut, showing that our cameras
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could catcli forms in a light so weak that the eye altogether failed

in the attempt to make them out. I found by comparison on the

day of the eclipse that the darkness was just about equivalent to

the forty minutes after sundown experiment.

I here give the four field sketches made at the time of the

eclipse, and a photograph from negatives made by each of the

lenses used. A by the Darlot and B by the Sitter. The figure

of the Moon in photograph A shows the same crescentic reflection

as I saw it in the telescope to have, which enabled me to see the

Moon before second contact, and after third.

Not one of the i:iegatives by this lens shows more than a suspi-

cion of the presence of the red prominences, while in every one by

the Sitter they strongly appear.

We were very kindly treated by the people of Liegan, and owe

a debt of gratitude to B. Gest, Esq., Manager, and Mr. J. M.

Fulton, Superintendent, and to L. P. Warner, C.E., of N. C. and

0. Ey. Co., and Mr. Robert L. Pulton, for transportation and

other help furnished the expedition, without which we could not

have succeeded.
Chas. W. Irish,

U. S. Surveyor-General of Nevada, Director of the Party.

Lower Laice, Lake County, California.

Messrs. Beaicbane and HiciiTBrnGT, Observers.

Two negatives of totality were obtained and prints from them

furnished to the Lick Observatory.

Township 11 N.; Range 7 W.; Lake County, California.

WRianT Mathews, Ijower Lake, Obse ver.

First contact 2a‘« SO'* I

TotSity emla
”
i 48 30 I [No watch correction given by the observer.]

Totality lasts 0 1 30 I

Last contact 3 4 58 J

Prom 0^' 2T to V' 48™ temperature fell from 60" to 50" Fahr.

Position of station 400 yards B. 25 N. from corner of Sections

5, 6, 7, 8. Elevation about 2,500 feet.
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T^ -nA^rra ^atako County, California.
McMahan Eanch, near Daaus, boLANo ,

J. B. Yount, Observer.

The position of the station is defined by the following hearings

^'^To'^DlrirN. 77° E. 5^ miles; to Dixon S. 15f ^

Winters N. 774° W. 54 miles. The bearings are reduced to the

true meridian, allowing 164° east for the magnetic decimation.

The contacts were observed with the telescope of a surveyor s

instrument

First contact -

Estimated greatest obscuration
^

.
12ii 2()ni

1 50

Last contact-

Watch correction not given.

The thermometer at 12^ stood at 58°

The thermometer at 12 49| stood at 50

The thermometer at 3 8 stood at 50

Several stars were seen. At the time of greatest obscuration

the color of the sky was a dull leaden blue.

Nelson, Butte County, California.

A. E. Gampe, Observer.

Sketch of the Corona, showing the fish-tail equatorial exten-

sion, and general outlines.

Nelson, Butte County, California.

Report of Dr. Lewis Swift, Director of the Warner Observatory, Eochesier,

New York,

Prof, Edward S. Holden:

Dear Sir: I have the honor to submit to you a report of my
observations of the Total Eclipse of January 1, 1889, as observed

at Nelson, California, a small place some fifty-five miles north of

Sacramento, the Capital of the State. The exact latitude and

longitude of my station are unknown to me. For a month before

my arrival, there had been a daily rainfall of such proportions as

to submerge a large part of the valley, and the prospect of finding

a suitable place for mounting my telescope seemed dubious.
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indeed. But the rain ceasing, I selected the centre of a vacant

square, about one hundred feet south of the hotel and two hun-

dred feet west of the railroad tracks, and set there a stout post

with the top sawn off at the proper angle to allow the polar axis

of the telescope to lie in the meridian and point approximately to

the pole. The telescope was my 4^-inch achromatic, the same

one used at the eclipse of 1869 at Mattoon, 111., and at that of

1878 at Denver, Col., the eyepiece used giving a power of 35, and

not 25, as I then supposed.

The principal object of my long westward journey was to, if

possible, reobserve the two mysterious objects seen at the Denver

eclipse, which, with good reason (as no such were known to exist)

,

were supposed to be intra-Mercurial planets, the circumstantial

details of which matter need not be recapitulated here.

In order to obtain the position of any unknown body which

might be found, I had attached to the R. A. circle a contrivance

precisely similar to that used for several years at the Waener

Observatory for reading directly from the circle the R. A. of an

object, and which is described and illustrated in vol. I, page 8, of

“ History and Work of the Warner Observatory,” which work

will be mailed to any person reading this who may desire it, and

who will favor me with his address. It was, presumably, the first

attempt ever made to accurately determine by direct reading, the

R. A. of a body near a totally eclipsed Sun. A brass circle some

10 inches in diameter, supporting, for celerity of reading, a pointer

instead of a vernier, was geared to the hour arbor of a clock train

regulated to sidereal time. The pointer will, of course, make one

revolution around the R. A. circle in 24 sidereal hours, or, in other

words, will keep pace with the diurnal motion of the heavens.

The R. A. circle, connected by a metallic cord to a pulley on the

polar axis, would move as the telescope was moved, and at pre-

cisely the same rate. Now, the pointer, if previously set to the

R. A. of the Sun or a star, would indicate, at once, the Right

Ascension of any object afterwards found. A few minutes before

the second contact, the Sun’s western linab was brought to the

intersection of the cross wires in the positive eyepiece, and the

pointer revolved to indicate its R. A. at that time. I had previ-

ously instructed two assistants to quickly read when time should

be called, one, the R. A., the other the Dec. circle.

On the eventful day of the eclipse the Sun rose clear, inspiring

the hope that the sky might remain unclouded through the day.
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or at least grant the fulfillment of my ardent desire for unob-

structed observation of the great phenomenon during the one hun-

dred and sixteen precious seconds of totality. About the time of

first contact a small cloud began to form southeast of the Sun

;

watching it with great care as well as intense dread, a slow motion

towards the Sun was detected, which continued until the Sun was

reached, over which it passed at the critical moment of total

phase, blotting it out, and with it all hope of refinding the

suspected intra-mercurial planets, to which quest I had resolved

to devote four fifths of the allotted time.

Just before the commencement of the eclipse, I had set my
watch, and Mr. N. B. Scott, who assisted me, his very excellent

pocket stop chronometer, to the Lick Observatory time as trans-

mitted to the telegraph office in Neison. Following are the times

of contacts as given by Mr. Scott:

1st contact 12*' 24™ 30«“ Tliermoiiieter 50.

2d contact 1 48 29 Thermometer 61.

3d contact 1 50 25.4 Thermometer 51.

4th contact 3 8 14 Thermometer 62.

Duration of totality 1 50.4

Duration of eclipse 2 43 38

Baily's Beads.

There has been much speculative writing concerning this sin-

gular and, at times, beautiful phenomenon observed at every total

and annular eclipse for at least a century. The cause usually

assigned is, the shining of the Sun through depressions between

lunar mountains, a theory which, when compared with observed

facts, has no support. As I saw them in 1878, every one was trap-

ezoidal in shape, and differed in size only, becoming mere points

at the ends of the crescent, and increasing gradually and regularly

towards its centre. As seen at the California eclipse, they bore

not the least resemblance to those just described as seen at Den-

ver. Instead of being trapezium shaped, they resembled (at both

second and third contacts) a curved series of dotted “i’s,” or

rather the telegraphic letter a (dot and dash) of the Morse alpha-

bet, thus — — — —
Prof. Charles A. Schott says of those seen in 1869: “ I would

particularly notice their great regularity in width, outline, and

distribution.” Prof. D. G. Baton records: “ Baily’s Beads were

very conspicuous. Just before totality the thin crescent was broken

by dark lines shooting out from and perpendicular to the edge of
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fh,' .VHitJi.’* Knni! ihtw U^wlitiioitiKH lutcl fnnn tiiy {XirHOHal olmor-

I juii irri'sitiliUly U‘<1 to tln' «•0Il(•luHiuu that thoy, like the

ruini* of till" jirotuln'ninwx, are not wum alike hy all ohwrvorH, and

tlijil their true niitwe hax ih'Vit yet ht'(*n HW'orttunod. But were 1

to hrt/Hci HO oi*itiion, it would ho that thoy aro tho roHnlt of a

jthi'noiiM'iioii elio-i-iy allii'd, t! not. idotitioiil, with that producing

the“llhtok I hop." <iuito proha hly diflVnotiun and irradiation

limy have iniioh to do with it--{K»HKil>ly may he* ita nolo oauBCB.

Wi*r»' Ihi* uwialtv' HBBigiiod reawiii the true one, thou on tho occa-

iiiori of an iunntliir l•t•lijl^'•‘. when the. Mixin ho noarly o(pial8 the

Sou ill Hzi* an to eimHo tho anniiluH to ho oxcoodingly narrow, a8

thor*’ ari' tiiouiit!iiii.H all around tho Miwin, tho hoadH alno Hhould

ho xoi'ii sdl idxiul it. Again, long liotoro a total phuHc iH readied,

tho »'ih1h of tho oroHi’ont, all tlai time redueed to a halr-hke hno-

tw r#, mtght to rovoal them, which in not the chho.

fhi' I'nunltutm^.

Thi*Be Won* wx in mtmhor, one on the pree-eding and five on

the following linih of tho Mikiii. All worn umall and, in coinpar-

iwn to thoHo w«'ii at thoodipwi of iHfil), very uninteroHiing ohjocts.

That on th** proeodhig limli wan the largoat of tho mx, and juHt

nlKtvo it. a littlo to tho north hnt entirely dotadmd from both it

and the M»«>n, wuh a oloud which if called a |>rominonco wouhl

inoroaHK the mimher to hovoii. Their nniformity oi Hha|K! and

Bin! immi'diatoly ait.ractod my nttontion and alao the aViHcnco of

all color. In form I compared them hithe Hhort, Hliarp, conical

tooth of a cirenlar aaw. U at ‘>n<^<‘ occurred to mo to watch tho

niH'ovoring of tho <aie mt the woRt, ami the covering up of those

on tho Olid, liinhhythe iwlvancing Moon. During totality the

live wore Hi-on gn.>wing HtondUy shorter and t.Iie one as unmistak-

ahly growing in hmgth. and, at its eltme, only the very tips ot tho

eaw teoth-like fornw were viHthlo,

Cnliir nf thi! Pi'oiitln'mum.'^

hhithii.K won during totality Burprmcil me so unich an tho color

of the protiihenint (hunoH, whii-h wer«i as white as ImrmHhed Hilwr,

while in IH(» and IHTk thoy had he«in scon of a dull scarlet color,

and I had therefrom sup]HW«ed that they always were tinted. .

roidly womod that my eye was docoiving mo. so, to wdisfy myself

whether iliU woro trim, I <-iirofully compared thorn with the t-or-

ona, and lottml thorn to lie preoisoly tin- samo savo that tho pnnn-

• .“lei! Tiooitmi, Atli it- .'tei'iiil. 'tei Utiffi, ISSO. 1>. 1711. K. S. H'
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inences were slightly the brighter. In a hasty newspaper report

sent out just after the eclipse, I stated that the protuberances

were colorless. For this assertion I have been criticized in sev-

eral quarters. But that they are not always seen of a red color

by all observers the following extracts abundantly prove: At

fifst view,” says Prof. Stephen Alexander, “ they ” (the promi-

nences) “ were white, and yet, within the few seconds which I

could devote to their inspection, these white prominences, porhons

of them, became tinted with a pale rose color.” General Hal-

stead “ saw them red with the bare eye, though, afterwards, they

appeared white.” Prof Hines, who wears glasses, states that

“At the first instant of totality, my eyes were directed to the Moon,

and I perceived dazzling white prominences projecting from the

Moon. My attention was then attracted to the photographic appa-

ratus, and, after about half a minute, upon looking up, I found

the former white prominences of a brilliant, decided rose-color

bordering on crimson, and they remained of this color to the end

of totality.”

Mr. Browne says: “ As seen with the bare eye, the prominences

appeared white bordered with a delicate rose color.” Mr. Zent-

MAYBR last saw them white with a tinge of blue. Mr. Moelltno

saw them white all the time. Mr. Richard D. Cutts testifies: “ The

Corona was of a white light and the protuberances of an intense

white light, and clearly visible to the naked eye.” Professor

Charles A. Schott says: “Two of those were separate from the

rest, which consisted of two large patches of intensely bright light

of a’ white color, whereas all the other prominences were of a deli-

cate pink.” All the foregoing extracts relate to the eclipse of

August 7, 1869. I am unable to account for such capricious

seeing. At the same eclipse, I, myself, certainly saw the pro-

tuberances referred to of a bright red color. The protuberances

deserve more attention from astronomers and more study than

they have hitherto received. Right here I cannot refrain from

an allusion to an observation of my own of the great protuber-

ance—often from a fancied resemblance called the anvil pro-

tuberance—at the eclipse of 1869, which, as I was unaware of

any other having seen, I supposed until recently was only another

instance of abnormal seeing. Many black lines were seen cross-

ing it in different directions, and inasmuch as they must have

been, at least, fifty thousand miles long and a thousand miles
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broad, it would appear to be important to understand the cause

of this phenomenon, and if these markings are always present.

Quite lately, in examining reports of that event by different

astronomers, I found several corroborative testimonies regarding

this appearance. Mr. Ai.van G. Ciark saw radial lines in the

large protuberance. Professor George Davidson, who was sta-

tioned in Alaska, relates; “ The flames were not of a uniform

color, but were marked by dark lines perpendicular to the Moon’s

limb; on the larger flame these dark lines were very distinci” In

all future eclipses I advise careful and particular observation for

this phenomenon.
The Corona.

This mysterious phenomenon was observed under so great diffi-

culties, owing to haziness, that I would not venture to pronounce

either upon its extent or general contour. The striated filaments

were, however, seen as at former eclipses.

Mr. A. E. Camp, who was stationed three miles north of Nelson,

where the sky in the neighborhood of the Sun was clear, made, at

my request, a naked-eye drawing, as near to scale as possible, of

the Coronaj which, judging from my own telescopic observation,

I think is sufficiently true to nature to warrant its reproduction.

I had engaged and instructed several spectators to watch for

waves of light (shadow bands) passing them, at the instant of

totality, but none were observed. On the peaks of the Coast

Eange to the west, the shadow of the approaching Moon was seen,

and also that as it receded over the foothills and mountain peaks

of the Sierra Nevada.
n r> i.

The planets Mercury and Venus, and the stars Vega and Veneo,

were seen.
. ^ i

The people of Nelson were assiduous in their attentions and

assistance, and did all in their power to make my observations

successful’ My thanks are particularly due to Mr. J . S. Suidling,

who prepared and set the post for my telescope and rendered me

much mechanical aid. Also to Mr. N. C. Kendall, the courteous

telegraph operator, and to Mr. N. B. Scott particularly, who, in

giving me the times of the contacts, must have lost most of the

sublime phenomena of the eclipsed Sun. I^astly, I cannot refrain

from expressing my gratitude to Mr. H. H. Warner for his kind-

ness and liberality in defraying, in the interest of^ astronomical

science, the entire expense of my journey to the Pacific Coast and
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return; nor of commending him to the consideration of astron-

omers generally as a most munificent patron of Astronomy.

Very truly yours,
Lewis Swift.

Warner Observatory, Rochester, N. Y., April 3, 1889.

Norman, Colusa County, California. Platform of Railroad

Station.

W. W. Bklsiiaw, Observer.

The duration of totality was noted by means of a chronograph

watch, correction not given.

Beginning of totality 47»‘ 41|s

End of totality 1

Duration 5()§

A sketch of the Corona was made by the aid of a field glass,

showing the fish-tail streamers and polar rays.

Norman, Colusa County, California.

John M. Gamble, Observer.

A naked-eye drawing of the Corona was made, showing two

equatorial streamers on each side of the Sun, about l-J diameters

in length. The clouds near the horizon below the Sun were of

a dull, yellowish-pink during totality—-the sky opposite the Sun

a cold, gray-green.

The duration of totality was observed, using a piece of smoked

glass and a watch.

Beginning of totality D 5m 20«

End of totality 1 52 39

Durationt "i

*The position of this station is about <ps=39® 24.'5. A=Bh 8“^ 45*'. J . E. K.

tProbably some mistake in recording, as the duration of totality at Norman

was about m 66».
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Norman, Colusa County, California.

Eeport of William Ireland.

Prof. E. S. Holdrn, Director Lich Observatory^ Mo^mt Hamilton^

San Jose, Oal.:

Sir: I respectfully submit to you the following report of pho-

tographic obseryations at Norman, Cal., ot the Total Solar Eclipse

of January 1, 1889, made by myself, assisted by Mr. Piehke be

Stael Olnby and Mr. William S. Joyce, all of Oakland, Cal.

I sent you to-day by Wells, Faroo & Co.’s Express the result

of the observations in the shape of four glass positives, marked 1,

2, B, and D.

The apparatus used was a large portrait lens, Willaui) & Co.,

New York, No. 7206 (aperture 6|- inches, stopped down to 3|

inches, hack focus 20 inches) attached to a plain bellows camera

carrying plates 5 by 8 inches, the whole being mounted on a

tripod fitted with a screw to adjust the instrument in altitude. I

send you also a photograph of the instrument.

The place at which the photographs were taken was a point

about 50 feet southerly from the southwest corner of the railroad

station at Norman.

Mr. Olniqy capped and uncapped the lens, I drew the slides and

counted the seconds, and Mr. Joyce rendered valualde assistance

in transporting the instruments, etc.

During the forenoon the Sun was at intervals hidden by clouds,

but at about 1:30 r. m. the clouds dispersed and the narrow cres-

cent of the Sun appeared in a clear sky. There was no wind

blowing.

Immediately before totality I pointed the camera towards the

Sun and carefully focused it on the visible limb, and laid the

plate-holders on a box where they would be easily accessible for

rapid work. Each plate-holder carried one slow plate (sensi-

tomoter mark, 16), and one rapid (sensitometer mark, 27), and

both plates in each holder were given the same exposure.

The moment that totality commenced, I drew the slide of Plate

No. 1, and called to Mr. Olney to uncap the lens, and, after count-

ing five seconds, called to him to recap, but at this moment the

crowd which had gathered about us became very noisy, and it

was impossible for Mr. Olney to hear the calls, conscciuently this

exposure, which was intended to be five seconds, may have been

one or two seconds longer.
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The other exposures, as noted below, are practically correct,

and are given in the order in which they were made, the last one

being completed about ten seconds before the reappearance of the

Sun’s limb:

Plat®.

KxpoBuro.

Numlber. Brand. SonsitiveiioBS,

1

Omm p.r—Lightning - - 15 5(?) seconds.
o 27

Carbutt Eclipse - 27 1 second.
JD

D Oarbutt—Eclipse 27

Three other exposures were made, but owing to vibration of the

camera the images were badly distorted, so I have not sent you

copies of them.

I wish at this time to thank you for the several copies of '' In-

structions to Observers,” which you kindly sent me previous to

the eclipse.

Should the negatives of any of the positives sent you be of any

use to you, I will be glad to loan them to you if you so request.

Yours respectfully,

Wm. Ireland.

1016 East Twenty-sixth street, Oakland, Cal.

February 11, 1889.

Remarks on Mr. IrelancVs Positives.

Plate No. 1 was exposed perhaps a trifle before the photosphere

had entirely disappeared, as the limb of the Moon on the eastern

side is badly solarized, and surrounded by an aureole due to total

reflection from the back of the plate. It is of great interest because

it also shows the Corona on the same side of the Moon, and the

outlines of the streamers are exactly the same as at the middle

of the eclipse. The greatest extension of the Corona on this plate

is 68' from the Moon’s centre.

Plate No. 2 shows a somewhat greater extension of the Corona

than No. 1. The motion of the image was considerable, and no

details appear.

Plate B is much like No. 2.

Plate J) shows a remarkable length of the coronal streamers,

those on the west reaching as far as 135' from the Moon’s centre.

This plate has already been commented upon by Professor Hol-

den. Mermrv annears on all the nositives.
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PfiNNINOTON, SUTTEU CoUNTY, CaLIFOKNIA.

Mihb Mahy Gillixam, Observer.

Few clouds were visible at the beginning of the eclipse, but

they formed very rapidly and almost covered the sky during

totality. They dissolved on the reappearance of the Sun. No
jxcrceptible change of the barometer was noticed. No fog and

little, if any, dew was formed. The thermometer fell from 53-|“

at the beginning of the eclipse to 49° at the end of the total phase,

rising to 51° at the end of the eclipse.

San Fhanctsoo, California.

Capt. CuAs. (iooDALii, Observer.

The first and fourth contacts were observed with a 6-inch equa-

torial at a point about one mile S.S.W. of the Davidson Observa-

tory. A greenish shade glass was used.

Firnt contact, watch 8« (unsatisfactory).

Fourtli contact, watch 3 10 54

Tlie Moon’s limb could be traced a short distance outside the

disc of the Sun.

The watch was compared with Standard Pacific Time at

Siiukve’s jewelry store after the observations, and found to be

2’“ 0“ too fast.

IJEiAir, Mendocino County, California.

I). D. Beatty, Observer.

Three negatives of the Corona obtained with a Dallmeyer lens

and No. 26 Seed plates. Exposure from 3 to 6 seconds. Inner

(Jorona shown.

Ukiaii, Mendocino County, California.

A. 0. Oaiwenteu, Observer.

Two photographs were obtained during totality, and several

before and after. Prints from the negatives w^ere sent to the Lick

Ol)sorvatory and those of the Corona show a considerable exten-

sion. The apparatus is not described.

The negatives were presented to the Observatory, but were un-

fortunately broken in transmission.

14
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Ukiah, Mendocino County, Califoenia.

Mrs. Grace Davis, Observer.

A handsome crayon drawing of the Corona was made, repre-

senting very satisfactorily its general appearance to the naked eye.

WiNNEMUccA, Humboldt County, Nevada.

E. P. Austin, Salt Lake City, Utah, Observer.

The first, third, and last contacts were observed with a small

telescope, about 2 inches in aperture, magnifying about 8 diam-

eters. The second contact was observed with a large binocular

of about the same power as the telescope.

Watch time of first contact !' 35™ 26s (perhaps 1= late).

Watch time of second contact 2 56 55

Watch time of third contact 2 58 42

Watch time of fourth contact 4 14 0 (possibly 2s or 3s early).

Watch correction to Pacific Standard Time = —V" 2”' 12”.r), at

0^ January 1, Pacific Standard Time. The rate of the watch was

small, not above 4® per day either way.

The observing station was 240 feet'west, and 1,300 feet south

of Lieutenant Wheeler’s astronomical station, the position of

which, as recorded on the monument, is:

Longitude - 117® 43' 54".18

Latitude 40 58 19.97

WiNNEMUCCA, PIUMBOLDT CoUNTY, NEVADA.

J. A. Brashear, Observer.

A drawing was made of the details of the inner Corona, on a
specially prepared piece of ground glass. It is described and
illustrated in the Sidereal Messenger for April, 1889.

o


